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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation examined four online forums for evidence of organizing in order to 
evaluate the accuracy of the term “online community” for describing all online 
interaction spaces. The Four Flows Model (McPhee & Zaug, 2000) was used as a guiding 
theoretical framework during a content analysis of the messages within each forum in 
order to identify the type and amount of organizational processes enacted through forum 
members’ interactions. Mintzberg’s (1979) conceptualization of the organization and the 
Four Flows Model were used to interpret the results of the content analysis and a network 
analysis of the forums’ communication networks in order to determine whether any of the 
forums functioned and were constituted as organizations. Evidence of all four types of 
organizing processes were found within each of the forums, and two forums were 
determined to function as organizations. The definition of online community was revised 
in light of the results, and a definition was offered for the new concept, “online 
organization” that describes how larger communities of shared interest can organize 
within online interaction spaces to accomplish members’ shared goals. A theoretical 
model was also developed to situate all online interaction spaces relative to one another 
according to the prevalence of organizational and social messages within them. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The widely held definition of online communities is of online interaction spaces 
supported by computer systems where members interact socially around a shared interest 
or goal while adhering to a set of policies (Escobar et al., 2014). The conceptualization of 
online communities as places for social interaction obscures the vital organizing function 
of communication within online interaction spaces that is increasingly evident in the era 
of Web 2.0. While early online communities were indeed small, intimate social spaces 
like the WELL (Rheingold, 1993), two decades later online communities often contain 
hundreds of thousands of members who perform a variety of behaviors beyond social 
interaction. Online community members collaborate to provide valuable services to 
others, such as leadership, proofreading and mentorship services (i.e., FanFiction.net); 
they provide technical help and develop ratings systems for products (i.e., 
RCgroups.com); members act as listeners to people they have never met who need to 
voice their problems (i.e., 7cups.com); and even match volunteers like doctors with 
people around the world who need their help (i.e., mvac.operationsmile.org). The need to 
update the current conceptualization of online community is a reoccurring one. As the 
technological systems that support interaction online developed over time to permit new 
types of online activities and interactions, scholars offered new conceptualizations of 
online community that take into account the changing nature of behavior in online spaces. 
I argue that the conceptualization of online community should once again be updated in 
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order to account for the many organizing behaviors taking place within online interaction 
spaces. 
In addition to obscuring organizing taking place within online communities, the 
current conceptualization of online community also creates several barriers to researching 
these online interaction spaces. Many online interaction spaces that look like online 
communities actually fall outside of the current definition due to an abundance of lurkers 
within the space or the lack of a shared purpose between members (Lee et al., 2003). 
Comparison of online communities is a very difficult research task for the same reasons, 
and also because online communities operate around very different technological 
platforms, member attributes, and behavior norms (Lazar & Preece, 1998). Additionally, 
although online communities have been studied from the early 1990s, few studies have 
worked to understand how members’ interactions affect the interaction space itself. 
Online communities are most often comprised of individuals whose membership and 
participation are voluntary, and yet these interaction spaces are largely studied as vehicles 
for profit whose members can be managed in order to increase behaviors desired by 
website owners and advertisers. A conceptualization of online communities built upon 
the behaviors that members perform in a voluntary capacity to sustain or to change the 
community itself would begin to fill this gap in the research literature, and develop a 
more holistic understanding of interaction in online spaces. 
There is initial evidence within the research literature that, in addition to social 
interaction, many types of organizing behaviors take place within online communities. 
Evidence that online community members enact leadership (Fontainha et al., 2015; 
Johnson, et al., 2015), organize social movements (Chung-Yi & Yang, 1995), and host 
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online conferences (Michalski, 1995) and workshops (Bik et al., 2014) suggests that 
online communities support frequent organizing, or that some online communities may 
be new, quasi-organizational social entities. Johnson et al. (2015) recently argued for the 
development of a new understanding of online communities by stating that “online 
communities have rapidly emerged as essential new forms of organizing,” and yet, “in 
spite of the rapid growth of this new organizational form, research has been slow to 
examine the points of commonality and difference between traditional organizations and 
online communities” (p. 165). This study is a response to the call for a clearer 
understanding of what organizing may be taking place within online communities. 
The goal of this research study is to determine whether organizational processes 
take place within online communities and use this information to evaluate how 
organizing behaviors manifest within the sample data. The results of this study will be 
used to evaluate the conceptualization of online community and, in the event that 
sufficient evidence of organizing is found, to develop a conceptualization of online 
organizations that can both account for organizing within online spaces and help to solve 
the previously described barriers to online research. Additionally, if the study results 
indicate that organizational processes are indeed as important as social interaction within 
some online interaction spaces, this finding will open up these online spaces to further 
organizational communication research so that other organizational communication 
phenomena such as institutional messages (Lammers, 2011), organizational change 
(Leavitt & March, 1962), organizational environments (Meyer et al., 1985), and 
organizational evolution (Tushman & Romanelli, 2008) can be studied in online contexts. 
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The approach taken here for identifying organizational processes is a mixed 
methods research design that combines a directed content analysis with network analysis 
and qualitative interpretation. A theoretical framework, the Four Flows Model (McPhee 
& Zaug, 2000), was used to determine which member posts were indicators of the 
enactment of organizational processes. Member messages, member roles, organizational 
processes, and communication networks were the units of analysis in this dissertation. 
RCGroups.com, a large online community for remote control (RC) vehicle enthusiasts, 
was the data site of this study because its members frequently collaborate with one 
another to accomplish group goals. The hope was that these group collaborations would 
yield evidence of organizational processes enacted as members interacted to coordinate 
their work.   
Chapter Two reviews the research literature surrounding online communities, 
their conceptualization, and the barriers to studying online communities that could 
potentially be alleviated through an understanding of the organizational behaviors and 
processes that may be taking place within online communities. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
LITERATURE REVIEW OF ONLINE COMMUNITIES 
 
Historical Background of Online Community Research 
The Emergence of the Concept 
The first online communities (also called “virtual communities”) began in the late 
1970s in the form of online message-sharing bulletin board systems (BBSes) where 
members could post messages, read message content, and email other members 
(Rheingold, 1993). BBSes were the first online interaction and meeting places broadly 
accessible to the public. Online bulletin board communities allowed any individual with 
an Internet connection and personal computer to communicate with others via written 
messages about common interests ranging from the personal to the political. 
Communication through bulletin boards was generally asynchronous, but bulletin board 
members could also communicate in real-time online chat rooms. 
Early BBSes such as Usenet and the WELL were small, localized operations 
managed by volunteer system operators with members often living in the same 
geographic region because accessing a BBS outside of the local telephone calling zone 
incurred long distance charges (The BBS Corner, 2009). These strong geographic ties and 
small initial BBS memberships were clear contributors to the adoption of the term 
“community” to describe localized BBSes where members developed strong 
interpersonal relationships (Rheingold, 1993; Turkle, 1995; Schuler, 1996). A BBS 
design feature that supported the development of online communities around specific 
member interests was the interest-based organization of members’ messages. As more 
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people participated in online message boards, the message archives grew to include many 
discussion topics so that message organization became necessary. Messages were 
organized under first broader categories and then smaller subcategories, so that, for 
example, the larger “Health” category on Usenet Newsgroups contained many related 
subcategories like “Diet,” “Drugs,” and “Fitness.” Archive organization meant that 
instead of reading every message posted to a BBS bulletin board members could search 
for or sign up to receive messages from a subcategory bulletin board, which narrowed 
interactions around both an interest area and a smaller subgroup of BBS membership. 
Rheingold likened the architecture of one famous early BBS online community, the 
Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link (WELL), to a building that functions as a conferencing 
system. The rooms within the building are each dedicated to a narrow topic of interest 
and function as the conferences between members (Rheingold, 1993). Any member can 
write messages on blackboards filling the room, receiving messages instantly from others 
who are also participating in the discussion. Repeat interactions with other individuals 
interested in similar topics resulted in an interpersonal experience as well as information 
sharing, and so communities thrived within BBSes like the WELL. 
The key focus of the conceptualization of virtual or online communities in the 
early 1990s was the interpersonal relationships that could arise from interaction in online 
spaces like BBSes. The often-cited conceptualization of online communities at this time 
was Rheingold’s definition of virtual communities as “social aggregations that emerge 
from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with 
sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace” 
(Rheingold, 1993, p. 6). However, due to a rapid increase in online community 
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membership and advances in online communication technologies that took place during 
the remainder of the 1990s, new ways of interacting online resulted in the need for a new 
understanding of online community. 
Home Internet connections became much faster and more prevalent in the 1990s, 
and with a third of households in the United States navigating to the World Wide Web 
(WWW) by December of 1998 (National Telecommunications & Information 
Association, 2016), online communities were transformed as millions more people began 
interacting online in new types of interaction spaces. BBSes continued to exist, but online 
community groups also met through web pages and Internet forums, as well as through 
new online communication software (Preece et al., 2003). Isolated online communities 
like the WELL suddenly became part of a much larger “overarching culture” of online 
interaction after upgrading to these higher-speed Internet connections (Rheingold, 1993, 
p. 10). Online communities began to look very different from one another as they took on 
different forms based on the various technological platforms that supported them. Online 
communities formed around professional and other non-personal topics, putting the 
interpersonal relationship lynchpin of the conceptualization of online community into 
question (Stanoevska-Slabeva & Schmidt, 2001). It is unsurprising, then, that research of 
online communities conducted in the late 1990s and early 2000s focused heavily on 
developing a new conceptualization of online community that was broad enough to 
include their various sizes (from dozens to a billion members) and forms (simple 
messaging systems to virtual reality interaction spaces), but which could also capture the 
social relationships that frequently develop within them. 
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The conceptualization of online communities has coalesced around the broad 
factors that many online communities have in common: 1) social interaction of members, 
2) members’ shared purpose or interests, 3) policies for guiding member interactions, and 
4) the presence of computer systems to support and mediate interaction (Escobar et al., 
2014). Many online interaction spaces that appear to be online communities fail to meet 
two of these factors, however. Almost all online communities do not fully meet the first 
factor because in every online community, there are many members who choose not to 
socially interact with others within the community. Often termed “lurkers,” non-
interacting members frequently account for 80-90% of the membership of an online 
community (Katz, 1998; Mason, 1999; Nonnecke & Preece, 2000). This evidence calls 
into question whether online communities really are, most fundamentally, places for 
social interaction. Many online communities also do not meet the second factor of 
Escobar et al.’s (2014) conceptualization because identification of members’ shared 
purpose is untenable for many online communities. The purpose of an online community 
can appear to shift over time as members concern themselves with different issues and 
collaborate to achieve different goals. Or, an overall purpose can be impossible to name 
except at a very broad level when members interact to communicate about every interest 
conceivable, as is the case within large online communities like Reddit. 
These issues raise the question: if an online interaction space supports little social 
interaction or there is no overarching purpose or goal for members’ interactions, is the 
space really an online community? And, if such spaces are not communities, what are 
they? This conceptualization problem is a persistent one in large part because there are no 
offline corollaries to online interaction spaces to which we can turn, and because the term 
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“online community” has become embedded in the lexicon of the Internet for scholars and 
the general public alike. It is clear from existing research that many online interaction 
spaces do support the development of interpersonal relationships between members, 
creating the potential for members to feel a shared sense of community (Chen & Lin, 
2014; Glassmeyer et al., 2011; Leyton Escobar et al., 2014). Online community as an 
experience or a sense of belonging is therefore not the contentious aspect of using the 
term “community” to describe online interaction spaces. Instead, it is the 
conceptualization’s assertions about what members are doing (socializing) and to what 
end (shared interests or goals). The online communities of today are often open spaces 
with few barriers to becoming a member other than signing up for an account. The design 
of many online communities allows any member to begin his or her own discussion 
threads and to post freely within existing threads as long as he or she adheres to the 
online community policies. Compared with the early BBS systems, it is unsurprising that 
members of modern online communities are engaging in many new types of behaviors 
than they were in smaller online communities like the WELL where slower internet 
connections and long-distance charges for accessing geographically distant online 
communities created interaction constraints. Due to the fact that members of online 
communities are free to engage in any activity they can image within online interaction 
spaces, the conceptualization of online community needs to be updated in order to 
develop an understanding of what members do within them aside from interacting 
socially. Alternatively, an entirely new conceptualization may be needed to define and 
understand online interaction spaces that fall outside of the scope of the current 
conceptualization. 
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Themes in the Study of Online Communities from the 1990s to the Present 
Online communities have been subjects of research since the early 1990s for 
scholars from many disciplines (Preece, 2003) using methods as diverse as in-depth 
ethnographies, case studies, survey investigations, and computational methods like 
network and textual analysis. In the early to mid-1990s scholars of online communities 
focused on the potential of early computer networks to create local and global 
information networks (Hewitt, 1994) which could act as a new type of communication 
medium (Skerlep, 1995) with the ability to serve individual needs such as social support 
(Schwartz, 1995) and create business opportunities (Hussey, 1995). Scholars at this time 
explored the potential benefits of new, networked systems that could share electronic 
information and resources, such as networked library services (Abrams & Ridley, 1993; 
Tomer, 1995). 
At the same time, other scholars focused less on the technological advances of 
early online communities and more on the human experience of interacting in online 
communities (Connolly, 1995). Scholars studied, for example, the Taiwanese gay-rights 
movement taking place in online communities (Chung-Yi & Yang, 1995), and 
investigated the sense of community engendered by participation in online communities 
such as gaming communities (Moore et al., 1996) and online computer conferences 
(Michalski, 1995). Rheingold’s 1993 ethnography of the WELL is a classic account of 
the strong interpersonal relationships and overall “community” experience that could be 
gained from participating in an online community. Rheingold characterized online 
communities as rich interaction spaces where members could do anything they did in real 
life, except that they “leave [their] bodies behind” (1993, p. 3). Rheingold (1993) told 
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stories of WELL members becoming so close through their online interactions with one 
another that they regularly met offline, attended members’ wedding and funerals, and 
even pulled resources together to help a member who became seriously ill in a foreign 
country in order to secure life-saving medicine and transportation. He stated that the 
strong “sense of place” that logging onto the WELL gave him is what created the social 
fabric of online communities—“the feeling of peeking into the cafe, the pub, the common 
room, to see who's there, and whether you want to stay around for a chat” (Rheingold, 
1996, p.3). The social interaction and shared purpose factors of the current 
conceptualization of online communities have clear origins in these early studies of the 
online community experience. 
Two trends of online community research of the mid- to late-1990s were research 
investigations examining online communities as potential marketing tools for businesses 
as well as studies that tested the applicability of online communities as new virtual 
learning environments. The research literature of this time indicated a belief that online 
communities were a new frontier that businesses could tap into by meeting consumers’ 
“multiple social needs as well as their commercial needs” (Armstrong & Hagel, 1996, p. 
2). Marketing scholars studied both the advantages and disadvantages created by this new 
online marketing frontier. They found that online communities could increase businesses’ 
marketing reach at a low cost (Pollitt, 1997), or put businesses at a disadvantage by 
shifting power from vendors to online consumers who can find information and 
alternative products online with unprecedented ease (Hagel & Armstrong, 1997). The 
research at this time began to explore the development of new business services within 
online communities, such as financial services being provided within online communities 
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(Barnatt, 1998). Communication in online communities related to consumption and 
consumer behaviors also became an attractive subject of study (Granitz & Ward, 1996; 
Okieshen & Orossbart, 1998; Tambyah, 1996). While online communities were still 
thought of as true community spaces, businesses saw profit potential in the integration of 
business services into online communities. Businesses wanted to learn more about their 
customers’ opinions by seeding or mining conversations surrounding commercial 
products within online community conversations. 
Simultaneously, another branch of the research literature conducted at this time 
was dedicated to testing innovative educational tools within experimental educational 
online communities in order to give advice on the viability of these online interaction 
spaces as distance learning tools. For example, case studies examined the viability of 
online communities as colleges (Yee, 1998), as resources for teaching topics such as 
social science research methodology (Babbie, 1996), and as Italian language learning 
tools (Oliva & Pollastrini, 1995). The study of online communities as learning 
communities continued into the 2000s with discussions of the benefits and limits of 
virtual classrooms (Wachter & Gupta, 2000) in terms of their abilities to provide 
interactive learning simulations (Maharg, 2001) and collaboration spaces for students and 
researchers (Dettling, & Schubert, 2002; Pitt-Catsouphes, 2005; Tullar & Kaiser, 2000).  
Such research demonstrates how member collaborations and formalized teacher to 
student conversations were accepted as types of social interactions. Shared interests could 
now mean directed interests (as teachers gave students prompts for conversation and 
collaborations) as well as the types of personal interests investigated in earlier research 
studies. 
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Case studies dominated the online community research of the early 2000s as well, 
but at this time they focused on detailing how online communities formed and grew, 
offering best practices suggestions to those interested in creating their own successful 
online communities. Scholars found that audience-specific online community design 
(Andrews, 2002), members’ sense of virtual community (Blanchard, 2007; Joon & 
Young-Gul, 2003), and trust (Leimeister et al. 2005) were the most important factors for 
growing a large online community whose members participate frequently in the online 
discussion threads. Sites of study included online communities as various as an online 
music community (Kibby, 2000), an online religious community (Helland, 2000), online 
fan communities (Scodari & Felder, 2000), a crossdressing community (Primo et al., 
2000), online student communities (Dettling & Schubert, 2002), and an online Alcohol 
Anonymous community (Kitchin, 2002), to name just a sample of the most cited research 
articles. These best practices recommendations, often targeted at the online community 
owners or managers, are evidence of the changing mentality that online communities 
could be influenced or managed by those with formal administrative power over the 
community. The idea that online community member behaviors can be altered by 
management or design of the community is at odds with the community 
conceptualization of these spaces as first offered by Rheingold (1993), especially in the 
case that the online community manager has goals apart from the shared goals of the 
other members. 
In the 2010s many research studies of online communities investigated the 
commercial potential of these spaces (Gupta, et al., 2010), especially regarding how 
members’ participation in online communities affected their buying or purchasing 
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intentions (Kim et al., 2012; Kim & Cavas, 2013; Tsai et al., 2011). Knowledge sharing 
and social information exchange became popular constructs of study (see Erden et al., 
2012; Chen & Lin, 2014; Sheng & Hartono, 2015), as did electronic word of mouth 
(eWOM), which is information that consumers share with one another about products via 
the Internet (see Chi-Hsing, 2013; Yang & Mai, 2012). Scholars also examined and found 
evidence of many offline behaviors within online community contexts, even though some 
of these real world behaviors are not traditionally associated with real world 
communities. These concepts include organizational citizenship behavior (Chiu et al, 
2015), leadership (Fontainha et al., 2015; Johnson, et al, 2015), organizational knowledge 
sharing (Fontainha, 2015), and online community member performance (Cho & Jahng, 
2014).  
This most recent research of online communities represents a big shift from 
earlier studies that concluded that these online spaces were “social aggregations” where 
members communicated with “human feeling” to form “webs of personal relationships” 
(Rheingold, 1993, p. 6). The current research literature demonstrates that members can 
perform many roles within an online community; they can be consumers, community 
managers, leaders, designers, students, teachers, marketers, and activists. The popular 
conceptualization of online communities has yet to fully capture the new understanding 
we have of the many behaviors online community members perform beyond social 
interaction. 
In summary, this review of the themes within the online community research 
literature shows that online communities have been found to be interaction spaces that 
support many more behaviors than social interaction. This evidence suggests that 
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scholars’ understanding of online communities has outstepped the bounds of the current 
conceptualization of online community. It is important therefore to examine the historical 
development of the conceptualization in order to evaluate the degree to which it has 
responded to new research findings. A historical understanding of the development of the 
current conceptualization is also necessary in order to make a well-informed critique of 
the concept, and so in the next section I review the various conceptualizations of online 
community that researchers have developed since Rheingold’s foundational 
conceptualization work in the 1990s. 
Conceptualization of Online Communities 
Definitions of Online Communities  
Rheingold’s definition of virtual or online communities, as “social aggregations 
that emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long 
enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in 
cyberspace” (Rheingold, 1993, p. 6) was published in his famous book, The Virtual 
Community, the same year that Mosaic, the first graphical user interface, was developed 
by Marc Andreessen and Eric Bina at the National Center for Supercomputing at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Mosaic was such an intuitive way for people 
to interface with Internet sites that soon after its introduction “the WWW exploded in 
popularity” (Marson, 1997, p. 40). The Internet browsers Netscape and Internet Explorer 
were introduced a few years later and offered even faster and more user-friendly access to 
online websites. Beginning around 1994, Internet companies like Yahoo and AOL began 
offering webhosting services (Archive Team, 2015). These technological advances 
enabled anyone with an Internet connection to start a personal web page, visit other 
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individuals’ web pages to read content and leave comments, or create or join a chat room 
to communicate directly with other members. These web hosting services, particularly 
Yahoo’s very popular and free Geocities, “was for millions of people the first experience 
dealing with the low-cost, full-color, world-accessible website and all the possibilities 
this contained” (Archive Team, 2015). 
The number of people interacting through the Internet increased so rapidly that 
only five years after Rheingold’s initial conceptualization of online community other 
scholars began to call for a more complex conceptualization that could reflect the 
increasingly complex types of communities taking shape online. For example, Komito 
contended that, just as there are many aspects of community that are inherent to the 
definition of these entities offline, “community” online can refer to “moral communities, 
a normative community, a community of practice, an intentional community, or a 
proximate community” (Komito, 1998, p. 97). The problem, according to Komito, was 
that the concept of community was applied online in simplistic, unproblematic ways, 
which ignored the multi-faceted social dimensions of community (i.e., moral dimensions, 
geography, norms, etc.) that are well-known components of offline communities. 
The conceptualization of offline communities has always been complex and 
remains closely tied to the historical origins of the term. The Victorians popularized the 
term “community” when they used it to describe the connectedness between human 
beings that they believed was on the verge of extinction due to rapid industrialization and 
development of urban ways of living (Calhoun, 1980). Nisbet (1966) explained that 
because the definition of community grew from a fear of the loss of “social cohesion” 
and “personal intimacy” (p. 48), the term “begins as a moral value; only gradually does 
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the secularization of this concept become apparent in sociological thought in the 
nineteenth century” (p.18). In early sociological research, “community” was used to 
describe both the “demand for more personal and more moral relations among people as 
well as a descriptive category” (Calhoun, 1980, p. 106). Even though scholars now study 
community as a variable, the term is still infused with dual meaning due to the historical 
origins of community as “subjective feelings” and “moral relationships” between people 
(Weber, 1947, p. 126), as well as later studies of the structural aspects of community such 
as the “social bonds and political mechanisms which hold communities together and 
make them work” (Calhoun, 1980, p. 108). The moral underpinnings of the term 
continued to create problems for community research, argued Calhoun, causing 
“community” to become “more an evocative symbol than an analytic tool” (p. 108). 
Just as scholars of offline communities had to work together to tease apart the 
many facets of the meaning of offline community, in the early 2000s, scholars of the 
Internet evaluated the nature of online community according to how these interaction 
spaces manifested within their own research studies. A few years after Komito’s critique, 
there was a recognition that early definitions of online community were grounded in 
members’ experience of community, and that this conceptualization insufficiently 
encapsulated the types of community behaviors found in scholars’ own research. 
Stanoevska-Slabeva and Schmidt (2001) advanced Rheingold’s definition by stating that 
it needed to focus less on interpersonal relationships in order to recognize online 
communities that gather around professional or other non-personal topics. Stanoevska-
Slabeva and Schmidt redefined online communities according to their most prominent 
features: “strong social relationships between participants, a community specific 
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organizational structure and modes of discourse, a common vocabulary, shared history, 
community rituals and a common online meeting space” (p. 2). Plant (2004), by contrast, 
defined online communities according to the group which is gathering and the medium 
through which it interacts when he defined them as “a collective group of entities, 
individuals or organizations that come together either temporarily or permanently through 
an electronic medium to interact in a common problem or interest space” (p. 54). Around 
the same time Lee et al. (2003) synthesized nine definitions of online community 
developed by scholars in the fields of information science and informatics into their own 
definition, stating that online communities are “cyberspace[s] supported by computer-
based information technology, centered upon communication and interaction of 
participants to generate member-driven content, resulting in a relationship being built” (p. 
51).  
No consensus was reached regarding the conceptualization of online community 
during the early 2000s, except for the observation that researchers of online communities 
often agree that there is no one definition of online community (Preece, 2000). A lack of 
a definition that could encompass all forms of online communities was still problematic, 
however. Comparisons of online communities were very difficult due to the different 
types of behaviors performed by members and the many forms that online communities 
could take. Exactly which interaction spaces qualified as online communities was 
dependent upon the definition chosen by the researcher. Some scholars shifted their 
efforts from developing new conceptualizations of online communities to developing 
typologies of online communities in an effort to overcome these barriers to online 
community research (Lee et al., 2003). In the next section I review the most popular 
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systems of online community categorization and explain why the typology approach is 
useful for situating online communities within the broad field of online interaction 
spaces, but has been unsuccessful in developing an integrative method for analyzing 
online communities. 
Typologies of Online Communities  
Lazar and Preece (1998) conducted a comprehensive review of the literature that 
categorized types of online communities, finding four main characteristics of online 
communities that they then developed into a meta-classification system. The four schema 
for classifying online communities are based on online communities’: “1) attributes, 2) 
supporting software, 3) relationship to physical communities, 4) and the sociological 
concept of boundedness” (Lazar & Preece, 1998, p. 84). According to Lazar and Preece 
(1998), attributes, or characteristics possessed by the online community, include qualities 
like shared member goals, access to shared resources, and strong emotional ties. 
Supporting software is simply the type of software or technology upon which the 
community runs. Common supporting software includes listservs, newsgroups, and 
bulletin boards. A relationship to a physical community is the degree to which an online 
community is related to an offline community with a specific geographical location. 
Online communities can be based on physical communities (face-to-face meetings 
between online members are often frequent), somewhat based on physical communities 
(members may meet periodically), or not related to any physical communities (members 
usually have no face-to-face meetings). Boundedness refers to “how many social 
relationships remain within the defined population of a group or community” so that 
online communities whose members have few relationships with others outside of the 
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community are tightly bounded (Lazar & Preece, 1998, p. 86). The next section outlines 
each of these online community classification approaches in detail, and explains how 
none of them are sufficient solutions to the online community conceptualization problem. 
Whittaker, Isaacs, and O’Day (1997) took the attribute approach by outlining 
attributes that are either core attributes or less central attributes of online communities, 
stating that websites with more core attributes were “clearer examples of communities 
than those that had fewer” (p. 2). Core attributes included members’ shared goals, active 
participation, strong emotional ties, shared access to resources, reciprocity of 
information, and shared access to context. These attribute lists were generated by 
attendees of a workshop held at the 1996 Computer Supported Cooperative Work 
conference in Boston. Workshop attendees generated positive and negative exemplars of 
communities, and then compared and contrasted the underlying characteristics of both 
groups of exemplars. The characteristics of the positive exemplars became the attribute 
lists. This attribute ranking approach suggests that some online communities look and act 
more like communities than other online communities, and that the larger the number of 
community attributes a website contains, the more likely it is to be a community. This 
categorization system is problematic in that Whittaker, Isaacs, and O’Day do not offer an 
explanation for what an interaction space is if it supports social interaction around shared 
member goals, but contains none of the other core attributes of online communities. 
Jones (1995) provided a clear example of the software-based approach to studying 
online communities. He put emphasis on computers and online technologies as tools for 
creating online communities, arguing that “[online] reality is not constituted by the 
networks CMC users use; it is constituted in the networks” (p. 12). In other words, it is 
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more important to study sites of computer-mediated communication (CMC) like online 
communities in terms of how computers can support connection and community between 
members (the symbolic connections) than it is to study the wires and software that make 
up the communication network (the physical connections). The software-based approach 
has yielded better understandings of how new technologies like blogs (Blood, 2004) and 
open source software (Xu et al., 2009) have shaped online communication. This approach 
enables distinctions to be drawn between online technologies and the “sociological 
phenomena” that community members enact online (Jones, 1997, p. 2). One complication 
of examining online communities according to the technology they use is that many 
communities function by utilizing multiple technologies (such as forums, newsgroups, 
email, and bulletin boards) simultaneously (Lazar, Tsao, & Preece, 1999), and so online 
community researchers taking this approach are faced with the challenge of determining 
how many seamlessly interwoven communication technologies affect the behavior and 
social reality of community members. 
 Lazar and Preece (1998) expanded on Aoki’s 1994 model for classifying online 
communities according to the degree that they have relationships with physical 
communities. In this model, online communities are arranged on a continuum where they 
are either based on physical communities (i.e., the chat page of neighborhood 
association), somewhat based on physical communities (i.e., communities that compete in 
the physical world like car racing clubs), or not related to any physical communities (i.e., 
online gaming communities). Geography is the important factor here, so that the more 
frequently there are face-to-face meetings between members, the more an online 
community is classified as being based on a physical community. Lazar and Preece 
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suggested geographic dispersion and a desire for anonymity as primary reasons for online 
communities that are not based on physical communities. Again, this categorization 
scheme is useful for researchers interested in one characteristic of online communities, 
but the scheme makes it no easier to study all online communities as a whole. 
 The final online community categorization criterion is boundedness, which refers 
to “how many social relationships remain within the defined population of a group or 
community” (Lazaar & Preece, 1998, p. 86). Wellman (1997) described how an online 
community can be strongly bounded or unbounded in large part due to the computer 
networks that support the group or community. For example, some companies have 
strongly bounded social network systems that only allow for communication (in the form 
of instant messages and video conferencing) between organization employees. Other 
computer networks support unbounded social networks through private email and open 
conferencing software that allows for communication between organizational members 
and anyone else (Wellman, 1997). Likewise, some online communities not associated 
with offline organizations utilize social networking technologies to allow for completely 
unbounded communication between a community member and any other user of the 
Internet, while other online communities require secure memberships and restrict 
platform-based communication to members only. Again, this categorization system can 
be useful for explaining an online community’s communication boundary, but this 
distinction does not help to relate all online communities to one another except according 
to this one aspect. 
This review of the most popular online community categorization systems shows 
how this approach for responding to the lack of a universally-accepted definition of 
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online community provides some benefits, but ultimately is not a solution because, as Lee 
et al. (2003) critiqued, “none of the classifications of virtual community covers every 
aspect, or fits under every circumstance” (p. 52). The categorization approach also does 
not remove barriers to online community research that arise from the current definition of 
online communities. In the following sections I explain the barriers to online community 
research created by the current conceptualization, and then introduce an alternative 
approach to analyzing online communities that attempts to overcome these problems. 
The Need for an Updated Online Community Conceptualization 	
One of the biggest problems created by the conceptualization of online 
community is the resulting difficulty of studying more than one online community at a 
time. This difficulty arises from the fact that many online communities fall outside of the 
common definition of online community as a social interaction space where members 
have a common goal or interest. Online communities that do fit the definition can still 
look and function very differently from one another, creating challenges for scholars who 
want to make cross-community comparisons (Preece, 2000). In particular, researchers 
desiring to compare multiple online communities at once in order to understand online 
communication and behavior are faced with websites that have varying amounts of social 
interaction, more or less evidence for shared goals, and members who enact roles and 
membership in very different ways depending on the community to which they belong. 
Consequently, most research studies of online communities focus on one online 
community at a time, making case studies and in-depth ethnographies much more 
common than broader, multi-website quantitative analysis of online interactions. 
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A second problem is that research studies of online communities often neglect to 
consider how members’ social interactions affect the online community itself. Studies of 
online communities often measure member attributes (i.e., community identification) or 
measure relative quantities of a behavior of interest (i.e., information sharing), but rarely 
do scholars pay attention to how members’ interactions result in changes to the online 
community’s organizational structure, policies, member roles, and member relationships. 
For example, current research of online communities focuses extensively on how to 
increase desirable online community member behaviors such as member participation 
(Galehbakhtiari, 2015; Tsai & Bagozzi, 2014), knowledge sharing (Bashir et al., 2014; 
Erden et al., 2012), sense of community (Glassmeyer et al., 2011; Leyton Escobar et al., 
2014), and online community members’ product consumption (Kim et al., 2012; Kim & 
Kavas, 2013). In these studies, scholars worked to identify factors that influenced 
member participation, and then offered recommendations to online community 
administrators and businesses that want to grow communities and consumer sales in 
online spaces. These factors, such as technical support, identity creation, relationship 
building, knowledge, and trust (Galehbakhtiari, 2015) are typically measured by asking 
members’ opinions via surveys or member interviews. These studies do not, however, 
examine the online community members’ previous collaborations, evolving roles, or 
interpretations of policies that resulted in certain factors having meaning within the 
online community. Research studies that offer online community management advice 
could be improved by looking to the online community’s prevalent interaction history 
and context in order to anticipate how community administrators’ attempts to influence a 
factor like trust could affect other aspects of the community. 
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Overall, what these studies take for granted is that online communities are natural 
objects, existing as neutral, ahistorical communication spaces populated by community 
members who share their interests and opinions through social interaction. Such 
assumptions disconnect any factor of study from the community itself. Scholars could 
offer better practical advice to online community managers by understanding how 
members’ attributes and social behaviors result from the structure of the community as 
well as from member interactions. Likewise, online community policies, member roles, 
and member relationships can be better understood by analyzing how members’ 
interactions affect the structure and functioning of the community itself. For example, 
sense of community in one online community might result directly from the strength of 
members’ relationships with one another, and low member participation in another online 
community might be a function of members’ dislike of community policies. An 
understanding of how an online community is constituted by members’ interactions 
would be invaluable for both scholars and designers of these online spaces. 
My approach to solving the online community conceptualization problem is to 
conduct an empirical study of interaction within an online community in order to: 1) 
identify organizing that may be taking place and 2) analyze how members’ activities and 
interactions constitute the online interaction space. In the following section I explain how 
the identification of organizing behaviors and processes within online communities has 
the potential to provide improved theoretical and methodological approaches to 
understanding online communities.  
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Online Communities Behaving Like Organizations 	
The review of online community research demonstrated that there is ample 
evidence that online community members perform organizing roles within online 
communities and that they often coordinate with one another in order to achieve group 
goals. What is needed, then, is a method for evaluating the extent to which an online 
community contains evidence of organizing. Mintzberg described how every organized 
human activity  
gives rise to two fundamental and opposing requirements: the division of labor 
into various tasks to be performed and the coordination of these tasks to 
accomplish the activity (Mintzberg, 1979, p. 2). 
Online communities wherein members divide labor into tasks and then coordinate the 
completion of those tasks would, in theory, meet Mintzberg’s definition of an 
organization. The five coordination mechanisms outlined by Mintzberg are mutual 
adjustment (coordination of work through informal communication), direct supervision 
(coordination by one individual taking responsibility for others’ work performance), 
standardization of work processes (coordination is achieved through specification or 
programming of the work processes), standardization of outputs (coordination is achieved 
by specifying the dimensions of the product or work performance), and standardization of 
worker skills (coordination is achieved by specifying the training that is required to 
perform the work) (Mintzberg, 1979, p. 3-6). 
The American Heraldry Society (AHS) is an example of an online interaction 
space that functions very much like an organization. The members considered themselves 
a society “organized for the scientific study and classification of armorial bearings and 
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the promotion of heraldry as the scientific study of armorial bearings” (Boven, 2014, p. 
257). According to Boven’s account, members of this online interaction space performed 
management roles off- and online in order to operate the society; there was a central 
governing board; and the AHS designated certain members to manage and moderate the 
discussion forums. Other members met the group’s goal of promoting heraldry by 
answering questions within the forums and by helping members design their personal 
coat of arms. This evidence demonstrates that even though the AHS’s members are part 
of a much larger community of people interacting on- and offline due of their shared 
interest, when members of the AHS online interaction space interact with one another, 
they are functioning like an organization. 
When an online community operates as an organization, it is possible to analyze 
the organizational structure of the interaction space. Mintzberg describes how “the 
structure of an organization can be defined simply as the sum total of the ways in which it 
divides its labor into distinct tasks and then achieves coordination among them” 
(Mintzberg, 1979, p. 2). Considering the division of labor within the AHS, this online 
group’s structure is a hierarchy wherein work is coordinated via direct supervision (a 
governing board designates moderating tasks to managers). The analysis of online 
interaction spaces according to the degree that they function as organizations opens up an 
entirely new way of comparing multiple online interaction spaces at once: according to 
the organizing tasks members perform, the mechanisms by which members coordinate 
those tasks, and the resulting structure of the group. If evidence can be found that 
members of an online interaction space perform many organizing behaviors with the 
result that the space functions more like an organization than a community, a new 
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conceptualization for these new organizing interaction spaces is needed. For the moment, 
the term “online organization” will be used to describe online interaction spaces that 
function as organizations in that they exhibit evidence of the division of labor into tasks 
and the coordination of tasks to accomplish group activities. 
Organizing within Online Communities  
 Evidence of the enactment of organizational tasks and processes can already be 
found within the online community research literature. For example, members of the 
Junior Summit online community enforced policies and coordinated work activities as 
they moderated their own forums, developed proposals for change, and even published an 
online newspaper. Butler et al. (2002) found that online forum owners performed “the 
active work of infrastructure maintenance, social control, and external promotion work,” 
and they shared membership recruitment tasks with the non-owner members (p. 20). 
Wikis like Wikipedia are often run by a community of editors who create content, 
develop policies to regulate the production and evaluation of wiki content, solve 
coordination problems, and manage conflict (Kittur & Kraut, 2010). People interact 
within online communities in order to organize offline meetings and workshops, such as 
those organized by members of the microBEnet, an interdisciplinary online community 
where scholars discuss the microbiology of the built environment (Bik et al., 2014). Other 
online community members concern themselves with developing a particular organizing 
structure that suits the goals and needs of the community. For example, one online 
community of clinical educators chose to be “self-organizing,” in order to permit the 
project to “operate[] as a self-organizing approach allowing members’ roles and 
contributions to be defined by their areas of expertise” (Butson et al., 2012, p. 321). 
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 Within these few examples of online communities where organizing takes place, 
there is evidence of Mintzberg’s two components of organizations: the division of labor 
and the coordination of tasks. The Junior Summit online community divided the members 
into groups and assigned each group a topic area around which the group coordinated to 
create a proposal for change. Online community owners reserved some organizing tasks 
for themselves but permitted other members to engage in tasks like membership 
recruitment. Wikipedia divided the work of managing the website content into projects, 
which are “a collection of pages devoted to the management of a specific topic of family 
of topics within Wikipedia” (Ung & Dalle, 2010, p. 1). The project structure was 
designed to allow for self-managed groups whose members coordinated all the activities 
for a particular project. The online community microBEnet divided up work to suit 
members’ roles and expertise, with the coordination of work a function of the structure of 
the website.  
These online communities and many others whose members coordinate with one 
another to accomplish group activities can be said to be functioning like organizations 
according to Mintzberg’s (1979) conceptualization of the organization. Minzberg’s 
definition is a good starting point, but this theoretical framework can only discern 
whether an online interaction space’s members are working together as members of an 
organization. Organizational theory has developed since Mintzberg’s work to include 
description of how organizational members’ interactions result in organizational 
processes that then impact the structure and functioning of the organization itself 
(McPhee and Zaug, 2000). Such a theoretical approach applied to online interaction 
spaces that meet Mintzberg’s definition of organization would relate the organizational 
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roles and tasks the members perform to the larger organizing processes these interactions 
enact, helping to explain not just whether or not organizing is taking place within online 
interaction spaces, but also how and to what effect. What is needed in additional to 
Mintzberg’s conceptualization, therefore, is a theory of the communicative constitution of 
organizations that can be adapted for use in online interaction spaces as a framework for 
identifying any organizational processes that may be taking place.  
To be clear, both social and organizational definitions of online interaction spaces 
are important for understanding online interaction. Social interaction is the means by 
which members interact in these spaces, and it is through these social interactions that 
members form relationships and enact other types of behaviors. Informal communication 
supports coordination within offline organizations (Kraut et al., 1990), and this is almost 
certainly true online as well. The argument tested by this research study is that some of 
the social interactions within online interaction spaces may actually be organizing 
behaviors that enact organizational processes when they are performed to achieve group 
tasks, and that an understanding of what these organizational processes are and how they 
affect the online interaction space can overcome some of the afore described barriers to 
online community research. The methodology most suited to investigating this argument 
is one that can identify and analyze both the organizational and social interactions of 
members, as members’ social interactions likely facilitate any organizing that may occur 
within online interaction spaces. Therefore, a guiding theoretical model is needed which 
can 1) identify the organizational and social behaviors occurring within an online 
community and 2) connect these behaviors with the larger organizational processes they 
interact. 
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Members of online communities interact with one another by posting textual 
messages and by reading others’ posted messages. As mentioned earlier, these messages 
have the potential to affect the interaction space itself as members discuss and enforce 
policies, create new forums focused on completing certain tasks, and post links to 
external websites. Considering the communicative nature of interaction within online 
communities, a model that draws upon the theory of the Communicative Constitution of 
Organizations (CCO) is the best fit for this study. The fundamental concept behind CCO 
is that the social reality of organizations, like every other social reality, is 
communicatively constituted (Cooren, 2012; Craig, 1999). In other words, organizations 
arise, are maintained, and change through the communicative actions and interactions of 
members, while also being influenced by external events communicated by non-
members. 
A recent study of leadership within online communities demonstrated the 
applicability of using a CCO perspective to analyze how online community members’ 
interactions arise from and simultaneously construct the interaction space. Johnson et al. 
(2015) asserted that CCO theory was the best model for describing how online leadership 
emerged from the interactions of community members because the theory “emphasizes 
the dynamic processes of communication in organizations and how these communication 
flows enact the social structure via interactions” (p. 167). The authors found evidence 
that online collaboration and leadership are not independent from the conversations in 
online communities. Members were most likely to be perceived as leaders when they 
posted messages frequently that utilized simple language familiar to the forum members. 
The authors concluded that “[o]nline community leadership is multifaceted, enacted 
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through unique language patterns, and based on the perception of others” (p. 180) and 
that leadership behaviors in online communities arise from the textual, communicative 
interactions of members that “form[] the base of organizational conversations” (Johnson 
et al., 2015, p. 167). Johnson et al. do not explain why a theoretical model that describes 
the communicative constitution of organizations successfully explained the 
communicative constitution of their online community of study. It may be that online 
communities support certain organizational behaviors like leadership, or it is possible, as 
was suggested earlier, that some online communities function as organizations at 
particular moments in time. 
Considering the success Johnson et al. (2015) had using CCO theory in an online 
community as well as the need for a model that can identify organizational behaviors 
while relating them to larger organizing processes, the Four Flows Model (McPhee & 
Zaug, 2000) was chosen as the second guiding theoretical model. The next section 
reviews the Four Flows Model and discusses how the model should be adapted for 
studying organizing within online interaction spaces. 
The Four Flows Model 
 The Four Flows Model is one of three schools of thought that have developed the 
theory of the Communicative Constitution of Organizations. The three schools of CCO 
thinking are 1) the Montreal School, 2) McPhee's Four Flows (which are based on 
Gidden's Structuration Theory), and 3) Luhmann's Theory of Social Systems 
(Schoeneborn, 2014). All three schools adhere to the idea that an organization “is not 
given a priori but emerges and is perpetuated as a network of interlocking communication 
events or processes” (Schoeneborn, 2014, p. 308), but there are meaningful differences 
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between the three perspectives. The Four Flows Model was chosen for this study because 
it is the only CCO perspective which perceives communication as “active mutual 
orientation in symbolic interaction between actors” which results in shared meaning, 
social systems, and norms (Schoeneborn et al., p. 307). In online communities, when 
someone joins a forum he or she has access to not just the most recent messages posted 
by forum members, but also to the forum’s archive of previous conversations. These 
conversation archives allow new members to quickly become attuned to the forum’s 
social norms and group meanings. Members communicate with one another through 
symbolic interaction by drawing on the meanings preserved within the conversation 
archive, and the meanings generated through these new interactions are automatically 
recorded in the text archive, thereby influencing future interactions. By contrast, 
Luhmann's Theory of Social Systems views mutual understanding as less important than 
the continuation of communication, and the Montreal School views communication 
between organizational members as a transactional relation (Schoeneborn et al., 2014, p. 
307). In an online community where messages are asynchronous but enduring within 
archives, and where it is as common for conversations to remain unanswered as it is for a 
single forum to gain hundreds of thousands of posts, continuation of communication is 
not vital for an online community’s survival. Asynchronicity of messages and the large 
number of “lurkers” in online communities (Preece et al., 2004) indicate that 
communication in online communities is also not very transactional in nature. 
The Four Flows Model is conceptualized around the primary tenet that 
“organizations are constituted in four different communicative flows, not just one, and 
that the flows are different in their main direction and in their contribution to 
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organizational constitution, with each making a different and important contribution” 
(McPhee & Zaug, 2000, p. 1). For each flow, a social structure is generated through the 
interaction of members. These flows are “interactive communication episodes” that 
function to: 1) link the organization to its members (membership negotiation), 2) link the 
organization to itself reflexively (self-structuring), 3) link the organization to its 
environment (institutional positioning), and 4) adapt interdependent member activities to 
the organization’s work situations and problems (activity coordination) (see Figure 1). 
McPhee and Zaug built their model on the four key concepts of prior CCO theory: 
process, equivalence, structure, and power. They add a fifth concept, multiplicity, to their 
model by stating that in addition to containing these four processes, in a true organization 
there will also be “complex relationship” between the four processes (p. 1). This complex 
relationship exists because the flows are not self-contained, but rather, they interact 
 
 
Figure 1. McPhee and Zaug’s (2000) Four Flows Model. 
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because they “share a realm of mutual topic relevance” and because all flows, in theory, 
should recognize the authority of the self-structuring flow (McPhee & Zaug, 2000, p. 1). 
In summary, the specific CCO assumptions underlying the Four Flows Model are 
that the Four Flows are processes enacted through communication episodes of members 
that serve to constitute and reconstitute the organization. The organization as it exists is 
therefore not just communication--it is “a relationship among distinct types of 
analytically separable processes” (p. 1). The Four Flows Model will be used to assess the 
extent to which organizational processes take place within and constitute online 
communities. McPhee and Zaug utilize Giddens’ use of the term “constitution”: to 
describe “a pattern or array of types of interaction constitute organizations insofar as they 
make organizations what they are, and insofar as basic features of the organization are 
implicated in the system of interaction” (2000, p. 1) So, while social messages could be 
said to constitute an online interaction space in the general sense of the term, according to 
McPhee and Zaug (2000) an interaction space is only constituted by organizing processes 
if the Four Flows are found to take place and interact with one another, resulting in an 
impact on the organizational features of the space. If organizational processes are found 
to impact and thereby constitute any of the interaction spaces sampled for this study, this 
evidence will support the idea that some online interaction spaces currently 
conceptualized as online communities function as organizations.  
The following research questions were used to guide the investigation of 
organizational processes in online interaction spaces. Mintzberg’s conceptualization of 
the organization and the Four Flows Model were used as standards to develop research 
questions that evaluate whether any of the sampled online forums: contain evidence of 
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the performance and coordination of work tasks, contain evidence of organizational 
processes, and are communicatively constituted as organizations. These two theoretical 
conceptualizations of the organization were used in combination because little is known 
about how members of online communities organize with one another. Mintzberg’s 
conceptualization of the organization evaluated whether the online interaction spaces 
exhibited evidence of the most well-recognized characteristics of organizations: the 
division of labor into tasks and the coordination of tasks. McPhee and Zaug’s Four Flows 
Model was used as a standard to evaluate whether organizational processes were present 
within the interaction space and the extent to which organizational processes constituted 
the space. By drawing on both theories, the likelihood was increased that the case study 
would capture evidence of organizing widely recognized as being vital to offline 
organizations. 
Organizational processes and behaviors likely manifest in different ways within 
each of the forums because each forum contains a unique population of members and 
interactions. Likewise, some of the sampled forums may fit the evaluation criteria for 
online organizations, while other forums may have little evidence of organizing and 
should remain identified as online communities. Therefore, each of the following 
research questions will be asked of each individual forum sampled for this study in order 
to determine whether each forum is an online organization or should remain classified as 
an online community. 
RQ1: Is there evidence of the division of labor into tasks within the forum? 
RQ2: Is there evidence of the coordination of tasks to accomplish group activities 
within the forum? 
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RQ3: Is there sufficient evidence in the context of Mintzberg’s (1979) two criteria 
of the organization for the forum to indicate the forum is functioning as an online 
organization? 
RQ4: Which of the Four Flows, if any, are enacted within the forum? 
RQ5: How do the Four Flows manifest in the forum? 
RQ6: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, is there a relationship among the 
flows? 
RQ7: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, do self-structuring processes 
influence the other flows? 
RQ8: How, if at all, do the Four Flows constitute the forum? 
RQ9: Is there sufficient evidence of the Four Flows Model to suggest the forum is 
functioning as an online organization? 
The remainder of Chapter Three is dedicated to introducing the Four Flows and adapting 
the model for application to online communities. 
Membership Negotiation 
 The Four Flows Model is comprised of Four Flows that interact to constitute an 
organization. The first flow, membership negotiation, is “the communication that 
establishes and maintains or transforms [the organization’s] relationship with each of its 
members” (McPhee & Zaug, 2000, p. 34). Member recruitment and socialization are 
well-known processes that begin organizational relationships with members. McPhee and 
Zaug (2000) describe how the potential member and the organization must both make the 
decision to form a relationship with one another. The new member becomes a member of 
the organization by being “incorporated into the routines and structures of the 
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organization, and vice versa” (p. 34). An important question to ask to understand 
membership is “what does it mean to be a member?” 
 McPhee and Zaug (2000) offer the following as enactments of the membership 
negotiation flow. All activities related to job seeking and recruitment are part of the 
membership negotiation processes, as are individual identification and positioning with 
an organization. Members with high status and power may enact power-claiming and 
spokesmanship to negotiate a relationship with the organization that exerts power and 
influence over the organization. McPhee (2015) stated that answering the question, 
“What is communication doing with agents’ membership?”, will help scholars using the 
model to identify influences from authority and influences from members without official 
authority but who communicatively affect the membership flow (p. 489). Current 
members, organizational leaders, and ex-members can all communicatively engage in 
membership negotiation. 
Self-structuring 
 The second flow, reflexive self-structuring of organizations, is a communication 
process that takes place between “organizational role-holders and groups” in order to 
design and exert control over the organization, as well as to make decisions that affect the 
structure of the organization (McPhee & Zaug, 2000). Self-structuring distinguishes 
organizations from other types of social entities like “lynch mobs or mere 
neighborhoods” (McPhee & Zaug, 2000, p. 1). McPhee and Zaug caution that it is 
important for scholars to distinguish self-structuring from activity coordination. Activity 
coordination is indicated by messages concerning work and how to accomplish it, 
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whereas self-structuring is evinced by “the internal relations, norms, and social entities 
that are the skeleton for connection, flexing, and shaping of work processes” (p. 36).  
 McPhee and Zaug offered several examples of what reflexive self-structuring can 
look like in organizations. They stated that self-structuring communication includes any 
official organization documents that guide work processes (i.e., organizational charts, 
written policies, procedure manuals), as well as official orders, directives, and decision-
making or planning forums. Messages concerning employee feedback, evaluation, or 
other formalized processes like budgeting and accounting result in self-structuring. Self-
structuring serves to design the organization, guide decision-making, and develop 
processes for running the organization. McPhee and Zaug cited Galbraith (1973), stating 
that self-structuring also sets up sub-systems, creates hierarchical relationships between 
members, and creates structures that process information within organization. Self-
structuring can be centralized within an organization, but it can also be a collective 
process which is engaged in by many members. McPhee (2015) explained that self-
structuring “can be a fractured process” as members with formal authority give up some 
of their authority to other members, or when agents appropriate organizational structures 
in ways that deviate from their intended use (p. 490). 
Activity Coordination 
 McPhee and Zaug (2000) stated that “the process of adjusting the work process 
and solving immediate practical problems requires the sort of communication we call 
activity coordination” (p. 1). Alternatively, activity coordination can be said to occur 
when “organizational members generate order in problematic situations, where no pre-
established cooperation structures exist, to help to constitute the structured organization” 
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(McPhee, 2015, p. 490). McPhee and Zaug argued that this process is a necessary 
compliment to self-structuring, as designing the work of an organization is not enough—
activity coordination is required to carry out design, policies, and other planned 
organizational changes. 
 Activity coordination processes can be identified by examining how members 
conduct their work, implement design changes and policies, and solve organizational 
problems (McPhee & Zaug, 2000). Organizational members are not always unified in 
their approach or attitude towards activity coordination and can work to oppose one 
another’s efforts to conduct work. In this case, power structures and organizational 
hierarchies can come into play. McPhee and Zaug (2000) stated that even when members 
are opposed to one another as they coordinate organizational activities, there is a 
persisting, overarching understanding that all members are working within the same 
social unit that has a larger meaning than the work itself. 
Institutional Positioning 
 Institutional positioning refers to “communication outside the organization, to 
other entities, ‘at the macro level’ in systems or functional terms” (McPhee & Zaug, 
2000, p. 1). Organizations communicate with various types of entities, such as customers, 
suppliers, competitors, regulators, stakeholders, and the media. McPhee and Zaug (2000) 
stated that it is commonly the individuals who act as boundary spanners who conduct 
communication with entities outside of the organization, “negotiat[ing] terms of 
recognition of the organization’s existence and place at the same time as they negotiate 
their own relationships” (p. 39). According to the model, institutional positioning 
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involves gaining recognition from other organizational entities as well as establishing a 
place within the organization’s environment and social system. 
General Adaptations to the Four Flows Model for its Application to Online 
Interaction Spaces 
 The Four Flows Model describes how offline organizations are constituted and 
reconstituted by organizational processes, and so some adaptation is required in order to 
use this model in online contexts. The voluntary nature of members’ contributions in 
online interaction spaces, the nature of communication in these spaces, and the structure 
of online interaction spaces are important differences that the Four Flows Model must 
take into account before it can be used to study organizing online. 
 One of the most fundamental differences between online interaction spaces and 
offline organizations is that participation in online groups is completely voluntary. Few 
barriers exist to joining most online interaction spaces beyond access to an Internet 
connection and completing the registration process. Members of online groups who 
provide services to others chose what tasks they wish to perform and receive intrinsic as 
opposed to monetary rewards for their efforts. Additionally, the ease of leaving an online 
group means that these interaction spaces can have very high membership turnover rates 
and, therefore, a “continuously changing environment” (Ransbotham & Kane, 2011, p. 
614). 
The membership negotiation and activity coordination flows of the Four Flows 
Model must be adapted to the voluntary nature of participation within online interaction 
spaces. McPhee and Zaug (2000) stated that both the member and the organization decide 
to make a relationship with one another during the membership negotiation process. In 
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online groups where initial membership has few barriers, it is likely that this relationship-
forming occurs later, after the member has joined and has begun participating in the 
community. Activity coordination in online interaction spaces will likely be conducted by 
a continuously changing set of participants as an activity takes place over a span of time. 
Continuously changing membership also means that the role-holders with the power and 
authority to exert self-structuring may change frequently over time in online groups. 
 Significant differences exist between how communication takes place within 
online interaction spaces as opposed to offline organizations. When an online interaction 
space member posts a message to the forum, all members of the forum can view the 
message. Online interaction space member communication is therefore very public unless 
communication is conducted via personal messages (PMs) sent through email systems. 
Messages posted to online forums are also more enduring than messages transmitted 
within offline organizations. All forum posts are archived for a span of time, and so 
members can read messages posted months to years in the past. 
Communication in online interaction spaces is also less hierarchical than 
communication in traditional offline organizations. A forum post can be addressed to any 
other member, and because members’ profile information usually lists all members’ 
email addresses, messages can easily be sent to anyone regardless of a members’ status or 
hierarchy. Offline organizations are much more likely to use both formal and informal 
communication channels (Johnson et al., 1994), whereas in online interaction spaces the 
distinction is more between public and private communication channels. The public 
nature of communication in online groups may open participation in each of the Four 
Flows to all group members, whereas in offline organizations activities coordinated via 
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formal communication channels are limited to a subset of members. The non-hierarchical 
nature of communication in online interaction spaces also likely enables more informal 
role-taking as members without formal roles become forum leaders or key organizers by 
participating frequently in self-structuring and activity coordination processes. 
Additionally, the lack of face-to-face communication within online interaction spaces 
means that members must explicitly communicate certain information that they would 
not need to communicate in face-to-face contexts such as a member’s relative age, 
gender, and emotional reactions to messages. 
 A third fundamental quality of online interaction spaces that differentiates them 
from offline organizations is their fluidity, that is, their continually changing structure. 
“Fluid [online communities] are ones where boundaries, norms, participants, artifacts, 
interactions, and foci continually change over time” (Faraj et al., 2011). Instead of having 
a traditional organizational structure, like a hierarchy, online interaction spaces are 
constantly changing size and structure by adding or losing members and forum threads. 
Many online interaction spaces allow members to open new forum threads dedicated to 
new discussion topics or group activities, and so the structure of the interaction space can 
change dramatically from one day to the next depending on members’ activities. Self-
structuring in online interaction spaces is less likely to be conducted formally by 
organizational role holders and groups as much as it is on-the-fly due to members’ ability 
to change the organizational structure of the space at will. Institutional positioning 
processes would cross ever-changing organizational boundaries within online interaction 
spaces, and so this process may be a fluid one as well, with institutional positioning 
continually changing as the online interaction spaces’ structure and boundaries change. 
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 In summary, each of the Four Flows are likely to function differently and achieve 
different purposes online due to the unique characteristics of online interaction spaces. 
Members cannot physically see one another when interacting online, and so one 
important membership negotiation activity likely to occur online is new member 
introductions, especially in large online interaction spaces where no automatic 
notifications are generated when a new member joins. As discussed earlier, members’ 
sense of virtual community is an important antecedent to participation in online 
discussions, and membership negotiation processes may also work to develop feelings of 
cohesion and community among members. Because online interaction spaces are fluid, 
collaborative spaces, self-structuring processes may be used to recalibrate members’ 
understanding of the purpose or goals of an online group. An online interaction space that 
grows or shifts significantly may lose its shared sense of community without the 
occasional discussion about community policies, topic appropriateness, and shared goals. 
Activity coordination is the organizational process that “gets things done” within the 
online interact, and due to the fact that participation in organizational activities is 
voluntary and not assigned, much more frequent activity coordination is likely necessary 
online in order for members to coordinate with one another to complete group tasks. 
Online interaction space members likely use institutional positioning to define the fluid 
space’s ever-changing position within its environment. Finally, posting hyperlinks to 
external websites is so easily accomplished online that institutional positioning is likely 
integrated with and functions as information sharing. The enactment of the Four Flows 
within online interaction spaces and offline organizations is compared and contrasted in 
Table 1. 
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The Four Flows within Online Community Research 
After adapting the Four Flows Model theoretically for use in online interaction 
spaces, the research literature was reviewed for evidence of enactment of the Four Flows 
within online communities in order to further adapt the model to an online context. 
Membership Negotiation in Online Communities 
Membership is also an important concept of study within the online community 
research literature. Annett-Hitchcock and Xu (2015) discussed reasons why individuals 
become members of online communities, citing members’ desire to communicate about 
common interests and finding online communities to be a useful source of information as 
well as place to engage in social interaction. Boven (2014) collected stories that described 
how individuals became members of a heraldry online community, finding that some 
members were attracted to the community due to interest in heraldry, and others were 
influenced to join by recommendations from current members. Boven found that 
members experienced changes in their memberships over time as they developed from 
novice to more expert members as their knowledge of heraldry increased. Loyalty is also 
an aspect of membership that researchers study when they want to understand why online 
community members participate in or leave a community (Gupta et al., 2010). Finally, 
Hutchings (2015) conceptualized membership as being based on groups of members 
participating in different activities, finding that a core group of members were very active 
in the community of study, performing very similar tasks, while other members were less 
active and had fewer community behaviors in common. This study demonstrated how the 
meaning of membership can differ for members of the same community depending on the 
behaviors and groups with which they engage. 
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Membership negotiation within online communities therefore can also include: 
members introducing their interests (Annett-Hitchcock & Xu, 2015); recruitment of new 
members and statements about members' expertise (Boven, 2014); expressions of loyalty 
to the group (Gupta et al., 2010); and membership to subgroups (Hutchings, 2015). 
Self-structuring in Online Communities 
The design of popular online communities can structure interaction spaces, 
influencing participation in terms of the participation costs that arise from particular 
designs (Butler et al., 2014). Butler et al. provided Facebook as an example of a 
community run by managers who constantly reorganize the structure and technology of 
the website in order to maximize membership and participation. Online community 
policies and guidelines are also changed in response to community needs, as can be seen 
in Marlin-Bennett and Thornton’s 2012 study of Formspring, a question-and-answer 
online social networking website. The Formspring community policies were renamed 
several times from “guidelines” to “community guidelines” to “community rules” and 
“safety tips” as community managers took control of website governance in order to 
curtail bullying behaviors of members that arose from the absolute anonymity permitted 
early on in the community (p. 498). Finally, Chen and Lin (2014) recognized the 
relationship between online community structure and member behaviors by 
recommending that online community managers utilize feedback systems to increase 
member participation in online communities. 
Based on this evidence of self-structuring within the research literature, a Four 
Flows Model adapted for use online would also recognize the following as evidence of 
self-structuring: changes in interaction technology and reorganization of the structure of 
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the website (Butler et al., 2014); website governance (Marlin-Bennett & Thornton, 2012); 
and feedback given to website managers (Chen & Lin, 2014). 
Activity Coordination in Online Communities 
A common form of activity coordination in online communities is forum 
moderation. Community members sometimes rely on forum moderators to encourage 
participation by posting questions and creating competitions (Butson et al., 2012). 
Moderators are also commonly responsible for removing offensive member content, 
mediating member disputes, and disciplining members who do not adhere to official and 
unofficial community policies. In many online communities, members with no formal 
organizational role can create their own forums, thereby becoming the moderators 
responsible for solving problems that arise during member interactions within the forum. 
Activity coordination in online communities can therefore be performed by both formal 
and informal role-holders. In a review of online community research, there was little 
mention of activity coordination processes except for recommendations of how online 
community administrators might alter their current management strategies to increase 
membership and participation in their communities (see Cho & Jahng, 2014; Escobar et 
al., 2014).  
Forum moderation is therefore considered an activity coordination process within 
online communities. Although the research literature does not contain many examples of 
activity coordination, according to McPhee and Zaug’s definition of activity coordination 
as members “adjusting the work process and solving immediate practical problems” (p. 
1), any time online community members collaborate with one another to achieve a group 
task, activity coordination is likely being performed. 
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Institutional Positioning in Online Communities 
 Of the many studies of online communities examined for this literature review, 
none discussed any institutional positioning activities conducted by community members 
or managers. This is not surprising, however, as none of the articles examined online 
community environments or looked for communication between community members 
and outside organizations or websites. Due to the lack of examples of institutional 
positioning taking place within online communities in the research literature, a popular 
online fanfiction community, FanFiction.net, was examined inductively for evidence of 
institutional positioning. Such evidence of institutional positioning is found in the 
communication between FanFiction.net members and book publishing organizations.  
Popular FanFiction.net authors sometimes publish their fanfiction stories as 
fiction novels through well-known publishing companies. For example, the best-selling 
novel, 50 Shades of Grey, began as a Twilight fanfiction novel on Fanfiction.net with the 
original title Master of the Universe. 50 Shades of Grey drew enormous attention from 
the publishing industry because of the estimated $95 million in earnings the author E. L. 
James gained from the novel during 2012-2013 alone (Bercovici, 2013). Since the 
success of 50 Shades of Grey many more popular novels began their lives as fanfiction 
(see Alter, 2014), and due to their popularity fanfiction works are now also seen as a 
public relations tool. The band One Direction promoted their band by giving permission 
for the publication of a fanfiction starring the band’s characters to Simon and Shuster 
imprint Gallery Books (Drell, 2014). News coverage of the financial success of 
FanFiction.net authors has repositioned the FanFiction.net from a recreational community 
to an online community with profit potential. 
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Although McPhee and Zaug (2000) define institutional positioning as 
communication that occurs between organizations, non-traditional organizations 
demonstrate how indirect communicative relationships between organizations can still 
have a positioning effect. For example, Bean and Buikema’s (2015) study of al-Qa’ida 
found that the news media’s appropriation, interpretation, and rebroadcasting of al-
Qa’ida’s organizational messages undermined al-Qa’ida’s institutional positioning efforts 
even when the media messages were targeted at Western audiences. FanFiction.net 
authors’ disclaimer notices are also examples of institutional positioning that take place 
through indirect communication with outside entities. At the beginning of almost every 
fanfiction story, FanFiction.net authors write disclaimers aimed at copyright regulatory 
agencies. These messages assert that, although the author is writing stories using existing 
storyworlds and characters, he or she does not claim ownership of intellectual property 
rights for any content except for their own original contributions. For example, an author 
of Pirates of the Caribbean fanfiction wrote: 
“Disclaimer: Sadly, I do not own anything related to Pirates of the Caribbean. 
Well, just a Jack Sparrow poster, and maybe a magazine or two, but that’s pretty 
much it. Only original creations (characters, places, plotline, etc.) are mine” 
(Mystic Lady Fae, 2011). 
These disclaimer messages represent institutional positioning messages by FanFiction.net 
members. Even though regulatory agencies are unlikely to read the thousands of 
disclaimers, the pervasiveness of these messages positions FanFiction.net as an online 
interaction space whose members are aware of and working to adhere to copyright law. 
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One final observation is that the research studies reviewed in order to adapt the 
Four Flows Model for application in an online context often found a connection between 
enactment of self-structuring and the other flows, particularly membership negotiation or 
activity coordination processes. This connection supports McPhee and Zaug’s (2000) 
assertion that Four Flows interact and are affected by the authority of self-structuring 
processes. McPhee and Zaug also argued that meaningful interaction of the flows is an 
essential aspect of the model, and the evidence of the flows’ interaction in online 
community research suggests that some online communities may meet McPhee and 
Zaug’s theoretical definition of organization. 
The next chapter will describe the methodology used to test the research questions 
within the context of one online community, RCgroups.com. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Data Collection Site: RCgroups.com 
RCGroups.com, the data collection site for this dissertation, is the largest online 
community for people who fly or drive remote controlled (RC) vehicles such as RC 
airplanes, cars, helicopters, boats, and drones. RCGroups.com began in 1996 as a mailing 
list for people interested in electric airplanes (RCGroups Site History, n.d.). The 
membership list quickly grew to the hundreds, and so the list manager, Jim T. Graham, 
created a website for mailing list instructions and answers to frequently asked questions. 
The website gained popularity, began collecting paid sponsorships, and by 1998 added 
discussion forums which are now the community’s most popular feature. Jim T. Graham 
hired staff members to help manage the community as it grew, and by 2009 the website 
archive contained over 13 million posts with over 1 million unique visitors in a month. 
The RCGroups.com community continues to grow, and as of March 2016 RCGroups.com 
has over 629,000 members and contains an archive of 44 million posts. Members and 
non-member visitors to the website are located primarily in North America and Europe. 
Less numerous but consistently present are visitors located in Southeast Asia. This 
member information was collected from a map maintained by RCGroups.com which 
displays the world location of the 1,000 most recent visitors to the website. At any one 
time, there are visitors to RCGroups.com from each of the continents except for 
Antarctica. 
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 Like many online communities, RCGroups.com’s most notable feature and the 
primary point of interaction for members are its many discussion forums. Within the 
forums members can reply to posts, create new posts within a discussion thread, create 
new discussion threads in order to begin new conversations around a topic of choice, 
upload images and videos, post links to content within or outside of RCGroups.com, and 
privately email other members. The forums are organized by member interest areas such 
as Car, Boat, and Support forums. There are many RC aircraft-centered forums that focus 
on specific types of aircraft or aircraft-related topics such as Aircraft-Sailplanes and 
Aircraft-Fuel-Helis. There are a total of 21 forum categories and 269 forums on 
RCGroups.com. Each forum contains a list of discussion threads, which are generally 
conversations surrounding the subject line of the thread but which also contain many sub-
conversations not related to the subject line. Members use the forum threads to 
communicate with one another about a multitude of topics, from advice on how to fix an 
RC car problem, to showing off a new model airplane, to asking other members to sign 
petitions against new RC drone laws, to organizing offline racing events. RCGroups.com 
members can interact with other members within the many forums by posting messages, 
replying to messages, or simply reading messages others have posted. Member forum 
activities are recorded and displayed as statistics within each forum description so that it 
is possible to identify active (members posted recently) and popular (members posted 
frequently) forums. These statistics indicated that during my last visit on March 15th, 
2016, there were over 20,000 members logged into the website, and the forums contained 
over 32,000,000 posts. 
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RCGroups.com also hosts RC blogs, articles, and advertisements, as well as a 
classifieds section, geo-referenced lists of where RC enthusiasts can fly their airplanes, 
lists of upcoming RC events, and a place for RC clubs to communicate in order to 
organize coordinate events that take place offline. RC vendors and sponsors also have a 
strong presence on the website. Advertisements are present on the homepage of the 
website, and are also interspersed throughout the forums. Members can pay a fee to 
upgrade their memberships to “Plus” membership level in order to remove ads from their 
view and increase the storage space of their RCGroups.com email inbox. Hobby King, an 
RC supply company, advertises most frequently on the website, as their products and 
logo are featured on the largest banner ads in addition to being frequently featured in the 
smaller, forum-based ads. Vendors can interact directly with RCGroups.com members in 
the forums threads under the Vendor forum category. Under this category, members post 
their experiences with and reviews of different products and RC companies. Company 
representatives sometimes respond to customers’ concerns within these forums. Vendors’ 
and sponsors’ posts are easily identifiable by their green-colored profile boxes with the 
word “sponsor” listed on the bottom right. 
RCGroups.com also has a strong social media presence on Facebook and 
YouTube. RCGroups.com staff has managed a Facebook page since 2010, and currently 
has 10,700 likes. RCGroups.com actively posts product reviews, coverage of RC events, 
and hosts live “hangout” sessions on its Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/ 
rcgroups/). The video recordings of these hangout sessions are the bulk of the content on 
RCGroups.com’s YouTube channel, rcgvideos, along with videos of product reviews and 
event coverage which are frequently cross-posted on RCGroups.com’s Facebook page. 
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The videos on this YouTube channel average several thousands of views a year after 
being posted, and the channel has over 8,200 followers.  
Jim T. Graham, the owner of RCGroups.com, also hosts a monthly audio blog 
distributed through iTunes wherein he discusses the airplanes he is flying, events he has 
attended, and current RC news like the new Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
unmanned aircraft registration requirements. RCGroups.com, like many large online 
communities, has been developed by its owner to become more than just an interaction 
space for its members; the website is also a news source, marketing outlet, content 
archive, online magazine, a place for political activism, and a highly-recognizable brand. 
Online communities of this size are sometimes sold to Internet management companies 
like Internet Brands (i.e., Craftser.org), but RCGroups.com’s current and long-time 
owner, Jim T. Graham, maintains a strong presence on the website and on the website’s 
associated social media accounts. 
 RCgroups.com was chosen as the data collection site for this study because it 
meets the current conceptualization of online communities, but also exhibits evidence of 
members organizing in order to achieve group goals. The website meets Escobar et al.’s 
(2014) definition of online community because it 1) supports social interaction of its 
members who 2) share a general interest in RC vehicles; members 3) interact via 
computer systems while 4) adhering to the website policies. The large forum categories 
on the homepage of RCgroups.com indicate that at least some members perform 
organizing tasks like coordinating in-person RC races and other RC events. Therefore, 
RCgroups.com hosts online community forums with potential for containing evidence of 
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organizing behaviors, and is therefore a good data collection site for identifying 
organizational processes and testing the existence of online organizations. 
The main interactions spaces within RCgroups.com are the forum threads housed 
within the larger forum categories. Each forum is dedicated to discussion around a 
specific interest area like Wamsy's 3D Tutorial Thread and Setting up a MultiGP Racing 
Chapter. Due to the fact that the forums attract members with very specific interests and 
serve as individual interaction spaces, each sampled forum was analyzed as an individual 
online community. Analysis of the entire RCgroups.com website was not appropriate for 
investigation of organizing within this online community because an initial examination 
of the website showed that member organizing takes place within individual forum 
threads, and because there are no cross-forum interaction spaces supported by the 
website. Analysis of the RCgroups.com website would be better suited for understanding 
the relationships between the many online community forums supported by the website.  
It is important to recognize, however, that even though the sampled forums are 
considered communities according to the current definition, so too is the broader 
RCgroups.com website. Additionally, the RCgroups.com website is but one collection of 
online interaction spaces where members of a borderless, world-wide community of RC 
enthusiasts interact with one another. The larger community of people interested in RC 
vehicles also interact with one another within other websites’ forums, as well as in offline 
clubs whose activities are organized through online communication. The fact that 
communities of interest like RC can inhabit and interact within so many types of online 
spaces is one of the challenges of studying the online community concept. Online forums 
were chosen as the sample site because they are a point of interaction for the RC 
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community, and I recognize that while online forums operate as communities in and of 
themselves, they are at the same time but one of many temporary interaction spaces for a 
larger community of people who interact with each other within many other spaces, on 
and offline.  
Hypothesis Regarding Manifestation of Organization Processes within 
RCgroups.com 
In the context of RCgroups.com, it is possible to advance more specific 
expectations related to the research questions. These will take the form of seven 
hypotheses that represent expectations about how the research questions will be answered 
in the specific context of RCgroups.com. These hypotheses were generated to predict 
how organizational processes will manifest within RC groups.com in particular. For a 
different online environment, different hypotheses might well be ventured. The following 
observations of the RCgroups.com website and the forums it contained were used to 
develop the hypotheses.  
 Distinguishing between online communities and online organizations would be a 
simple task if online communities contained only social interaction messages, and online 
organizations contained only organizing messages. This is an unreasonable expectation, 
however, because even small offline communities require some organizing to coordinate 
meetings and enforce community policies, and even the largest offline organizations 
support some informal conversation between employees. The difference between the two 
types of online interaction spaces must therefore have something to do with how 
organizing messages are utilized within each space. Further hypotheses are presented 
below to predict how organizing will manifest differently within each type of online 
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interaction space, but the first hypothesis makes a prediction about what the four forums 
will have in common regardless of whether they are found to be online communities or 
online organizations: 
H1: All forums will enact the Four Flows. 
An examination of the forum titles and the first few posts within the forums 
indicated that some forum threads are designed to generate social interaction around a 
topic, while others specify a collaborative group goal. For example, one forum thread 
titled Join MultiGP and Race with Us states within its first post: 
“Currently, we are searching for more motivated organizers who are willing to 
help us in their local areas to setup races.” 
The forum moderator of this thread specifically asked the forum members for help 
organizing local RC races, and so conversations within this thread likely enact organizing 
processes specifically in order to coordinate tasks to plan RC races. A forum thread such 
as “What did you do RC today?”, by contrast, begins the forum with the statement: 
“I'd like to start a thread for us to chit chat about general RC stuff we do on a 
daily basis, like things that don't fit anywhere else or aren't worth starting a new 
thread for.” 
This thread was created in order to generate informal social interaction, and so few 
organizational processes are expected to be necessary during interaction than would be 
needed in a forum dedicated to the completion of a forum-wide goal. Therefore, it is 
expected that: 
H2: Forums with a specific organizing purpose will contain more organizational 
messages than forums with a general social purpose. 
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Likewise, members of online organizations are expected to enact the Four Flows more 
frequently than members of online communities as they work together to achieve the 
group goals. 
H3: Members of forums that function as online organizations will enact the Four 
Flows more frequently than members of forums that function as online 
communities. 
 When a member of RCgroups.com starts a new forum, he or she creates a pre-
designed interaction space. The means by which members communicate (sending 
messages via posts), members’ ability to see each other’s user names and profile 
information, and the ability to reply to other messages are all built into the forum’s 
communication system. Because the initial structure of the interaction space is already in 
place when a new forum is created, little self-structuring may be necessary to sustain the 
forum. Therefore, I advance the following hypothesis: 
H4: Self-structuring will be the least frequent organizing flow enacted within the 
forums. 
As discussed earlier, the lack of face-to-face contact within the forums likely 
requires new members to post messages in order to introduce their presence and personal 
characteristics to the other members. Because of this, membership negotiation is expected 
to be an important organizing process within all of the forums. Activity coordination, the 
organizing process the coordinates members’ work and solves organizational processes, 
is likely an important process for forums determined to be online organizations, but not 
for forums determined to be online communities. The following hypothesis were created 
to predict the importance of these processes within the two types of forums: 
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H5: Membership negotiation will be the most frequent organizing flow enacted 
within forums designated online communities by the results of the analysis. 
H6: Activity coordination and membership negotiation will be the most frequent 
organizational processes enacted within the forums that are online organizations. 
 The forums within RCgroups.com are each managed by a moderator, the 
individual who created the forum thread. RCgroups.com members with the most power 
and authority, the owner, Jim T. Graham, and his few staff members, made no posts 
within the dozen forum threads examined during the initial assessment of the website. 
Communication within the forum threads is therefore likely non-hierarchical, as the 
forum moderator is the only member within each forum with any formal authority. As a 
result, general-level members (those with no formal authority) likely experience few 
barriers to the enactment of organizational processes. The following hypothesis predicts 
the general-level members’ freedom to enact organizational processes within the forums: 
H7: All of the Four Flows will be performed by the general-level members. 
Data Collection 
Permission was obtained from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Institutional Review Board to study publicly available information on online 
communities (see Appendix A) and written permission has been obtained from the owner 
of RCGroups.com to study the publicly available content on the website. The	following	criteria	were	used	to	select	forums	for	the	research	study: 
• Forums contained evidence of organizing within the first 20 posts. The likelihood 
of sampling a forum that is functioning as an online organization was increased 
by selecting only forums that contained some initial evidence of member 
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organizing. As was discussed in the previous chapter, online communities were 
expected to contain some evidence of. Therefore, this initial evidence of 
organizing does not preclude the sampled forums from being online communities. 
•  Forums contained little technical language. Forums containing large amounts of 
technical language were not sampled because such language could have been a 
barrier to data interpretation. 
•  Forums contained at least 100 posts made over a six-month time period. This 
criterion precluded the selection of infrequently visited forums containing too few 
interaction episodes for meaningful organizing to take place. 
•  Forums were forum threads. The decision was made to select only forums that 
are each an individual subforum (called a “forum thread”) contained within a 
broader forum category. The large forum categories are visible on the homepage 
of RCGroups.com (i.e., Batteries and Chargers) and they contain many threads, 
which house finer-level interest categories (i.e., Battery Load Test Comparisons). 
Threads were selected because they are the interaction spaces where members 
directly communicate with one another. 
• Two larger (over 1,500 posts) and two smaller (under 200 posts) forum threads 
were sampled. This sample was taken from a total population of over 2,627,000 
forum threads. These forum size criteria were chosen to guard against forum size 
being a determining factor for the enactment of organizational processes. 
Sampling two forums of each size allows for some comparisons based on forum 
size. 
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The four forums selected as the sites of study were: Forum 1) Beginner Training 
Area (Aircraft-Electric): Discussion, Difficulty to Fly Rating System (v2.0) (189 posts), 
Forum 2) Official Drone Registration Discussion Thread (3,495 posts), Forum 3) The 
Sportsman’s Soaring Program (180 posts), and Forum 4) Central Alberta FPV (1,622 
posts). The forum names were shortened to expedite references to them during 
discussion—Forum 1: Rating System Forum, Forum 2: Drone Registration Forum, 
Forum 3: Soaring Program Forum, and 4: Alberta FPV Forum. A total of 5,486 posts 
and their associated data were collected. Members in the Rating System Forum 
communicated with one another to develop a rating system describing the difficulty 
levels of flying specific airplanes in order to aid new flyers in purchasing an appropriate 
entry-level airplane. Members of the Drone Registration Forum discussed the new federal 
drone registration requirements and encouraged members to either resist or comply with 
the regulation. In the Soaring Program Forum, members participated in a program 
designed to make flying large glider planes more challenging, and in the Alberta FPV 
Forum members discussed flying using first person viewing technology and organized in-
person flying meetings. 
The data collected from each forum post included: 
• user name of the member who posted the message 
• user name of the member or members who were the intended receivers of the 
message 
• number of total posts made by post sender and receiver 
• date joined of both the sender and receiver 
• the post message content 
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• the post date and time 
In the case that a post had more than one intended receiver, each sender and 
receiver pair contained within the post was recorded as separate data entries. Six 
undergraduate students performed the data collection under the supervision of the 
primary researcher. Data collection was straightforward for all of the data items except 
for message receiver. This data item had the potential to be subjective depending on how 
data collectors interpreted the context of the forum conversations, and so a data collection 
rule list was generated in order to ensure that the data was collected in a uniform manner 
by all of the undergraduates. 
The data collection rules list was developed as follows (Appendix B). All six 
undergraduate students were paired into groups of two, and then each student 
individually collected the same 200 forums posts and their associated data items. Each 
group met and compared their individual data collection results, evaluating the instances 
where they disagreed about the receiver or any of the other data items. The groups then 
individually reconciled all disagreements by reexamining the disagreements within the 
context of the data, coming to a mutual agreement about the correct data entry for each 
disagreement. Student groups individually composed a list of rules that they used to 
determine who was speaking to whom, and how they handled other data collection 
problems. Next, all of the student groups met with the primary researcher and discussed 
all three rules lists that were developed. The combined research team developed and 
agreed upon one master rules list as a result of this discussion. The students then each 
collected an assigned range of forum posts until data collection was complete. The 
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primary researcher checked data collection accuracy by navigating to the forum 
webpages and checking each data item manually. 
Directed Content Analysis 
A directed content analysis method was developed in order to determine the 
amount of each of the Four Flows within each forum. The content analysis analyzed each 
post, determining which, if any, of the Four Flows the post message enacted within the 
forum. The results of the content analysis were used to conduct qualitative case studies of 
each of the forums. The case studies analyzed how the flows manifested within the 
forums, whether there was meaningful interaction between the flows, whether self-
structuring processes influenced the other flows, whether tasks were divided among 
members, and whether there was evidence of coordination of tasks within each forum. 
Any evidence found regarding the division of labor and the coordination of tasks was 
interpreted within the context of each forum’s case study to determine whether each 
forum functioned as an organization according to Mintzberg’s conceptualization of the 
organization. 
 An organizing processes codebook was developed by drawing on McPhee and 
Zaug’s (2000) conceptualization of the Four Flows Model, the adapted version of the 
Four Flows Model, and a review of the evidence of organizing within existing online 
community research literature (Appendix C). This codebook defined each of the Four 
Flows and listed potential indicators that enabled the researchers to categorize forum 
members’ messages according to which organizing flow, if any, they enacted. 
Once data collection was complete, the forum posts were analyzed for evidence of 
the Four Flows. The specific coding method used for analysis was a directed content 
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analysis method as described by Hsieh and Shannon (2005), and Zhang and Wildemuth 
(2009). Each forum message was coded as evidence of one of Four Flows (membership 
negotiation, self-structuring, activity coordination, or institutional positioning), or as 
evidence of non-organizing social interaction using the organizational processes 
codebook. A fifth category, “other type of organizing,” was initially included in the 
coding system but all forum members’ organizing messages fit under one of the four 
existing categories, and so this open-ended category was dropped. It is important to note 
that the research design is an inventory of the organizational processes that took place 
during a single time period within the forums. This method permits an understanding of 
how the forum members organized with one another and how these messages impacted 
the interaction space. However, by examining the entirety of the data at once, this study 
does not include changes in messages over time and therefore is not a true measure of 
process. Messages coded under the organizing categories are therefore evidence that 
members enacted particular organizational processes, but this evidence cannot be 
extrapolated as direct measurement of the actual processes themselves. 
One undergraduate student and the primary researcher conducted the content 
analysis. They met in order to learn the operationalization of the five categories and 
practiced coding 200 sequential posts taken from the beginning of one of the sampled 
forums using the codebook categorization system. Content analysis experts recommend 
that coders be given a random sample of data for the first stage of coding (Hruschka et 
al., 2004). The analysis of this dataset was highly dependent upon the context of each 
message, however, and so instead of offering a randomly selected sample of data, the 
coding team coded 200 posts taken from one of the sampled forums from which neither 
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had collected data, thereby ensuring that the data was entirely new to both coders. We 
independently coded the 200 posts according to the six categories. Intercoder agreement 
was calculated using Krippendorff’s Alpha (α). The coders met again, discussed and 
resolved all coding disagreements, updating the codebook with revised coding rules. The 
coding team then coded another 200 posts independently, achieving intercoder agreement 
of α = .923, which exceeds the α ≥ .800 threshold for reliability recommended by 
Krippendorff (2004). The coders divided up the remaining forum posts and continued 
coding independently. Coding drift was checked after each coder completed 1,500 posts. 
The coders again coded a set of 200 posts independently, achieving intercoder agreement 
of α = .927.  
The content analysis resulted in the total number of posts that fell under each of 
the organizing categories or under the social interaction category within each forum. We 
next conducted qualitative interpretation of the results of the content analysis within the 
context of each forum to determine whether there was a meaningful relationship between 
the Four Flows. McPhee and Zaug defined this relationship between the Four Flows as 
the flows “shar[ing] a realm of mutual topic relevance” and recognizing the authority of 
the self-structuring flow (2000, p. 1). The qualitative interpretation of flows within the 
context of each forum revealed the extent to which the Four Flows had mutual topic 
relevance, and whether they were in some way regulated or influenced by the self-
structuring flow. 
Network Analysis 
The next phase was to analyze the communication networks generated by 
interaction within each of the forum threads in order to understand how members’ 
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organizational and social messages constituted the online interaction space. The 
communication network within each forum was analyzed by first importing forum post 
speaker and receiver data as edge pairs into the network analysis software, NodeXL 
(Smith et al., 2010), along with the attribute data collected from member profiles and the 
category code for each message. The network was designated a directed communication 
network so that the linkages represented members’ participation within the forum. 
Analysis of the data using an undirected network, by contrast, would have resulted in an 
understanding of the mutual communication relationships within the forums, but would 
not have captured the individual social or organizing behaviors of members, which is the 
focus of this study. 
Table 3 below is the network graph key that explains the data labels used for all of 
the network analysis graphs. The graph nodes represent the forum members who posted 
messages in the forum during the data collection time period. The node label “MOD” 
signifies the forum moderator. Members who paid an additional fee to attain Plus 
member status are labeled with “P.” Members with suspended accounts are labeled 
“SUS” and members who unsubscribed from the forum but whose messages persist 
within the forum archive are labeled as “UNSUB.” All other forum members had 
general-level membership and were represented with nodes with no labels. 
A node was created to represent all members within the network and was called 
“Everyone,” labeled as “EVRY” within the graphs. This node was created to represent all 
forum members, so that when a post’s intended audience was everyone within the forum, 
a link was made between the poster and the EVRY node. The EVRY node was created as 
an alternative to making a link between the poster of a message and every other member 
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of the forum when a message was direct at the forum in general. Linking messages sent 
out to the forum at large to all nodes would entail the assumption that all forum members 
read or received these messages, which cannot be confirmed through this dataset. 
Additionally, since the goal of the network analysis is to learn how organizing manifests 
within the online forums and how members interact with one another in order to perform 
organizing behaviors, use of the EVRY node reduces over-inflation of the measurement 
of organizing behaviors when a messages coded as one of the Four Flows is directed at 
all forum members. The representation of a new type of entity, the forum, as a node 
meant that the forum network graphs were bimodal networks, which can make 
interpretation of network metrics like centrality more complicated. However, because the 
networks were designated directed networks and outdegree centrality was utilized as the 
specific centrality measure, inclusion of the EVRY node in the network does not interfere 
with members’ individual degree centrality measures. Removal of the EVRY node when 
calculating outdegree centrality would actually reduce the accuracy of the metric by 
removing a large number of messages sent by members. Inclusion of the EVRY node in 
hierarchy and cluster analysis would influence the calculation of network hierarchy and 
modularity, but as the goal of the network analysis was to learn how members organized 
with one another through their communicative interactions and the fact that 
communication directed to the group at large was a vital part of organizing, the EVRY 
node was included in all network calculations. In the case of this study, use of a bimodal 
network overcame one data analysis problem but the tradeoff was that the network metric 
results needed to be interpreted carefully to take the potential influence of the EVRY 
node on the analysis into account. 
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Messages that enacted membership negotiation were labeled as green edges, 
messages that enacted self-structuring with orange edges, activity coordination messages 
with blue edges, institutional positioning messages with red edges, and social interaction 
messages with black edges. In all of the network graphs, each node’s outdegree was 
represented by node size so that nodes with higher outdegrees have larger nodes. Nodes 
were laid out in the graph using the Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale layout method (Koren, 
2002) with some layout adjustments made by hand to avoid node and linkage 
obstructions.  
The communication network and attribute data were visualized as network 
graphs. Network density, the total number of connections between members out of the 
possible number of connections, was calculated for each graph. A message sent from one 
member to another was considered a connection, even when messages were not 
reciprocated. In terms of the forums’ communication networks, density enables an 
understanding of participation within the forum. The higher the network density, the 
more members are communicating with many other members instead of with a smaller 
subgroup of members. This information will assist analysis of how the communication 
networks are constituted within the forums. 
Members’ roles within the network were analyzed by calculating degree 
centrality. Out-degree centrality was the specific centrality measure used for the forum 
networks because high out-degree centrality individuals are influential within networks 
because they more often disperse information through the network. The links between 
members represent members sending messages to one another, many of which are 
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organizing messages that enact McPhee and Zaug’s Four Flows, and so out-degree 
indicates which members participate frequently in social interaction and organizing. 
The structure of each network was initially analyzed using network hierarchy, 
because hierarchy is a common structural pattern found within offline organizations. If 
some of the forum networks were more hierarchical than others, that could have been an 
indicator of organizing via a traditional management structure within those forums. 
However, network hierarchy was not found to be a useful measure for understanding the 
structure of the forums’ communication networks. Network hierarchy was analyzed and 
reported for the first forum, but was not calculated for following forums. Another 
structural metric, modularity, was analyzed for each of the graphs by conducting cluster 
analysis using the Clauset-Newman-Moore algorithm (Clauset, Newman, & Moore, 
2004). The modularity measure, reported in Table 2, was very low for each forum. This 
result suggests three possibilities: either that subgroups that do exist within these 
communities were too small to be detected by the algorithm, that the data sample time 
period was too short for sub-communities to develop, or that each of the forums 
contained no sub-communities. There was a little variation in the forums’ modularity 
scores in that the Ratings System Forum had a slightly higher score than the other 
forums, but this was likely due to the fact that the moderator of this forum played an 
important role in the coordination of organizing. Overall, there is very little evidence 
supporting the existence of sub-communities within the forums. This finding can either 
be interpreted as a failure to find meaningful substructures within the forums’ 
communication networks, or it can be interpreted as evidence that the forum members 
were oriented to the forum more than to any subgroup of individuals. 
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Due to an inability to find meaningful information about the structure of the 
forums’ communication networks through network metrics, the networks’ structures were 
interpreted qualitatively by examining them visually for patterns related to message 
flows, message type, and member roles and then relating this information back within the 
context of the conversations where they occurred. A sub-conversation was also extracted 
from the data by finding the post at the mid-point of the dataset for each forum and 
extracting all posts related to the conversation in which the initially sampled post 
occurred. This sub-conversation was also interpreted qualitatively in order to shed light 
on how a single conversation within the forum related to the overall constitution of the 
interaction space. 
The results of the content analysis, the network analysis, and the results generated 
by addressing the research questions are presented in the next chapter. 
 
Table 2 
Modularity Score for Each Forum   
       
Forum           Network Modularity   
  
Ratings System Forum    0.226 
Drone Regulation Forum    0.152 
Soaring Program Forum    0.121 
Alberta FPV Forum     0.040 
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Table 3 
Network Graph Key 
_____________________________________________________________ 
    
Data Item    Representation in Network Graphs 
 
Membership Negotiation Message green 
Self-structuring Message  orange 
Activity Coordination Message blue 
Institutional Positioning Message red 
Social Interaction Message  black 
Forum Moderator    MOD 
All Forum Members   EVRY 
Plus Level Membership  P 
Suspended Forum Member  SUS 
Unsubscribed Forum Member UNSUB     
_____________________________________________________________ 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
RESULTS 
 
In this chapter the results of the content analysis, the network analysis, and the 
results of the individual case studies of each of the forums are presented in terms of how 
they addressed RQ1-9. Results are first presented for each of the individual forums, 
followed by evaluation of the research hypotheses and a broader discussion of how 
organizing took place within the RCgroups.com forums. Table 4 presents the amount of 
each type of organizational and social messages found within each forum. Figures created 
to visualize the results of the analyses use the following abbreviations for the five 
category codes: MN = membership negotiation, SS = self-structuring, AC = activity 
coordination, IP = institutional positioning, and SI = social interaction. 
 
Table 4 
Message Category Amount and Percentage out of Total Messages 
 
      Membership     Self-          Activity         Institutional    Social              Total 
Forum      Negotiation  structuring     Coordination     Positioning      Interaction        Messages 
  
Forum 1       16 (7.3%)        14 (6.4%)      105 (47.9%)         3 (1.4%)          81 (37%)        219 
Forum 2         9 (.3%)    31 (.9%)        175 (4.9%)         16 (.5%)       3,322 (93.5%)    3,553 
Forum 3       15 (7.8%)        11 (5.7%)        56 (29.2%)        12 (6.3%)     98 (51%) 192 
Forum 4       54 (3.3%)          2 (.1%)         241 (14.9%)       23 (1.4%)  1,341 (82.7%) 1,661 
 
 
 
 
Forum One: Beginner Training Area (Aircraft-Electric): Discussion, Difficulty to Fly 
Rating System (v2.0) (189 posts) 
 The Rating System Forum was comprised of 60 members who shared 218 
messages during the six-month data collection period. The forum members had been 
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members of RCgroups.com from five to sixteen years and had posted from three to over 
29,000 times on the website. The forum membership therefore consisted of members very 
familiar with RCgroups.com and contained some individuals who participated very 
frequently in RCgroups.com forums, while others interacted with the other members 
infrequently. The forum was organized under the Aircraft – Electric - Airplanes main 
category and under the Beginner Training Area (Aircraft-Electric) subcategory. The 
other subthreads within this category were also dedicated to topics designed to educate 
new RC airplane pilots and answer their questions. 
 According to the very first post within the forum, the Rating System Forum was 
created to update an existing RC airplane difficulty rating system developed in order to 
guide new RC airplane flyers’ first airplane purchases. The forum moderator explained 
that the existing rating system list needed to be updated to include new RC airplanes that 
had been released since its completion: 
The reason for a second 'rating system' thread is because the old one hasn’t been 
updated in over a year by the previous owner. I suggested a new one in the 
original thread and got support for it so I'm starting a new one, carrying over all 
rated planes. I've also backlogged planes that weren’t put on the list in the 
original thread. 
The forum moderator explained the ratings system, posted the list of already-rated RC 
airplanes, and then asked forum members to offer ratings suggestions. The forum 
members posted within this forum in order to suggest ratings for new RC airplanes, 
express their opinions about existing ratings, to socialize with one another, and to suggest 
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changes to the ratings system itself. The moderator participated actively within the forum 
by responding to members’ ratings suggestions and answering questions. 
RQ1: Is there evidence of the division of labor into tasks within the forum? 
 There was evidence of division of labor within the forum. The forum moderator 
reserved some administrative tasks for himself while asking members to contribute to the 
ratings list by rating new airplanes. Additionally, some organizing tasks were created and 
self-assigned by the general-level members. The primary way in which labor was divided 
into tasks was that the moderator provided a very specific RC airplane difficulty rating 
system and asked forum members to use the system when rating new airplanes: 
Make sure to follow up the thread with any and all suggestions for model ratings. 
Also make sure it is using the guide provided! A 4ch sports aerobatics plane 
might be a 4 for you, but if you gave it to a newbie they'd almost certainly crash 
it... please use the guide provided. 
As members began to offer ratings for specific airplanes, the moderator also asked the 
group to evaluate the accuracy of other members’ ratings: 
On planes being rated on something they shouldn't be... call them out! The list 
isn't set in stone, I can change whatever people see fit. I might ask that at least 
one person seconds a revised rating though, or the list could quickly disintegrate 
and become meaningless. 
Even though the moderator used commanding language such as “make sure” and “call 
them out,” all contributions to the ratings system were completely voluntary. 
Consequently, instead of tasks being “assigned,” a term that would make sense in the 
context of a manager and subordinates within a traditional organization, tasks needing 
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completion were advertised on the forum by the moderator, and members chose whether 
or not to assist in the completion of the tasks. 
 Some forum members created an organizing task not suggested by the 
moderator, which was to critique preexisting airplane ratings. Members also created posts 
that critiqued the ratings system itself, working with the moderator to update the rating 
system if the moderator agreed with members’ suggestions. One member critiqued the 
system for not containing an entire category of RC airplane: 
I don't see any ultra micros in the list. They are the slow learner beginners best 
friend. I would likely never made it far in this hobby at all had it not been for the 
ultra micros. 
Another member asked the moderator to explain a rating he or she did not agree with: 
You've got the Parkzone micros as easier to fly than the park flier sized Parkzone 
models. I don't follow the logic 
The moderator responded to every critique, making some requested changes but denying 
others, which demonstrated his administrative authority within the forum. 
 Overall there was very little conversation regarding the division of tasks except 
for the moderator’s posts, which occasionally interjected into ongoing ratings discussions 
to orient members to new tasks that would further the overall goal of improving the 
airplane ratings. For example, the moderator asked members repeatedly to perform the 
task of “seconding” or confirming other members’ ratings: 
What do you guys reckon on those ratings?  
In another post: 
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Sounds good [member name], can anyone second that? I'll change the rating of 
planes no worries, just so long as there’s support for it. 
 Overall, there was sufficient evidence to suggest that tasks were divided among 
the forum members, but only the moderator’s posts addressed who would perform which 
tasks. Talk about the division of labor may not be as necessary in online spaces as it is on 
offline spaces. In the case of the Rating System Forum, tasks were posted to the forum 
and any member could volunteer to complete them. Because participation in the forum 
was voluntary, the moderator asked members in general to perform tasks, but did not 
assign them to specific members. The ratings system tasks did not require any specific 
skills other than experience flying the planes being rated, but if a task needed a more 
specific skill set, more conversation concerning the division of labor likely would have 
been required. 
RQ2: Is there evidence of the coordination of tasks to accomplish group activities 
within the forum? 
 The coordination of tasks within the forum was accomplished primarily via the 
coordination mechanism Mintzberg (1979) called direct supervision. As mentioned in 
Chapter Two, direct supervision coordinates work by “one individual tak[ing] 
responsibility for the work of others, issuing instructions to them and monitoring their 
actions” (Mintzberg, 1979, p. 4). The moderator of the Rating System Forum responded 
to all members’ rating suggestions, he issued instructions on how to conduct the ratings, 
and he continually reinforced how the ratings should be done: 
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[member name] - Thanks for the correction, I'll change the listing to an 8. That is 
also another point I would like to raise: Ensure all planes to be rated were flown 
stock, unmodified and properly trimmed. 
The moderator interacted socially with members, but often brought the conversation back 
to focus on completing the ratings properly using the ratings scale: 
Haha, nice one Jim48AR! I don't suppose you'd be able to give it a rating using 
the scale? 
The network graph of the social and organizational messages posted within the Rating 
System Forum (see Figure 2) also supports the idea of coordination via direct supervision  
 
 
Figure 2. The Rating System Forum: Network visualization of organizing and social 
interaction messages. 
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because the moderator is the most central person within the communication network, 
posting and receiving the most organizing flows. 
RQ3: Is there sufficient evidence in the context of Mintzberg’s (1979) two criteria of 
the organization for the forum to indicate the forum is functioning as an online 
organization? 
 The content analysis and qualitative analysis of the conversation data found 
sufficient evidence to conclude that the Rating System Forum is functioning as an 
organization according to Mintzberg’s two criteria of the organization. Tasks were 
divided among the members, but only informally and on a voluntary basis since the 
moderator had no authority to assign tasks. Task completion was clearly facilitated and 
coordinated by the forum moderator. 
RQ4: Which of the Four Flows, if any, are enacted within the forum? 
 All Four Flows were enacted within the Rating System Forum (see Figures 3 and 
4), with the most evidence found for activity coordination followed by membership 
negotiation, self-structuring, and institutional positioning. The Rating System Forum 
contained more organizing messages (n=138, 63% of messages) than social messages 
(n=81, 37% of messages). The high proportion of organizing messages makes sense 
considering that the Rating System Forum was designed with a very specific group 
purpose (updating the airplane ratings list),	which required the performance of tasks 
(member input on airplane ratings), as well as administration by the moderator since he 
was the only member with the authority to make additions or changes to the ratings list. 
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Figure 3. The relative amount of organizational and social messages within the Rating 
System Forum. 
 
 
Figure 4. The relative amount of organizing messages within the Rating System Forum. 
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RQ5: How do the Four Flows manifest in the forum? 
The Four Flows manifested within the Rating System Forum primarily as a means 
of coordinating and completing tasks in order to achieve the goal laid out in the very first 
forum post, which was the updating of the RC airplane rating system for beginner flyers. 
The most frequently occurring organizing process, activity coordination (n=105, 47.9% 
of messages), primarily worked to make changes to airplane ratings. Forum members 
enacted activity coordination through their posts by making additions, suggestions, or 
corrections to the ratings system. For example, one forum member offered a correction to 
the rating system with the following post:  
Bonanza may need 2 entries since the conventional tail that comes with it is easier 
to fly then the optional V-tail kit. Strait tail would be 8.5 and the V-tail a 9.5.  
Members also contributed to the ratings system by commenting on the categories that 
should or should not be included and by suggesting which flying factors, like the 
difficulty of flying in wind, should be included in the rating system. Social interaction 
messages sent between general-level members also facilitated activity coordination 
indirectly by leading up to or gathering information necessary for airplane ratings. In 
summary, activity coordination processes were used to accomplished the “work” of rating 
new airplanes and making updates to existing ratings. 
 Messages coded as membership negotiation (n=16, 7.3% of messages) were most 
commonly posts made by new members in order to introduce themselves to the forum, or 
were comments that positioned a member according to his or her experience and skill 
flying RC airplanes. One member situated himself as “an old dog starting over” because, 
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although he had many years experience flying RC airplanes, he had not flown for several 
decades because he and his wife had: 
kids then horses so both RC and RL [real life] flying went on hold. 
Members also negotiated their membership to the forum by listing the airplanes they flew 
and by describing specific flights they had accomplished: 
I have a tower p-51, and on my 2nd flight ever (right after the hawksky flew), I put 
the p-51 in the air. 
Membership negotiation in the Rating System Forum overall helped members 
overcome the lack of face-to-face interaction during introductions and helped members to 
establish their credibility within the forum. 
 Messages that enacted institutional positioning (n=3, 1.4% of messages) were 
direct references to other groups or organizations, often posted in order to provide 
members with useful information or to answer members’ questions. One member asked 
for suggestions for a second airplane that could be flown in the event the first was 
damaged, and another member answered the question by referencing a different forum on 
RCgroups.com:  
Have you seen the Back Yard Outdoor Bipe thread? It’s a build thread with plans 
for a 32.5" Pitts Special, I'm currently in the process of making one. Very easy 
and apparently flies very well, too. 
In this example, institutional positioning was enacted in order to perform information-
sharing. Another member posted to the forum as a representative of an outside 
organization, thanking the forum moderator for creating the thread because:  
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As a small company we cannot always fly everyone’s plane, but your list will give 
us an unbiased opinion of our planes and others. 
This example of institutional positioning represented what Harré and Langenhove (1991) 
called strategic positioning, defined as self-positioning performed in order to achieve 
specific personal goals. This member’s message positioned her company as being 
confident enough in their products to support the forum’s ratings system and by leaving a 
link to her company’s website, the member certainly hoped that such a positioning 
maneuver might lead forum members to navigate to her company’s website. The 
evidence of institutional positioning found in the Rating System Forum suggested that 
institutional positioning can serve multiple purposes within an online community 
including information sharing and strategic positioning. 
 Self-structuring messages within the Rating System Forum (n=14, 6.4% of 
messages) occurred during discussions about the structure and purpose of the forum, and 
this flow was enacted by the moderator and general-level members. For example, one 
member posted: 
I have an idea for a new thread that spans all RC ... 
Another member stated: 
This Wilga 2000 is a new offering and I don't see a thread on it yet. Want to start 
one? 
Adding a new thread to a forum within RCgroups.com changes the overall structure of 
the website, and is therefore accomplished via the self-structuring process. A small group 
of members also enacted self-structuring in order to get the forum thread “stickied,” 
which is placing a popular thread at the top of the thread list within a forum category so 
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that it is easy for members to find. The members of the Rating System Forum felt that the 
ratings system was valuable to RC airplane hobbyists, and so they posted messages 
asking the RCgroups.com moderators to make the forum a sticky thread: 
Member 1: Hi mods, Any chance of getting this new list stickied so that Boingk 
can keep it up to date. 
Member 2: Yes, sticky this please mods! The old rating thread is no longer 
updated and this has taken its place. 
Self-structuring was also used by the moderator to show his approval of a 
discussion wherein members debated airplanes ratings by adhering carefully to the 
moderator’s rating system: 
Good discussion guys - this is what the threads all about! 
 The overall distribution of message category codes makes sense within the 
context of this forum. The forum was created for a specific collaborative purpose while 
also allowing for general discussion of the airplanes on the rating system list. 
Conversations surrounding modifications of the ratings list (activity coordination 
messages) naturally led to conversations where members sought and received advice 
about flying RC airplanes (social interaction messages). This forum is a good example of 
how online community members can accomplish a lot within relatively few posts; by the 
end of the 189 posts, members had made well over 300 additions or corrections to the 
ratings system. 
RQ6: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, is there a relationship among the flows?
 The four types of organizational messages did “share a realm of mutual topic 
relevance” (McPhee & Zaug, 2000, p. 1), interacting in meaningful ways as members 
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coordinated their work to accomplish a shared goal. For example, after a conversation 
composed of activity coordination messages wherein members made suggestions about 
what airplanes should be included in the ratings system, one member suggested that a 
new airplane model, the Wilga 2000, should be added to the ratings list. Another forum 
member responded with a self-structuring message: 
This Wilga 2000 is a new offering and I don't see a thread on it yet. Want to start 
one? 
The conversation then returned to activity coordination messages. This is an example of 
how identification of the need for a new task, in this case, one that requires the enactment 
of institutional positioning, can arise during work on other tasks. 
Another example of the interweaving of the different types of organizational 
messages took place when members enacted membership negotiation to qualify their 
airplane ratings suggestions in terms of their flying experience: 
I should clarify - I'm still very much a newbie... 
Membership negotiation messages were often interspersed between activity coordination 
messages as members positioned themselves according to their flying experience while 
simultaneously collaborating to build the ratings system. Membership negotiation can 
therefore aid the performance of activity coordination by lending credibility to members’ 
actions. 
RQ7: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, do self-structuring processes influence 
the other flows? 
Self-structuring processes did influence the other flows in that self-structuring 
messages functioned to setup the purpose of the community, and they were used by the 
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moderator to influence members’ task performance so that their contributions stayed true 
to the original purpose of the forum. As mentioned earlier, the very first message posted 
within the forum laid out the purpose of the forum as well as the specifics of the rating 
system. Members were asked to stick to the system when rating airplanes and to use a 
particular format when posting ratings to the forum: 
When rating a plane, please try to put the rating on its own line so that I don't 
miss it in the middle of a paragraph. Also try to put the make and model of the 
plane (E-Flite Mini Edge, for example, rather than just Mini Edge). Try not to 
abbreviate. 
This single self-structuring message had an influence on every single activity 
coordination post that followed because it created specific expectations about how 
members should do the work of rating the airplanes, and members worked to fulfill these 
expectations. 
 The moderator used self-structuring messages again to ask members to debate the 
airplane ratings in order to increase the accuracy of the ratings: 
Moderator Post 1: On planes being rated on something they shouldn't be... call 
them out! The list isn't set in stone, I can change whatever people see fit. I might 
ask that at least one person seconds a revised rating though, or the list could 
quickly disintegrate and become meaningless. 
Moderator Post 2: Recognize that the list is an average of other contributors 
opinions (and not all of the opinions are going to be rendered on the basis of 
extensive experience, or strict adherence to the guidelines). If your personal 
experience suggests a different rating, well, just jump in and pollute the pool! 
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These messages opened the door to debate over airplane ratings. Forum members did not 
debate airplane ratings early on in the forum conversation, but after the moderator 
enacted self-structuring messages in this way several times, these debates began to occur. 
 In summary, self-structuring messages were relatively few in number compared to 
the other types of organizing messages and evidence could not be found to prove that 
self-structuring messages influenced every type of organizing flow. However, there was 
evidence that when self-structuring messages were enacted to instate or refine the 
moderator’s vision of the purpose of the forum, they had a profound effect on subsequent 
organizing messages, particularly on activity coordination messages. 
RQ8: How, if at all, do the Four Flows constitute the forum? 
In drawing on COO theory to understand how the four sampled online forums 
were constituted, what is being examined is the social reality that arises from the 
communicative interactions of members within the forum. As an outsider to the forum, as 
someone who is not an RC airplane hobbyist, and without access to interviews with the 
members of this forum about their experiences, I have chosen to analyze the constitution 
of the forums in macro, structural terms using network analysis of the forum 
communication networks interpreted qualitatively within the context of the forum 
conversations. The results of the network analysis of the messages communicated by 
members of the Rating System Forum can be seen in Figure 5. This network graph offers 
a snapshot of the organizational and social messages exchanged between members during 
the six-month data sample time period. This graph confirms much of what was learned 
through the case study and content analysis. The moderator communicated most 
frequently within this thread so that the moderator’s indegree (n=43) was 5.3 times as  
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Figure 5. The Rating System Forum: Network visualization of social and organizing 
messages 
 
large and outdegree (n=30) was 3.8 times as large as the next most frequent 
communicator within the network. About half (n=36) of the members posted only once, 
and ten members posted more than four times. This information indicates that the forum’s 
communication network structure was constituted most heavily by the forum moderator, 
but that there were a few general-level members who contributed frequently to forum 
discussions. 
The majority of the moderator’s posts were coded as organizing messages (Figure 
6), and a network visualization of just the organizing messages within the communication 
network showed the vital role that the moderator played in coordinating organizing 
within the forum (see Figure 7). The moderator enacted all four types of  
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Figure 6. The Rating System Forum: Moderator ego network. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The Rating System Forum: Network visualization of organizing messages. 
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organizing processes during the six-month time period during which the data was 
sampled. The general-level forum members also enacted all four types of organizing 
processes, and it was common for a single member to enact more than one type of 
organizing flow. General-level forum members sent organizing messages to one another 
as well as to the forum moderator, indicating that, while the moderator enacted the 
majority of organizing processes, general level members also enacted these processes 
without the moderator’s assistance by communicating directly with one another. 
All four types of organizing messages were sent to the EVRY node, and so in this 
forum it was appropriate for members to appeal to all members of the forum during 
enactment of any of the organizational process. However, only eight of the 228 messages 
were directed at everyone. While it was therefore possible for members to engage the 
entire forum in the enactment of organizational processes, members were much more 
likely to enact organizational processes by communicating with the moderator or directly 
with another general-level member. 
The results of the analysis so far indicate that the moderator had an influential role 
in the communicative constitution of the forum. To learn more about the moderator’s 
position within the communication network relative to the other members, the hierarchy 
of the communication network was calculated. This measure was used to provide insight 
into the relative status levels of forum members through examination of the networks’ 
reciprocal edge ratio. This ratio is calculated by dividing the total number of links that are 
reciprocated between nodes by the total number of nodes in the network. Network 
hierarchy was calculated using Krackhardt’s GTD algorithms (Krackhardt, 1994) in 
UCInet (Borgatti et al., 2002). The forum network hierarchy was found to be .8529, 
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indicating that there were relatively few reciprocal ties between members, a potential sign 
of unequal social status relationships within the network. The reciprocated edge ratio for 
the social messages was 0.4615, and for organizing messages was 0.4242, and so the 
hierarchy score was not influenced significantly more by either message type. Reciprocal 
ties were calculated for the messages sent and received by the moderator and all the other 
network members separately to determine whether the moderator had fewer reciprocated 
ties than other members. The moderator’s reciprocated edge ratio for all messages sent 
and received was .6027, and the reciprocated edge ratio for the rest of the network after 
removing the moderator and his edges was .4762. The moderator therefore actually had 
more reciprocated ties than the general-level members had when they communicated 
directly with one another. The hierarchy score for this network is therefore less an 
indicator of social status and more a description of the dominant communication pattern 
within the forum, which is that members post to contribute socially or organizationally to 
conversation but do not frequently engage in back and forth discussions.  
A final qualitative interpretation of a subnetwork sampled from within the forum 
was conducted in order to evaluate how messages constituted the forum during one 
conversation. A conversation was sampled from within the forum by starting at the 
midpoint of the forum data and then tracing the conversation taking place at that point in 
time back to the post that started the conversation. This conversation began when a 
general-level member sent a message to the forum moderator, critiquing the ratings of 
two airplanes: 
I'd put the UM T28 up a couple numbers higher and the UM P51 up as like a 7 or 
8. They fly you. 
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Subsequent posts pertaining to this conversation debated the ratings of these two 
airplanes. The forum moderator made the requested ratings change, and the conversation 
continued as other members chimed in with their assessment of the proper ratings for 
these airplanes: 
I would say the UM P-51 is about a 6.8 and the UM T-28 is a in the middle of a 5-
6. 
This conversation reflects a typical conversation within this forum: a topic was brought 
up, there was discussion where members gave their individual opinions related to the 
ratings, and the moderator mediated discussion, making changes to the ratings as 
appropriate. Figure 8 was created to visualize this conversation and the types of messages  
 
 
Figure 8. The Rating System Forum: Network visualization of one conversation within 
the forum. 
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it contained. Activity coordination was the organizational process most frequently 
enacted during the conversation, and all of the Four Flows were enacted. The moderator 
was the most central person within the communication network, but there were also four 
members who posted at least two times during the conversation. Both social and 
organizational messages were present, but organizational messages comprised 69% of the 
messages. 
This conversation is in many mays a microcosm of the larger communication 
network in terms of message frequencies, member roles, and network structure. 
Communication within the Rating System Forum constitutes the interaction space in such 
a way that: 1) the moderator plays a central organizing role within the forum, 2) 
organizing can be performed by any member, 3) the moderator has a mediating role in the 
organizing process, 4) organizational processes are distributed throughout the 
communication network, indicating that organizing is an open, collaborative process; and 
5) members communicated by making individual contributions, but rarely communicated 
directly back and forth to one another. Instead, members helped to complete forum tasks 
by collectively contributing organizing messages to a conversation in order to solve a 
problem or coordinate an activity within the forum. 
Taken together, these findings indicate that hierarchy is not a very useful measure 
for evaluating social status within a forum’s communication network when social status 
is defined as the ratio of the reciprocation of ties. The frequency and type of organizing 
messages being enacted seems much more meaningful for understanding the constitution 
of this forum. The enactment of organizational processes was a collaborative process 
within the Rating System Forum, but members were most likely to make individual 
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contributions, hence the low number of reciprocal ties. Additionally, while the moderator 
had an influential position within the network, general-level members had the opportunity 
to enact many different types of organizing processes without direct interference by the 
moderator. Organizing in the Rating System Forum was also accomplished through 
collaboration of the majority of members. 
RQ9: Is there sufficient evidence of the Four Flows Model to suggest the forum is 
functioning as an online organization? 
The Rating System Forum does provide sufficient evidence within the context of 
the Four Flows Model to suggest that it is functioning as an online organization. All of 
the Four Flows were present within the forum and were enacted in meaningful ways in 
order to accomplish group tasks. There was meaningful interaction between the flows, 
and although there was a lack of evidence that the self-structuring flow directly 
influenced all the other flows, the self-structuring flow did have a great impact on the 
other flows by setting up the initial purpose of the forum and by reinforcing the forum’s 
purpose over time. 
A good description of the main qualities of the Rating System Forum as an 
organization would be that the Rating System Forum was a collaborative, social online 
organization designed to achieve a specific goal. It was also heavily influenced by a 
formal leader but open for any member to enact organizational processes within it. 
Forum Two: Official Drone Registration Discussion Thread (3,495 posts) 
 The Drone Registration Forum was comprised of 300 members who posted a total 
of 3,495 times within the six-month sampling period. The forum members had been 
members of RCgroups.com from five to sixteen years and had posted from three to over 
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29,000 times on the website. The thread was organized under the larger category, Model 
Aircraft & Drone Advocacy. This category’s description was listed as:  
This forum is for organization, education and advocacy efforts to inform 
communities and lawmakers about the wonders and benefits of radio 
control model aircraft. 
Other subthreads within this category discussed various topics around drones such as how 
to build them, privacy concerns, drone crashes, and drone regulations. 
Drones are one of the newest RC vehicles available to hobbyists. Due to drones’ 
accessibility to novice flyers and current news media coverage of weaponized drones 
(Reuters, 2016), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) began regulating the use of 
RC drones in an effort to prevent certain safety and privacy problems. The Drone 
Registration Forum was created as a direct response to the first round of FAA legislation 
on RC drones, and the forum moderator began discussion with the following post: 
So the DOT, FAA, and AMA just announced this proposed regulation for UAV 
operators commercial and hobbyist. What are your thoughts so far. I can say they 
have A LOT of work to do. 
The new regulation requires all drones that fall within certain size and weight criteria to 
be registered online so that the drone owner’s name, home address, and contact 
information would be associated with the drone identification number. 
 The initial forum post was quickly followed by brisk discussion around the new 
regulations. Some forum members were vehemently against regulations of any kind and 
felt that the FAA’s regulation was too vague for drone flyers to understand the rules: 
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Also they still didn't state what a "drone" is!!! That should've been the first 
announcement when the press conference started. They said there would be a 
"threshold", but what is the threshold? How can they figure all this out before 
Christmas? I think maybe this is a scare tactic to prevent people from buying 
drones this holiday season. 
Other members felt that the FAA rules were unnecessary due to existing law: 
The whole thing is a knee jerk reaction. There are already state and local laws 
that cover interfering with public safety/first responders, peeping, reckless 
endangerment, and every other idiotic thing one can do with an RC aircraft. 
Additionally, many members were concerned that registering their drones would make 
them more likely to be accused of reckless flying: 
The problem I have with registration is…. will I get a call every time an infraction 
occurs in “my area”. ? “Mr Megaton, where were you between the hours of 1 
and 2 PM Saturday? Come on down with us to the station, we want a little talk. 
Bring your drone for the lineup…..” 
Not all members of the forum were against the drone regulations, however. Some 
members believed registration of RC drones would help the general public’s perception 
of the hobby: 
Register your UAV's and take responsibility for your actions. This will make the 
hobby even more legitimate. 
Others believed larger, more powerful RC drones had the potential to be dangerous, and 
that registration was therefore not unreasonable: 
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Although most, myself included, don't like the mandatory registration concept, it's 
not really unreasonable considering the capabilities of the aircraft in use. There's 
been a set of aviation operating rules in place for a very long time that amateur 
(private) and commercial pilots have had to learn and obey for the safety of all. 
These various stances to the registration issues played out over the course of the 
forum interactions. Discussion became so heated between a few members that personal 
attacks became common and so members appealed to the forum moderator to remove 
members who violated forum policies. 
RQ1: Is there evidence of the division of labor into tasks within the forum? 
 There is no evidence of the division of labor within the forum. Members enacted 
organizational processes individually by posting links where members could read about 
the new legislation or other information. For example, one member posted a link to a 
petition and suggested members sign the petition, but doing so via a general appeal did 
not result in the division of labor: 
Guys if you haven't seen this yet: https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/pet...ter-their-
uavs Petition to stop this BS! 
Other members reported on activities they had performed in order to learn more about the 
regulations, but again, these actions were performed individually without dividing up the 
work with other members. For example, one member emailed the FAA for specific 
information about the regulation: 
I sent an email to the FAA on Monday asking whether they will use the 
registration database for probable cause or reasonable suspicion, and informed 
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them I would be sharing their answer with the RC community. So far I have not 
received a reply. 
Overall there is no evidence that members divided up any organizing tasks within this 
forum. 
RQ2: Is there evidence of the coordination of tasks to accomplish group activities 
within the forum? 
 The only evidence that could be considered the coordination of tasks occurred 
during short sequences of activity coordination messages. Activity coordination includes 
solving organizational problems, and this was the primarily manner in which this flow 
was enacted in the Drone Registration Forum. For example, one member posited a 
problem he or she was experiencing to the forum: 
Thanks, how do you use the ignore function? 
This member wanted to learn how to block the messages posted by a specific member. 
Other forum members assisted her in turning on this function: 
Click on user scroll down to friends click on user list check ignore. It doesn't work 
very well because many people quote users so you see message in quotes. 
 There occasionally was what seemed to be an attempt at coordinating tasks when 
a member suggested others perform an activity like emailing people involved in the 
regulations debate or signing a petition:  
No need to speculate. Jim Guy is the reporter at the Fresno Bee who wrote the 
story (and presumably took the photo). Email and ask. 
However, there were few responses to these requests, and none that resulted in group 
coordination around a common goal. 
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RQ3: Is there sufficient evidence in the context of Mintzberg’s (1979) two criteria of 
the organization for the forum to indicate the forum is functioning as an online 
organization? 
 Based on the responses to RQ1 and RQ2, there is insufficient evidence of 
Mintzberg’s two criteria of the organization within this forum, and so the Drone 
Registration Forum does not function as an online organization. 
RQ4: Which of the Four Flows, if any, are enacted within the forum? 
 Evidence was found for all four of the Four Flows within the Drone Registration 
Forum (see Figures 9 and 10). This forum overall contained far more social (n=3,322, 
93.5% of messages) than organizing (231=6.5% of messages) messages. The high 
percentage of social interaction messages makes sense when considering that the very 
first forum post gave members no direction as to what tasks they should perform—the 
post simply announced the news about the regulations and asked members: 
 What are your thoughts so far? 
Members had varying opinions about the drone regulation. A wide range of opinions 
combined with lack of direction from the moderator resulted in a flurry of heated 
conversation as members disagreed with one another about whether or not to register 
their RC drones. Pervasive dissent among members may have contributed to this forum 
being a place primarily for social interaction instead of organizing. However, even 
though the overall percentage of organizing messages was small compared to social 
interaction messages, a total of 231 messages were found to be organizing messages.  
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Figure 9. Percentage of organizational and social messages within The Drone 
Registration Forum. 
 
 
Figure 10. The relative amount of organizing messages within the Drone Registration 
Forum. 
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RQ5: How do the Four Flows manifest in the forum? 
Activity coordination was once again the most frequent organizational process 
(n=175, 4.9% of messages). As stated earlier, most activity coordination messages were 
an attempt to solve the drone registration problem facing the members of the forum. 
However, few of these posts received organizing responses from members, and so 
activity coordination messages never sustained momentum. A few attempts at activity 
coordination were: 
Member 1: Oh this is just a test run for that kind of registration. We have to make 
sure the test fails. If it's going to be pilots instead of aircraft registration, we can 
fail that system easily with millions of false registrations. 
Member 2: PatR - you are obviously educated and intelligent. We need you in the 
government lobbying for the hobbyists. I have read several of your posts and I 
stand behind you. You would have my vote. 
Social messages always preceded messages coded as activity coordination within 
this forum. For example, social messages about resisting the regulation such as, 
They [the regulators] will have to pry my drone out of my dead hands, 
preceded this activity coordination message: 
Guys if you haven't seen this yet: https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/pet...ter-their-
uavs . Petition to stop this BS 
Likewise, social conversation critiquing the White House and the Federal Aviation 
Association was followed by an activity coordination message asking forum members to 
petition Congress instead.  
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 In summary, activity coordination manifested in the Drone Registration Forum as 
many individual attempts to solve the problems the forum faced due to the new drone 
regulations, but these attempts never manifested into any collaborative organizing efforts 
by members. Attempts at activity coordination were situated within the social interactions 
of members so that they arose due to social interaction, but were not developed into 
sustained group organizing behaviors. 
Self-structuring messages occurred relatively infrequently within the Drone 
Registration Forum (n=31, .9% of messages), and they were utilized by general-level 
members in an attempt to regulate discussions. After a few hundred posts, social 
interactions surrounding the drone registration debate became heated. Some social 
conversations turned into personal attacks directed at members’ logic and beliefs. As the 
conversation shifted to more off-topic personal attacks, self-structuring messages began 
to appear that debated the social rules of the forum. One member posted: 
Attacking grammar is just poor form. If we start compromising on established 
communication rules we may as well be arbitrary in all our interpretations of 
peoples' posts. 
Soon after, self-structuring messages were used to notify the forum that the members 
engaging in person attacks had been reported to higher-level moderators on 
RCgroups.com who have the power to ban members from the forums: 
And I have reported both of you: ‘This is an ongoing spiteful attack by two people 
that has taken over the thread, crowding out any other comments.’ 
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RCgroups.com moderators did not remove the offenders from the forum, however, and 
the opposing members continued to feud against one another throughout the remainder of 
the data. 
In addition to censoring members who stepped outside the bounds of acceptable 
forum communication, a very few self-structuring messages were enacted to reflect on 
the purpose of RCgroups.com and the forum. One member posted that RCgroups.com 
should allow RC hobbyists to report their experiences with the enforcement of RC laws 
like the FAA drone regulations. Another member responded: 
In many ways, this is what RCGroups.com already does. Agreed, there could be 
some refinements to make accessing the information easier but the ground work is 
already in place. 
Another member used self-structuring to reinforce the purpose of the forum when 
conversation switched to a discussion of gun laws in the United States: 
The title of the forum is "Official drone registration discussion thread here" and 
thats what I want to hear people's opinions about so that I can make an educated 
opinion of my own as I am new to the hobbie. That's all I'm saying , let the damn 
gun thing go , leave that for a forum called "Gun discussion thread here." 
This attempt was not very successful, however, as forum members continued to discuss 
guns and other off-topic subjects, ignoring the poster. 
Overall, self-structuring within the Drone Registration Forum was ineffective in 
its efforts to censor members who communicated outside socially acceptable boundaries, 
and it failed to reorient forum discussions to the RC drone regulations when 
conversations became off-topic. Therefore, while these messages qualified as self-
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structuring according to McPhee and Zaug’s (2000) definition of the flow, self-
structuring messages did not have a structuring effect within the forum. 
Institutional positioning messages were also relatively few in number (n=31, .5% 
of messages) compared to social interaction, but they served a very specific function 
within the Drone Registration Forum. Forum members created institutional positioning 
messages in order to vent their frustrations about the new drone regulations. These 
messages were directed at the specific people or organizations viewed as responsible for 
the unfair nature of the new drone regulations. The Academy of Model Aeronautics 
(AMA) and the FAA were most frequently critiqued for not defending RC drone flyers. 
One member wrote: 
Thanks AMA for all your ‘support.’ The AMA is part of the problem now it seems 
as they just rolled over and let the feds take control. They could have at least put 
up a fight. 
Another member posted: 
Hey FAA, you want information on the pilot, but not on each R/C aircraft, so 
don't call it 'registering your drone'. 
Members directed critical messages at the National Drone Association and President 
Obama as well. 
 Other less frequent institutional positioning techniques were to clarify external 
RC organizations’ stances regarding the regulation issue: 
Aren't you familiar with the small uav coalition? There are lobbyists and lawyers 
representing the hobby. As we speak they are sitting down at the table with the 
authorities. Doesn't look like Horizon is a member, but 3DR, DJI and Parrot are. 
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http://www.smalluavcoalition.org/members/ 
One institutional positioning message also quoted long passages of the Academy of 
Model Aeronautics (AMA) statement regarding the law in order to clarify the AMA’s 
stance on the drone regulations.  
 Institutional positioning messages primarily served as a way for members’ to 
position themselves and the forum against people and organizations they felt had failed 
them during the development of the RC drone regulations. McPhee and Zaug (2000) 
stated that institutional positioning is “communication outside the organization, to other 
entities” (p. 1). Within the Drone Registration Forum, however, messages that situated 
the forum within its environment were directed at outside entities but were not likely 
received by those entities. This difference was expected because similar positioning 
strategies were utilized by the FanFiciton.net members’ disclaimers messages described 
in Chapter Two. The fact that institutional positioning messages did not reach the outside 
entities suggests that these institutional positioning messages worked more to position 
members ideologically within the forum, and less to position the forum within its 
environment. 
 Membership negotiation messages were the least frequent type of organizing 
messages (n=9, .3% of messages), and this organizing process was used by members to 
notify the group that they were leaving the forum, and to make specific statements about 
their membership or place within the forum. Two members announced that they were 
unsubscribing to the forum due to the off-topic conversations: 
Member 1: This thread has gone higgledy piggledy. Unsubscribed 
Member 2: I think I'll unsubscribe & go flying. BuhBye! 
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Unsubscribing effectively ended these members’ participation in the forum, although 
they still had the opportunity to read posts as non-members. 
 Membership negotiation was also utilized as a way to explain members’ personal 
conceptualization of their role within the forum. For example, one member believed that 
he or she was a member with special insight into the drone regulation issues: 
Trust me, know one knows more then me that due to all I said, 
Trust me, I have dealt with people like this in other areas a great deal 
Another member was surprised by the many negative responses to one of his comments, 
reacting by sarcastically acknowledging the group’s critiques: 
But uh yeah....I'm the troll 
Membership negotiation was enacted similarly by another member to qualify his or her 
critical posts: 
I am here merely to educate and correct, and to entertain a little. 
Membership negotiation in the Drone Registration Forum was overall a means of 
notifying the group that a member was dissatisfied and leaving the group, as well as a 
way of explaining one’s personal conceptualization of his or her forum membership. 
 All of the Four Flows manifested in the Drone Registration Forum but with 
varying success. Activity coordination messages’ attempts at organizing did not result in 
collaborations. Institutional positioning messages were targeted at eternal entities who 
would never receive the messages, and so did not really position the forum within its 
environment. Self-structuring unsuccessfully attempted to censor members who broke the 
forum’s social interaction policies, and they also failed to reorient members to the 
original forum topic. Membership negotiation signaled the loss of a member as frequently 
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as it enabled members to define their relationships with the forum. Overall, attempts were 
made to enact organizational processes, but these attempts did not result in collaborative 
organizing behaviors within the forum. 
RQ6: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, is there a relationship among the flows? 
Organizing messages within the Drone Registration Forum generally occurred 
alone or in small groupings, and only rarely occurred within the context of the same 
conversation. For example, one member enacted institutional positioning by critiquing 
President Obama’s and the FAA’s involvement in drone regulation. Another member 
joined the conversation with an activity coordination message meant to offer a potential 
solution to the problem: 
 I still say, if the shert does come down, then build your own (and probably 
benefit/gain from the experience). 
Another example of two types of flows interacting within the same conversation occurred 
when one member enacted activity coordination by suggesting that the RC hobby needed 
a lobbyist to work on the regulation and other problems. Another member responded with 
a link to existing RC industry lobbyist information: 
Aren't you familiar with the small uav coalition? There are lobbyists and lawyers 
representing the hobby. As we speak they are sitting down at the table with the 
authorities. 
Although there is some evidence of the interaction of flows, these interactions 
likely do not meet the spirit of McPhee and Zaug’s Four Flows Model, because the 
purpose of the model is to represent how organizational processes constitute and structure 
the organization itself. So, while there is evidence that the flows are enacted within the 
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same conversational contexts, the flows only function to further the conversation between 
members—they do not accomplish organizing in a way that has a meaningful effect on 
the operation and structure of the forum. Therefore, RQ6 can only be addressed by saying 
that while there is some interaction of the flows, this interaction is not related to the 
functioning of the forum and so there is no meaningful relationship between the flows in 
terms of the Four Flows Model. 
RQ7: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, do self-structuring processes influence 
the other flows? 
 Self-structuring did not influence the other organizing flows within the forum. 
Instead, it interacted with the other organizing flows by simply furthering conversations. 
For example, one member enacted self-structuring in an attempt to decrease repeat links 
to the FAA drone registration website: 
Is posting this more than once really necessary? We know what the 
"requirements" are and how to register if we choose to do so. Thanks 
Another member replied with an activity coordination message meant to respond to 
problem by explaining which members might need to see the links: 
New people visiting the thread may not have that information. 
https://registermyuas.faa.gov/ 
The vast majority of self-structuring messages occurred outside of the same 
conversation as the other organizing message types and no self-structuring messages 
attempted to address broader, cross-conversational forum issues. Additionally, as 
mentioned earlier, the self-structuring messages attempted ineffectively to redirect the 
purpose of the forum when conversation became off-topic, therefore having no real 
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impact on the functioning of the forum. Self-structuring therefore did not have authority 
over the other flows. 
RQ8: How, if at all, do the Four Flows constitute the forum? 
The analysis of the Drone Registration Forum’s communication network (Figure 
11) found that 300 members posted 3,564 messages, resulting in a low density 
communication network (density=.0177). The moderator posted 22 times, which was 
above the forum average (mean posts=5.29) but well below the most frequent poster who 
sent a total of 75 messages. Members directed messages at the entire network (the 
“EVRY’ node) 216 times, or 6% of the total messages. The vast majority of messages 
were social interaction messages sent directly between general-level members. 
 Organizing messages were visualized as a communication network in Figure 12. 
Of the total 300 forum members, 87 posted organizing messages. Figure 12 shows how 
organizing processes were enacted both by sending messages to the entire group and by 
communicating directly with other members. The ego networks of the two members who 
sent the most organizing messages were examined and it was determined that these 
members sent many organizational and social messages, and so their frequent 
contribution of organizing messages is likely a function of these members’ overall 
frequent participation within the forum and not due to the members playing any special 
organizing roles. 
 Two subconversations were extracted from the network in order to gain a basic 
understanding of how individual conversations within the forum constituted the space. 
The post occurring exactly in the middle of the dataset was identified. The conversation 
in which this post took place was traced to its beginning and the entire subconversation 
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Figure 11. Communication network of The Drone Registration Forum. 
 
Figure 12. All organizing messages. 
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was collected. This subconversation was quite short, consisting of only three posts, and 
so the next subconversation within the data was collected as well. Figures 13 and 14 
show that both of these subconversations were composed of three social interaction 
messages. Within both graphs, two members posted to the same third member, who 
posted a message to the entire group. These graphs do not contain any organizing 
messages, and so they cannot be used to analyze the communicative constitution of the 
forum according to the Four Flows Model because the model states that organizing 
messages and processes constitute organizations. However, these subconversations do 
provide snapshots of the types of communication patterns that comprise the majority of 
this forum’s communication network. 
 In summary, while organizing messages do take place within the Drone 
Registration Forum, their presence seems to be a function of the more pervasive social 
interaction messages taking place within the forum. Organizing messages were only sent 
in relatively high frequencies by members who posted frequently overall but who also 
played no special organizing role within the forum, indicating that organizing may occur 
naturally during social interaction within online discussion communities. Organizing 
messages had a very similar network structure to social interaction messages. This 
suggested that organizing messages follow the same channels as social interaction 
messages. The content analysis supports this pattern because members were found to 
utilize organizing messages alongside social interaction messages without an organizing 
response from other members. Overall, organizing messages did not have an organizing 
effect on the forum. The results of these analyses indicated that the Four Flows do not 
constitute the Drone Registration Forum. Instead, organizing messages were used in an 
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Figure 13. The Drone Registration Forum: First sampled subconversation. 
 
 
Figure 14. The Drone Registration Forum: Second sampled subconversation. 
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attempt to manage interactions within the forum, but they did not impact the functioning 
and structure of the forum overall. 
RQ9: Is there sufficient evidence of the Four Flows Model to suggest the forum is 
functioning as an online organization? 
There is not enough evidence within the Drone Registration Forum to suggest this 
forum is functioning as an online organization. Instead, the evidence suggested that the 
Drone Registration Forum is an online discussion community. This forum much more 
closely suits Escobar et al.’s (2014) definition of online community because its members 
interact socially (93.5% social messages) around a shared purpose (discussion of RC 
drone regulations) via an online communication platform (RCgroups.com) while being 
regulated by community policies. 
Forum Three: The Sportsman’s Soaring Program (180 posts) 
 The Soaring Program Forum was the second small forum sampled for this study, 
and it contained 23 members who posted a total of 180 times, ranging from one to ten 
posts each. Forum members had been members of RCgroups.com for eight to sixteen 
years, and had posted from 120 to 25,413 messages within RCgroups.com forums. The 
Soaring Program Forum is categorized under the Aircraft – Sailplanes main category and 
under the Sailplane Talk subcategory. The other subthreads within this category house 
discussions surrounding the building, flying, and purchasing of RC gliders. RC airplane 
gliders, also called sailplanes, are radio-controlled airplanes that usually do not contain a 
propulsion system. They are launched into the air by hand or can be towed into the sky by 
a battery- or gas-propelled RC airplane. RC gliders fly by riding thermal winds, and the 
airplane operator uses the remote controls to steer the glider back to Earth. 
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 In the words of the forum moderator, the Soaring Program Forum was created 
because: 
There has been concern of long flights being boring. I would like to say, I agree 
that going back and forth along a slope could become boring. You do not have to 
simply fly back and forth though. You can be bustin' out your favorite moves the 
whole time! Fly inverted, do low passes, aerobatics or what ever turns you on.  
The Soaring Program Forum was created to house discussion surrounding a flying 
program created by the moderator in order to make RC glider flying more exciting and 
challenging. The flying program and its associated materials were housed on an external 
website, and the Soaring Program Forum served as the discussion space for people who 
were interested in or participated in the program. The moderator used the forum to 
answer members’ questions, to bring attention to the flying program, to solicit design 
input, and to notify members when one of them reached a new achievement level. 
Members used the forum to socialize with one another, to get flying advice, to critique 
the design of the program, and to coordinate real-life flying meetings with other 
members. 
 The moderator began the forum with five lengthy posts wherein he described the 
purpose of the program. One of the posts stated:  
The intent of this program is to be challenging, fun and to give a bit of structure 
to our soaring days to keep things from becoming stale. Like so many other 
programs, this program is not meant to be done in one season of flying. It's also 
going to get exponentially harder. 
He explained how members could participate in and influence the program:  
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You have the ability to cause change within the program, except for one detail. 
This is a non-competition, task oriented program and will stay that way. Anything 
else is open for discussion and change. 
The moderator also gave frequent updates on the development of the program and asked 
members for their help in developing program items like a logo. General-level members 
participated in the forum by giving feedback about the program itself, exchanging flying 
tips, and telling stories about glider flights they made. 
RQ1: Is there evidence of the division of labor into tasks within the forum? 
 There was evidence of the division of labor within the Soaring Program Forum. 
The forum moderator and one other member who was involved in the development of the 
program (the program vice president) completed all of the work tasks related to 
developing and running the program. These two members provided the forum with 
updates about progress made developing the program: 
DECALS: I have an update on the decals. I stopped by the grafix guy's today and 
did some work on the decal design. I should have a proof copy next Tuesday. 
Then they will be printed and ready to go. 
The program leaders asked for help from the general-level members on occasion. For 
example, they asked if any members had graphic design skills they could use to create the 
program logo and requested members to notify the moderator whether they participated 
in the flying program: 
Well, I'm curious out of that 42, how many actually started the program and how 
well are they doing. … I'm trying to compile a bit of data on the SSP to see how 
we're doing. Thank you. 
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General-level members’ task contributions involved making suggestions for 
improving the program and sharing information resources to help members improve their 
glider flying skills. For example, a one member offered input into the program by 
suggesting the addition of a more challenging thermal duration (TD) flight to the program 
requirements: 
Hi Steve, just a thought here but what if you had a category in the upper levels 
that required a TD flight after, let's 7:00 pm. The purpose of this task would be to 
get in a TD flight after the big boomers and major thermal activity had stopped 
and you would be relying on small, weak lift. I think this could be very 
challenging. 
Another member suggested that forum members post their program task achievements on 
the forum. From that point on within the forum, many members did update the group 
about the program tasks they were working on or had completed: 
Just finished talking to a fellow glider guider, and he came up with a wonderful 
idea: as you complete each task sheet, list on here what you flew each of the task's 
with!! 
An institutional positioning message was created by one member in order to share a link 
to a resource designed to increase glider flying skills: 
Not sure if I posted this here before. The Eastern Soaring League has a resource 
that may be helpful to some of you glider guiders. The Novice Lounge was created 
to help pilots advance their skills whether they fly in competition or not. Topics 
like balancing your plane, how to use a hi-start, selecting a sailplane radio, and 
the like are there for your review. 
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 The method by which the Soaring Program Forum conducted the division of labor 
was very similar to the method used by the Rating System Forum. Members with formal 
authority, in this case the moderator and the vice-president of the flying club, both 
actively organized all major activities related to the purpose of the forum, as well as the 
development and participation in the club. General-level members contributed to the 
program voluntarily and, although they had little to do with official decision-making or 
running of the program, they frequently offered input into the program design and 
assisted other glider flyers when they encountered problems. No messages were 
dedicated to the assignment of tasks. Instead, the program managers occasionally 
requested that members perform certain tasks. General-level members performed tasks 
requested of them but much more often performed self-identified tasks like design input 
without solicitation form the program managers. 
RQ2: Is there evidence of the coordination of tasks to accomplish group activities 
within the forum? 
 The Soaring Program Forum contains evidence that the two program managers 
and the general-level members coordinated tasks with each other using what Mintzberg 
(1979) called mutual adjustment, which “achieves coordination by the simple process of 
informal communication” (p. 3). Mintzberg described how mutual adjustment is used in 
simple organizations where “control of the work rests in the hands of the doers” (p. 3). 
This is an apt description of coordination of tasks within the Drone Registration Forum 
because of the voluntary nature of members’ work contributions and because 
communication was primarily informal. Communication between members was 
voluntary and messages were sent and received more often via informal communication 
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channels between general-level members (n=127 messages) than through formal 
communication channels with moderators (n=45 messages). 
 The program managers coordinated tasks related to the development, design, and 
management of the flying program as a team. Figure 15 is a graph of the two glider 
program mangers (labeled “Pmng” in the graph), one of whom is also the forum 
moderator. These members communicated directly with one another only rarely (n=5), 
and instead coordinated forum tasks by communicating with the same general-level 
members within the same conversations. For example, one general-level member posted 
a message directed at the forum moderator, asking whether the AMA would adopt the  
 
 
 
Figure 15. The Soaring Program Forum: Communication between program managers. 
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flying program as an addition to its current glider flying program, the LSF: 
I wonder if the AMA will some time in the future, pick up the SSP as a SIG to 
coincide with the LSF ? 
The second program manager responded to this question even though the message was 
directed at the moderator: 
No, the LSF is the only SIG needed and they have done a fine job IMHO. 
Additionally, when the moderator posted an institutional positioning message to notify 
members that another flying program had endorsed the Soaring Program Forum’s flying 
program, the other program manager posted a similar message, saying: 
I would like to say Thank You to the LSF for their help and support. 
I hope we lay a foundation for several future World and National Champions. 
Figure 15 shows the frequent coordination done in concert by the program managers. The 
managers accomplished this coordination by communicating with the same node or by 
responding to messages directed at the other member. 
 Figure 16 visualizes the Soaring Program Forum’s communication network. This 
graphed indicated that general-level members coordinated the completion of forum tasks 
by sending organizing messages to the entire forum, and by communicating with the 
program leaders or directly with one another. Task coordination in the Soaring Program 
Forum is therefore similar to coordination in the Rating System Forum except that the 
moderator and second program leader have less prominent coordinating roles than the 
moderator in the Rating System Forum. 
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Figure 16. Communication network of the Soaring Program Forum. 
 
RQ3: Is there sufficient evidence in the context of Mintzberg’s (1979) two criteria of 
the organization for the forum to indicate the forum is functioning as an online 
organization? 
 The content analysis and the results of the network analysis indicate there is 
sufficient evidence to conclude that the Soaring Program Forum functions as an 
organization according to Mintzberg’s two criteria of the organization. Tasks were self-
assigned and coordinated by forum members primarily via informal communication. The 
program leaders worked closely with one another to coordinate tasks, and general-level 
members coordinated with one another and the forum leaders to design and participate in 
the glider program. This forum meets Mintzberg’s two criteria in a similar manner to the 
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Rating System Forum except that the moderator plays a less important role in assigning 
and coordinating tasks, and coordination is achieved via mutual adjustment instead of 
direct supervision. 
RQ4: Which of the Four Flows, if any, are enacted within the forum? 
 All of the Four Flows were enacted within the Soaring Program Forum (see 
Figures 17 and 18), with the most evidence found for activity coordination followed by 
membership negotiation, institutional positioning, and self-structuring. The Soaring 
Program Forum contained only four more social interaction messages (n=98, 51% of 
messages) than organizing messages (n=94 of messages, 49%). The almost equal 
proportion of organizing to social interaction messages is likely a function of the initial 
design of the forum as a place: 
 …for the discussion and development of the Sportsman’s Soaring Program. 
So, while members could simply participate in the program, the initial post of the forum 
also encouraged members to participate in the program design by stating that: 
Everyone is welcome to try it, everyone involved in it has a say in it's 
development. If it succeeds or fails it will be by it's own merits not by someone 
who has never tried it's opinion. Feel free to voice your opinions. 
Members interacted socially to discuss RC gilder flying in general, and examination of 
the data showed that participants in the glider program also frequently voiced their 
opinions about the program by sending organizing messages both to facilitate their 
participation in the program and to influence the design of the program: 
Member 1: Get my copper sheet yet? 
Moderator: Not yet. I'll let you know as soon as it arrives. 
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Figure 17. Percentage of organizational and social messages within the Soaring Program 
Forum. 
 
 
Figure 18. The relative amount of organizing messages within the Soaring Program 
Forum. 
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Member 2: I'd like to see some consideration of allowing a GPS data logger as a 
witness. 
RQ5: How do the Four Flows manifest in the forum? 
Activity coordination was the most frequent organizational process enacted within 
the forum (n=56, 47.9% of messages) and activity coordination messages centered 
around two main activities within the forum: development and coordination of the flying 
program. The flying program managers coordinated with the forum members to develop 
program materials like a logo and website. The forum moderator and program manager 
periodically asked the group for help completing program development tasks: 
“HELP PLEASE: Do we have a web designer in our midst? [Other member] and 
I have been discussing what I want to do next and it's beyond our current 
abilities. So if you have mad web design skills and wouldn't mind donating a bit of 
time to help get things set up drop me an e-mail or PM.” 
The forum moderator also asked the group to help him compile data about how many 
hobbyists were attempting the program, to sell decals, and eventually, to provide input in 
order to update the different difficulty levels of the flying program. Members also worked 
with the program managers to make changes to the program rules based on the needs of 
the flyers. The original rule for logging an achievement was to have an eyewitness sign 
his or her name on a form after the flyer accomplished a task like a 30-minute glide. One 
member posted that he would: 
…like to see some consideration of allowing a GPS data logger as a witness 
because he had no friends or family members who could join him during his flights and 
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act as witnesses. The program manager made this and many other requested changes to 
the flying program through collaboration with forum members. 
The program managers also enacted activity coordination to provide frequent 
updates about the status of the development of the program, a typical example being: 
NEWS: The Bronze Level is finalized. Just in time too, as we have yet another 
member added to the rolls of the Sportsman’s Soaring Club. 
The data also indicated that not all episodes of activity coordination were 
recorded within the message archive. Forum members also emailed each other in order to 
coordinate the completion of organizational tasks and to privately submit their program 
design opinions. Regarding the aforementioned request for help designing the program 
logo, after the moderator’s request for help there was no further discussion on the forum 
about assignment or completion of the task until the moderator revealed the final logo to 
the forum, saying:  
All right everyone, please remember that none of the credit for this goes to me. I 
would like to thank [member] for his time, effort and even letting me request a 
small change (I asked for colored lettering, thanks [member]) for the creation of 
the logo for the SSP. He did a fantastic job and then sent it to me. I liked it so well 
I'm using it. [Member] has re-worked it so it's usable as wallpaper as well. So 
without further delay...drumroll please 
The moderator and another member had clearly been coordinating all of the work related 
to creating the program logo privately, via email or by phone. Activity coordination 
related to updates to the flying program itself sometimes took place off forum via email 
as well: 
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After enough e-mails to make my head spin and feeling like I dipped my head in a 
hornets nest. I took a day off.  
So much activity coordination took place via email between general members and the 
moderator that the moderator changed his method for coordinating program design tasks 
with members. Due an overwhelming number of opinions about the program design, the 
moderator stated: 
I guess trying to work as a group to make changes after testing them out isn't 
going to work after all. 
The moderator decided to change the way in which members participated in 
forum design from exchanging private emails with the moderator to open voting on 
important issues. He updated members about the new design participation process in a 
self-structuring post, saying: 
The program is starting to get a lot of feedback as well. I'm planning to do a mass 
e-mailing to all aspirants & members shortly. Notice I said e-mail, not PM. This 
will be your way of voting on the proposed changes. If by popular vote the 
changes happen you will be notified by the same mass e-mailing and informed of 
the changes. 
The use of a group emailing system for voting rerouted design messages from the 
moderator’s personal inbox to a group messaging listserv. Any member would be able to 
respond to messages, and then design decisions would be made by popular vote. Some 
members warned the moderator against creating a democratic system of program design: 
Design by public discussion is just too hard. I would suggest you pick a few key 
people, call them "The Board" and discuss changes and such among those 
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people… Just a suggestion. Remember we live in a representative Democracy, not 
a pure Democracy. We vote for the people who make the decisions. We don't 
make the decisions ourselves. 
This forum is an example of how activity coordination can be accomplished via different 
methods, and that the method by which activity coordination is enacted can change over 
the lifetime of a forum. 
 Overall, activity coordination functioned to develop the flying program, to keep 
the forum members updated about the status of the program, and to enable general-level 
members to give input into the design of the program. The moderator set up the Soaring 
Program Forum as a place where members could communicate in order to impact the 
design of the flying program, and he changed members’ collaboration method to ensure a 
democratic means of making program design decisions. This evidence indicates that 
activity coordination in this forum was heavily influenced by the moderator, but the 
moderator also ensured that activity coordination could be carried out by both the 
moderator and general-level members. 
Membership negotiation messages were the second most frequent organizing 
messages within the Soaring Program Forum (n=15, 7.8% of messages). Forum members 
created membership negotiation messages in order to introduce themselves to the group 
and the forum moderator used membership negotiation messages to notify the forum 
when a member attained a new achievement level. For example: 
Member 1: Lucky # 13. As the 13th registrant, I had a couple hours to kill this 
morning, so with Keith Ebeltoft and Chuck Pinnell as witnesses, I knocked out the 
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(2) 30 min and (1) 30 min with landing. Should have the rest done over the 
weekend at the CASA ESL contest. 
Moderator: Congratulations Joe: Joe is now member #3. He hit his final landing 
this morning to finish Copper Level. Way to go Joe! 
The moderators also enacted membership negotiation to welcome new members into the 
flying program: 
[Member name], welcome to the program. Not surprised that you got through 
copper quickly. 
Membership negotiation within this forum helped to bring members into the organization, 
as was also the case in the Rating System Forum. The creation of membership 
negotiation messages to overcome a lack of face-to-face conversation may therefore be 
important in forums where members engage frequently in organizing behaviors. 
A unique aspect of membership negotiation within the Soaring Program Forum 
was that members sometimes made a point of revealing their real names to the group, or 
signed their posts with their real names: 
By the way, name is [member name]. Can't wait to get after the next level. Should 
have some opportunities to bust out some of it next weekend. 
The only information about members available within the forum was each member’s 
profile name and basic profile information like date joined and physical location. The 
ease of remaining anonymous by communicating through an online identity is well-
documented (Suler, 2002), and yet many members of the Soaring Program Forum chose 
to interact on a first name basis. Members frequently signed their posts with their real 
names, and once a real name was given, the forum members stopped references to the 
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individual’s profile name and only used his or her real name. Membership negotiation in 
the Soaring Program Forum was therefore not only a method by which members 
introduced themselves and became socialized into the group; it was also a way for 
members to signal that they wanted to interact with others on a more personal level. 
Announcements regarding the members’ flying program achievements also 
moderated members’ relationships to the forum because higher levels of program 
achievement meant that a member had mastered a specific set of difficult flying skills. 
This set high program achievers aside as the most skilled members of the forum. 
Members joked about their flying program achievement levels: 
SO ALL HAIL MEMBER #4, YOUR FEARLESS LEADER, 
but it was such a common practice for members to announce their latest achievements to 
the group that public recognition of achievements was clearly desirable. 
In sum, membership negotiation helped members’ socialization into the group, 
established members’ status and flying expertise, and enabled members to develop more 
personal relationships with one another.  
Self-structuring messages (n=11, 5.7% of messages) occurred only intermittently 
throughout the forum. The moderator enacted self-structuring within the first few posts to 
lay out the purpose of the forum: 
This thread is to be for the discussion and development of the SSP. We would 
appreciate any input positive or negative as long as it's on topic. 
After the first few posts, self-structuring was enacted to discuss updates and design 
changes that would be made to the flying program: 
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Moderator Post 1: MEMBERSHIP CARDS: Here's what the membership cards 
look like. The only difference is that [member] has his number in red since he is 
#1. Everyone elses are in black. 
Moderator Post 2: NEWS: Our web pages are undergoing some work so please 
bear with us. Joe and I are swamped right now with work & life. Plus we're trying 
to get in as much flying as we can before the long hard Indiana & Michigan 
winter sets in. 
 A few members used self-structuring messages to ask RCgroups.com 
administrators to make the forum thread more prominent within the overall website, a 
structural change which was later carried out by the website administrators: 
HEY MONITOR, THIS THREAD NEEDS TO BE STICKIED!!!!!   
 Self-structuring occurred in this forum at about the same rate it occurred in the 
Rating System Forum (5.7% vs. 6.4% of messages, respectively) and self-structuring 
served very similar functions within each of these forums by being concerned with: 
establishment of the purpose of the forum, discussion of forum design and updates, as 
well as promotion of the forum on the larger RCgroups.com website. Compared to the 
Drone Registration Forum, self-structuring within the Rating System Forum and the 
Soaring Program Forum had a much more significant effect on the overall structure of the 
forum. Members of the Drone Registration Forum attempted to enact self-structuring in 
order to censor conversation that strayed too far off topic, but these efforts were 
unsuccessful. The differences in the enactment of self-structuring across these three 
communities suggest two possibilities. The first explanation is that self-structuring is 
more effective when enacted by members with formal authority like forum moderators. 
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When general members with no formal authority attempt to exert self-structuring on 
others who do not wish to engage in the structural change, no structural changes will be 
achieved. Alternatively, self-structuring messages may simply be more successful at 
designing and structuring online forums when they are being used to further an already-
established group goal within the forum. In this case, self-structuring messages are part of 
accomplishing group goals and may be viewed as necessary reflections about work tasks, 
thereby encountering less member resistance. 
Institutional positioning messages (n=12, 6.3% of messages) primarily worked to 
position the Soaring Program Forum’s flying program relative to another organization’s 
popular flying program housed in a different website. Members of the other flying 
program emailed the Soaring Program Forum’s moderator to show their support. The 
Soaring Program Forum’s moderator reposted excerpts from these emails on the forum 
and publicly thanked the members of the external program: 
I would like to say Thank You to the [external flying program] for their help and 
support. I hope we lay a foundation for several future World and National 
Champions. 
 Members also compared and contrasted the requirements of the two programs using 
institutional positioning messages: 
It shows that the Sportsman’s Flying Program is about flying skill while the 
[external flying program] is about having enough time and money. 
 Institutional positioning within the Soaring Program Forum functioned to 
develop a positive relationship between the two flying programs and to distinguish them 
from one other. This organizational work was necessary because both flying programs 
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shared some cross-membership, and so positive cross-group relations were important, but 
so was the establishment of the uniqueness of each program in order to justify the 
existence of two similar programs. 
Overall, the organizing messages within this forum facilitated participation within 
the flying program, enabled members to coordinate to refine the program, and supported 
communication between the Soaring Program Forum’s flying program members and 
other flying programs. Although the official flying program rules and documents existed 
on an external static website, this forum gave the flying program members a collaboration 
and social interaction space very meaningful for a sport that is often performed by 
individual flyers. 
RQ6: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, is there a relationship among the flows? 
The Four Flows are all closely related within the Soaring Program Forum because 
they all were drawn upon during forum interactions to develop and manage the glider 
flying program. Membership negotiation helped to welcome and then socialize new 
members into the flying program. Self-structuring processes supported discussion around 
changes to the flying program, and activity coordination was used to enact these changes 
and to coordinate members’ participation in the program. Institutional positioning 
messages helped to define the program and differentiate it from an existing flying 
program, also building relationships between the two program leaders. The glider flying 
program exists in its current form because of the interrelation of the Four Flows within 
the forum. The Four Flows truly do constitute the Soaring Program Forum because the 
absence of any of the contributions of these organizing processes from the forum would 
limit the flying program’s ability to function. 
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RQ7: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, do self-structuring processes influence 
the other flows? 
Self-structuring processes influenced the other flows on several occasions. Similar 
to the Rating System Forum, the most significant effect of self-structuring on the other 
flows was the establishment of the forum’s purpose, which was accomplished within the 
first few moderator posts. All subsequent interactions were affected by these initial posts 
because these self-structuring messages defined what type of interactions were permitted 
within the forum, and set the stage for a collaborative program design process. 
Self-structuring was also used by the forum moderator to regulate how general-
level members could enact activity coordination. Earlier it was described that the 
moderator created a group listserv so that design ideas would be sent out to the entire 
membership instead of being sent only to the moderator. The moderator explained the 
change in a self-structuring message, stating that the group email was necessary because: 
The program has simply done far better than I expected and I haven't been able to 
adjust it to solve deficiencies in the program because there are so many involved. 
Self-structuring messages were enacted by the moderator to alter how activity 
coordination could take place in order to improve the operation of the forum and to keep 
the forum running according to its original purpose, “the discussion and development of 
the Sportsman’s Soaring Program” by all forum members. 
 In summary, similar to the Rating System Forum, evidence was not found to 
indicate that self-structuring influenced all of the other flows within the forum, but self-
structuring did heavily influence all interactions by setting up the purpose of the forum 
and by controlling the enactment of activity coordination. 
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RQ8: How, if at all, do the Four Flows constitute the forum? 
 Analysis of the enactment of the Four Flows within the Soaring Program Forum 
resulted in an understanding of the forum as a place where organizing was accomplished 
through coordination between three groups: the glider program managers, general-level 
members, and the group as a whole. Figure 19 is the communication network generated 
from members’ communicative interactions. Although the program leaders played an 
important role in coordinating the program development tasks, general-level members 
also participated in organizing by sending organizing messages amongst themselves, to 
the moderators, or to the entire forum (represented by the “EVRY” node). Forum 
members often enacted more than one type of organizing message. Interaction within this 
forum was therefore led by a moderator but also equally influenced by organizing 
contributions from general-level members. 
 About half of activity coordination messages were sent to or received by the 
moderator, and the other half were sent by general-level members to the entire group. 
This evidence supports the content analysis’ findings that although the moderator played 
a strong role in completing work tasks, general-level forum members as a whole also 
participated in the work of designing and participating in the flying program. The 
analysis revealed that all self-structuring messages except for one were either sent by the 
moderator or sent to the moderator. The moderators’ self-structuring activities and the 
distribution of activity coordination messages through the network supported the results 
of the content analysis; the moderator’s self-structuring efforts resulted in a forum where 
design decisions could be made democratically by all interested members. 
Some forum members enacted only social interaction messages, or a majority of 
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Figure 19. The Soaring Program Forum communication network comprised of 
organizing and social interaction messages.  
 
the messages they sent were social interaction messages. Members therefore had the 
ability to participate in the design and functioning of the flying program, but also had the 
option to interact within the forum for purely social purposes.  
 Once again a subconversation was extracted from the halfway point within the 
data in order to get a snapshot of how an individual conversation constituted the forum, 
shown in Figure 20. In this subconversation the forum moderator and the secondary 
forum leader coordinated an in-person RC glider flying gathering with a few general-
level members, and then discussed how flying went and what program achievement tasks 
were met. The EVRY node is the most central within the subnetwork because both flying  
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Figure 20. The Soaring Program Forum: Sampled subconversation. 
 
program managers and one general-level member sent messages to the forum at large. 
Activity coordination messages coordinated the meeting, and social interaction messages 
discussed the meeting in retrospect. This conversation is a good representation of 
conversations within the forum that were not related to the design of the glider flying 
program, instead representing how members interacted when coordinating participation 
in the program. This conversation is also a good snapshot of the constitution of the forum 
in terms of members’ participation in the flying program. 
 Overall, the Soaring Program Forum is best described as being constituted by 
both the program leaders and general level members. Members were able to participate in 
organizational processes but could also choose to only engage in social interaction. The 
program managers acted as leaders within the forum, but some general-level members 
participated frequently as well, making frequent organizational contributions to the 
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forum. Organizational processes were enacted by the program managers communicating 
with general-level members, general-level members communicating amongst themselves, 
and by members communicating directly with the entire group. Due to the even 
participation in organizational processes across all role types via voluntary, informal 
communication channels, work in the Soaring Program Forum was coordinated through 
mutual adjustment. 
RQ9: Is there sufficient evidence of the Four Flows Model to suggest the forum is 
functioning as an online organization? 
All of the Four Flows were present within the Soaring Program Forum, and they 
were enacted to complete work tasks and to coordinate the operation of the glider 
program. There was a meaningful interaction between the flows, resulting in an increase 
in program membership, coordination of the design of the program, management of 
members’ participation in the program, and the development of positive relations with an 
outside organization. The self-structuring flow influenced the other flows by establishing 
the purpose and open participation policies of the forum, and self-structuring changed the 
method by which members could engage in activity coordination. Overall, this evidence 
suggests that the Soaring Program Forum is functioning as an online organization.  
Forum Four: Central Alberta FPV (1,622 posts) 
 The Alberta FPV Forum was the second largest forum sampled for this study, 
containing 50 members who posted 1,662 times within the six-month data sampling 
period. The Alberta FPV Forum members had been members of RCgroups.com from one 
to fourteen years, and had posted within the website’s forums from once to 8,272 times. 
The Alberta FPV Forum was categorized under the Aircraft – Electric main category and 
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under the FPV FPV Talk subcategory. The other threads within this subcategory contain 
discussions about learning to fly using first person viewing (FPV) technology, FPV 
technology recommendations, and videos of FPV flying in action. 
 FPV flying involves mounting a small camera on an RC airplane. FPV pilots can 
use video goggles to view the footage recorded during flight or view the footage after 
downloading the video onto a computer. This setup allows RC airplane enthusiasts to see 
what their airplanes “see” while flying. RC airplane pilots can use the FPV technology to 
simply record aerial views during their flights, or they can wear the FPV goggles while 
flying to simulate flying within the cockpit of the airplane. FPV is still a niche area of the 
RC airplane hobby, and so much of the social interaction in the Alberta FPV Forum 
involved information sharing between members about where to find the best FPV 
equipment, locating open places to fly, talking about their airplanes, and general social 
conversation. 
 The forum moderator started the forum by saying: 
Let's see where this thread goes. The primary purpose of this thread is to discuss 
all things flying as well as bring together members from all over Alberta…There 
are plenty of flying clubs in Alberta, but I haven't found one dedicated to FPV and 
the fun that it brings flying close quarters through trees, or chasing each others 
with wings. 
 The moderator set up the Alberta FPV Forum as a place for discussion, and social 
interaction did account for 82.7% of all messages. Members frequently discussed the 
equipment they used for FPV flights, and they traded and sold equipment with one 
another because FPV technology was still expensive and sometimes difficult to find for 
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purchase at retail hobby stores. The forum was designed for FPV flyers living in the 
Alberta, Canada region, and because members shared a general physical location they 
frequently collaborated to organize in-person meetings. Social interaction of members on 
the forum also described how FPV flights went and how members’ equipment performed 
in the field. 
RQ1: Is there evidence of the division of labor into tasks within the forum? 
 Up to this point, analysis of each of the Four Forums for evidence of the division 
of labor involved first looking for evidence of organizing tasks being performed within 
the forum. Next, the data was examined for messages that discussed the division of labor 
and for patterns in the performance of certain organizing tasks to look for division of 
labor that occurred without formal conversation about the division of tasks. This method 
was not successful in uncovering the division of work tasks within the Alberta FPV 
Forum. The only work tasks that could be identified were related to the organizing of 
real-life FPV flight meetings: 
I am in for such a meet and greet. Swap meet to? Right now anything after May 
long is good for me. Still working on a few builds. 
Members also very occasionally coordinated the purchase or trade of FPV equipment 
among members: 
I trust you guys will pay. They are only $10 items.... not $100 items. Once we are 
ready to order I will post the list and we can confirm. 
Unlike the other three forums, members of the Alberta FPV Forum did not coordinate 
any activities related to the development or management of the forum itself, nor did 
members work together to solve any problems faced by the group. Therefore, RQ1 was  
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addressed by examining how members of the Alberta FPV Forum divided tasks in order 
to organize in-person group meetings, since this was the most prominent of very few 
organizing activities members engaged in collectively. Figure 21 shows the activity 
coordination network for the Alberta FPV Forum. 
   
Figure 21. The Alberta FPV Forum activity coordination messages. 
 
The network analysis showed that the forum moderator, having posted 30% of the 
activity coordination messages (n=73 messages), clearly played an important role in 
activity coordination within the forum. However, six general-level members also played 
an important part in activity coordination by posting this type of organizing message ten 
times or more. The conversations related to activity coordination were therefore 
examined to determine whether the moderator worked to divide up the tasks related to 
coordinating in-person meetings with other members, and if general-level members took 
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on specific tasks voluntarily. Examination of all of the conversations related to 
coordination of in-person flight meetings revealed no evidence of the division of labor 
into tasks. Instead, members sent messages to one another in the style of friends 
communicating in-person to arrange a meeting. No one talked about tasks that were 
necessary to arrange the meeting, and no one volunteered to perform any tasks. The 
following is a sample conversation to illustrate the informal conversations that organized 
in-person meetings: 
 Member 1: where will you be flying tomorrow? 
Member 2: Not ready to fly yet...... maybe I will be ready by Sat afternoon or 
Sunday afternoon. few changes to make.. 
Moderator: Hot wings and beer. But flying this weekend is a must. 
Member 3: Can't tonight, but thanks for the offer. Wednesday? 
Member 1: Wed might work for me....... 
Moderator: Okay Wednesday is okay for me too. Who has wing Wednesdays in E-
Town? I know Brewsters is Tuesdays. Anyone else interested? 
 The Alberta FPV Forum did not contain evidence that members divided up 
organizational tasks, nor is there evidence that members worked to do any type of 
organizing besides informally organizing in-person meetings, and buying and selling 
FPV equipment. 
RQ2: Is there evidence of the coordination of tasks to accomplish group activities 
within the forum? 
 There is no evidence within the Alberta FPV Forum that members worked 
together to accomplish any organizational tasks. In-person meetings were organized by 
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sharing information about members’ schedules, then picking a meeting time and place, 
which did not require members to perform any work tasks. Coordination took place in a 
general sense in that members coordinated their schedules in order to meet, but there was 
no coordination of organizational tasks. Because of this, RQ2 can only be addressed by 
saying that there was no evidence of coordination of tasks to accomplish group activities. 
RQ3: Is there sufficient evidence in the context of Mintzberg’s (1979) two criteria of 
the organization for the forum to indicate the forum is functioning as an online 
organization? 
 Due to the response to the previous two research questions, the Alberta FPV 
Forum did not contain sufficient evidence in the context of Mintzberg’s two criteria of 
the organization to suggest that the forum functions as an online organization. Instead, at 
this point in the analysis the Alberta FPV Forum appears to be an online discussion 
community. 
RQ4: Which of the Four Flows, if any, are enacted within the forum? 
 All of the Four Flows were enacted within the Alberta FPV Forum (see Figures 
22 and 23), but social messages account for the majority of the messages in this forum 
(n=1,341, 82.5% of messages), followed by activity coordination (n=241, 14.9% of 
messages), membership negotiation (n=54, 3.3% of messages), institutional positioning 
(n=23, 1.4% of messages), and a very small number of self-structuring messages (n=2, 
.1% of messages). As was the case for all of the forums, the purpose of the forum laid out 
in the very first post was reflected in the types of messages that comprised the forum. The 
forum moderator defined the purpose of the forum by writing: 
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Figure 22. Percentage of organizational and social messages within the Alberta FPV 
Forum. 
 
 
Figure 23. The relative amount of organizing messages within the Alberta FPV Program. 
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The primary purpose of this thread is to discuss all things flying as well as bring 
together members from all over Alberta. 
 RQ5: How do the Four Flows manifest in the forum? 
 As previously discussed, activity coordination messages were used to coordinate 
real world meetings between the members. Members worked together to schedule larger 
meetings:  
Just a heads up to anyone interested, we're having a ‘hot dog fun fly’ at the trout 
farm on March 1. 
Members also tried to schedule impromptu gatherings when the weather was nice: 
Looks like a good day for some range flights today :D here in Calgary anybody 
else flying today? 
Finding a location where FPV flying would be both safe and fun was a challenge for the 
forum members, and so about half of the activity coordination messages created to 
schedule in-person meetings focused on determining the flying location. 
 Members also enacted activity coordination while selling each other used FPV 
equipment. These conversations began with a member asking the forum members if they 
had an item for sale: 
Anyone got Afro 12A x 4? Also any 1806 2300kV x 4? Need to buy a set, but Afros 
are out of stock and the DYS BE1806 are 4 weeks out of China with free shipping 
Members posted information about any equipment they were willing to sell and trade: 
I will sell you my hardware [member], I have everything you need. You can come 
by if you want. 
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Members would also occasionally coordinate a group purchase of batteries in order to 
save money on shipping costs: 
Member 1: Wanna split shipping on 2 pairs? 
Member 2: sure whenever your ready to order 
 Overall, even though activity coordination was the most frequently enacted 
organizational process, activity coordination was used by members only to accomplish 
the goals of small subgroups of members, and activity coordination did not impact the 
structure or functioning of the forum as a whole. This manifestation is very similar to 
activity coordination within the Drone Registration Forum where activity coordination 
was attempted but did not develop into group interactions that affected the forum as a 
whole. 
 Messages coded as membership negotiation were used as they were within 
previous forums—to introduce new members to the group, and to welcome the 
newcomers:  
Member: Hi [Moderator], I fly slope gliders, some thermal, Sailboats, Micro 
aircraft and helis. But my main thing is slope soaring 
Moderator: Nice bunch of toys you have there [new member]. Welcome to the 
group! 
Members often referred to their physical location within their membership negotiation 
messages in order to facilitate in-person meeting between members: 
Hi all you Mid-Alta folks! [Member] in Fort Sask checking in - just getting into 
flying, mostly foamy fixed wings, but interested in every aspect of the hobby.  
Hope to meet up sometime over this summer. 
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A few members listed the specific airplanes that they flew, but this occurred so 
infrequently that it did not seem to be tied to member status or experience level as it was 
in the Rating System Forum. 
 Overall, membership negotiation was enacted to introduce members to the forum, 
and make members aware of potential flying companions. 
 Self-structuring messages occurred only twice within the Alberta FPV Forum, 
and both were brief overviews of the purpose of the thread. Both self-structuring 
messages were created by the moderator. One was the first post within the forum that 
explained the purpose of the forum, and the second made reference to purpose of the 
forum very early during the discussion: 
That's the point of this thread. It’s to get guys to go out together and do some 
flying.  
Considering that interaction between members of the Alberta FPV Forum was largely 
social and that members’ organizing occurred to accomplish non-controversial member 
goals, self-structuring was largely unnecessary for the group. The technological interface 
that supported the forum allowed for social interaction, and unlike the other forums, 
members of the Alberta FPV Forum encountered no problems or points of contradiction 
between members that required a forum design change to be resolved. Self-structuring in 
online spaces may therefore be tied to the fit of the forum design to the design needs of 
the forum. The standard design of the Alberta FPV Forum, a space for social interaction, 
enabled members to meet all of their group goals and so self-structuring was unnecessary 
except to designate the purpose of the forum.   
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 Institutional positioning messages were used in several different ways within the 
forum. Firstly, the forum members compared themselves to another FLV group that met 
regularly at the same flying location. The two flying groups got along well, and so all 
members’ comparisons of the two groups were favorable: 
Yeah the guys at the trout farm are good guys, had a blast last time I was there. 
I’ve been friends with those guys for years and they’re fine with any type of model 
aircraft. 
The Alberta FPV Forum was compared favorably to another FPV forum thread: 
You guys [the Alberta FPV Forum] are sure putting the Calgary FPV thread to 
shame. 
Members also positioned hobby supply companies as being either favored or disliked by 
the forum:  
As for that quality of the batteries, I would like to think that mine are better, but I 
haven't done a direct comparison to nano-techs, so I wont say they are.” 
Finally, a few institutional positioning posts were messages from FPV small business 
owners who wanted to position their companies favorably with the forum in order to 
attract customers: 
[Name] from [RC Company] here! If anyone is interested, I do have some LiPo 
batteries available in Canada (Vancouver Island) you can checkout my site 
[(website)] for specifics, but right now, the majority of what I carry are 2200mah 
3s and 4s packs. 
McPhee and Zaug’s (2000) definition of institutional positioning was 
communication to outside entities that positions the organization within its environment. 
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The Alberta FPV Forum’s environment certainly contained the entities that these 
institutional positioning messages dealt with: other FPV groups, other FPV forum 
threads, and hobby supply companies. Similar to the Rating System Forum and the 
Soaring Program Forum, institutional positioning messages were more often about 
outside entities and only occasionally directed at outside entities. The fact that all of the 
forums enacted an indirect form of institutional positioning is an indication that this 
should be added as an adaptation to the Four Flows model when it is used in online 
contexts. However, because indirect institutional positioning messages are more likely 
read by forum members than the external entities they concern, it is difficult to assess the 
extent to which these messages truly position the forum within its environment. Such an 
assessment could only be made by determining the extent to which the outside entities 
were aware of these messages, or by studying the extent to which the messages 
influenced visitors’ and members’ opinions about the forum. 
In summary, the Four Flows all manifested within the Alberta FPV Forum, but 
there was little evidence that the enactment of these flows accomplished any group 
organizational goals other than the coordination of in-person flying meetings. Members 
did not attempt to change the design or structure of the forum, and so little self-
structuring was required to sustain the forum. Organizing enacted within the Alberta FPV 
Forum worked to accomplish the goals of subgroups of members, but organizing never 
manifested to accomplish work tasks designed to achieve large group goals. 
RQ6: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, is there a relationship among the flows? 
 Membership negotiation and activity negotiation flows interacted the most 
frequently compared to the other organizational flows in this forum. As members joined 
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the forum they used membership negotiation messages to introduce themselves, talk 
about the airplanes they flew, and tell everyone where they lived. Once members 
discovered that they had flying interests in common or lived near each other, they enacted 
activity coordination to coordinate real-life flying meetings. For example, after one 
member introduced him or herself, another member welcomed the newcomer by saying: 
Hi doctor, I'm in the Fort too, we'll have to get together. 
The only other significant interaction between flows occurred when members enacted 
institutional positioning by stating their opinions about online RC retailers and linking to 
these external websites. Discussions of online RC retailers led to group orders of RC 
parts in order to save shipping costs, and coordination of these purchases fell under the 
activity coordination category. 
 Overall, there was little interaction between the flows during members’ 
conversations, and there was no overall relationship between the flows that contributed to 
the accomplishment of group tasks. Instead, the main organizing activity, activity 
coordination performed to organize in-person flight meetings, was enacted on its own 
during conversation or activity coordination interacted minimally with membership 
negotiation. 
RQ7: If there is evidence of the Four Flows, do self-structuring processes influence 
the other flows? 
The Alberta FPV Forum contained only two self-structuring messages. Like the 
first three forums, the first message of the forum enacted self-structuring by designing the 
purpose of the community as: 
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The primary purpose of this thread is to discuss all things flying as well as bring 
together members from all over Alberta. 
The content analysis showed that, indeed, the forum members exchanged social 
interaction messages to discuss FPV flying and enacted activity coordination to 
organizing in-person meetings, and so this single self-structuring message did influence 
subsequent messages within the forum. However, there was only this one piece of 
evidence of self-structuring influencing the other flows within the forum, and so RQ7 can 
only be addressed by stating that self-structuring processes did not exert significant 
influence over all of the other flows of the Four Flows Model. 
RQ8: How, if at all, do the Four Flows constitute the forum? 
Figure 24 is the network graph of all communication within the Alberta FPV 
Forum. This graph showed that the moderator sent (n=30) and received (n=28) the most 
messages, an almost equal number of messages were sent out to the forum at large by all 
members (n=36), and a quarter of general-level members participated twice as frequently 
as the other general-level members. Division of the network into just organizational 
messages (Figure 25) and just social interaction messages (Figure 26) demonstrated that, 
similar to the Drone Registration Forum, the Alberta FPV Forum’s organizational 
messages and social messages resulted very similar communication patterns. This 
information indicated that organizing messages within the Alberta FPV Forum followed 
the same structural pattern as social interaction messages within the forum. 
This pattern did not on its own preclude the forum from being designated an online 
organization. It did, however, suggest that in forums where social interaction messages 
are the most frequent message type, members transmit organizing messages  
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Figure 24. Communication network of the Alberta FPV Forum comprised of organizing 
and social messages. 
 
Figure 25. The Alberta FPV Forum organizing messages. 
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Figure 26. The Alberta FPV Forum social interaction messages. 
 
during conversations the same way that they transmit social messages. Therefore, the 
structure of such forums is not altered through the enactment of organizing. Members of 
the Alberta FPV Forum did not identify or try to solve any group problems, nor did they 
attempt to change the design or structure of the forum, and so it is unsurprising that the 
enactment of activity coordination and self-structuring messages did not have a strong 
impact on the structure or constitution of the forum itself. 
In summary, although organizing messages comprised 23.8% of all messages 
within the forum, their presence reinforces the existing social interaction patterns within 
the communication network but does not impact the structure and functioning of the 
forum overall. Therefore, there is not sufficient evidence to suggest that the Alberta FPV 
Forum is communicatively constituted by the Four Flows. 
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RQ9: Is there sufficient evidence of the Four Flows Model to suggest the forum is 
functioning as an online organization? 
 Based on the responses to RQ5-8, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that the 
Alberta FPV Forum is functioning as an online organization. Instead, the Alberta FPV 
Forum fits the current conceptualization of online community because its members 
interact socially via a technological platform (RCgroups.com) around a common interest 
(FPV flying) while adhering to policies built into the standard RCgroups.com forum. 
Research Hypotheses 
 The information learned about interaction within the four RCgroups.com forums 
was next used to answer the research hypotheses generated specifically for the 
RCgroups.com context. 
H1: Forums with a specific organizing purpose will contain more organizational 
messages than forums with a general social purpose. 
 The Rating System Forum and the Soaring Program Forum contained very 
specific organizing purposes: the creation of an RC airplane ratings system and the 
design of a glider flying program. These two forums contained 63% and 49% organizing 
messages, respectively (see Figures 27 and 28). The Drone Registration Forum and the 
Alberta FPV Forum were designed as discussion spaces and contained 6.5% and 19.3% 
organizing messages, respectively. Therefore, H1 was supported by the results of the data 
analysis. Much more in-depth analysis of the forums was necessary to understand how 
members organized and how the enactment of organizational processes impacted the 
structure of the forum, but this response to H1 indicated that the first step in evaluating an 
online forum as either an online community or organization is to examine the forum  
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Figure 27. Comparison of the percentage of organizing and social interaction messages in 
all four forums. 
 
 
Figure 28. The relative percentage of organizing and social messages within the forums. 
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purpose presented within the very first posts. 
H2: All forums will enact the Four Flows. 
 Evidence of all of the Four Flows was found within each of the sampled forums 
(see Figure 28). However, the enactment of the Four Flows within the Rating System 
Forum and the Sportsman’s Soaring Forum resulted in changes to the design and 
structure of these forums. Enactment of the Four Flows within the Drone Registration 
Forum and the Alberta FPV Forum followed much more prominent social interaction 
pathways, indicating that enactment of organizing processes within online communities is 
a natural aspect of social interaction within an online group. While organizing within 
online organizations was conducted in order to accomplish specific group goals like the 
development of an airplane rating system, organizing within online communities took 
place in order to coordinate small group goals like the arrangement of in-person 
meetings, or as attempts to facilitate and mediate social interaction.  
H3: Members of forums that function as online organizations will enact the Four 
Flows more frequently than members of forums that function as online 
communities. 
 Support was found for H3 because the two forums found to function as online 
organizations, the Rating System Forum and the Soaring Program Forum, did exhibit on 
average 43.1% more organizing messages than the forums identified as online 
communities, the Drone Registration Forum and the Alberta FPV Forum. In general 
terms, approximately 50% of the messages within the Rating System Forum and the 
Alberta FPV Forum were categorized as organizing messages, while the Drone 
Registration Forum and the Alberta FPV Forum contained less than 25% organizing 
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messages. These proportions of messages for each forum type can act as an initial 
guideline for distinguishing between online communities and online organizations, but 
further testing within different types of forums across various websites is necessary 
before these results can be used as a true benchmark.  
H4: Self-structuring will be the least frequent organizing flow enacted within the 
forums. 
 The evidence did not support H4. Institutional positioning was the least frequent 
organizing flow enacted within the forums except for within the Alberta FPV Forum, 
where self-structuring was indeed the least frequent organizing flow. Self-structuring was 
an important organizing flow within the forums identified as online organizations 
because it was used to reinforce the organizational goals of the forums and to guide 
members’ use of the other organizing flows. Self-structuring was much less important 
within the forums identified as online communities. It is likely that many of the policies 
and design structures necessary to support social interaction were built into the basic 
forum interaction space. In the Drone Registration Forum, a few members enacted self-
structuring messages in an attempt to censor members who broke social interaction rules 
by conducting personal attacks, but without the support of a moderator with formal 
authority to censor these transgressors, self-structuring was largely ineffective. Self-
structuring was therefore less effective within the online communities, and was an 
important organizing force within the online organizations. 
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H5: Membership negotiation will be the most frequent organizing flow enacted 
within forums designated online communities by the results of the analysis. 
 Membership negotiation was not the most frequent organizing flow enacted 
within the forums identified as online communities. Instead, activity coordination was the 
more frequent organizing flow within all of the forums. Membership negotiation was 
more frequent within forums designated as online organizations than it was within the 
online community forums. The smaller size of the online organizations may have made 
membership negotiation more tenable as it is certainly easier to recognize other members 
within a smaller conversation (under 200 posts) than within a very large conversation 
(over 1,500 posts). The Drone Registration Forum, the forum with the most members 
(n=300), did contain the least amount of membership negotiation messages, suggesting 
that smaller forum memberships make it easier for members to negotiate their 
membership within the forum. 
H6: Activity coordination and membership negotiation will be the most frequent 
organizational processes enacted within the forums that are online organizations. 
 Support was found for H6, as activity coordination and membership negotiation 
were the most frequently enacted organizational processes within the forums designated 
as online organizations, the Rating System Forum and the Soaring Program Forum. The 
results of the analysis found that forums with a strong organizational purpose supported 
far more activity coordination messages, and that activity coordination was enacted in 
order to achieve group goals. Membership negotiation was used within the online 
organization forums to introduce new members, welcome new members into the forum, 
and to position members according to their RC experience and expertise. 
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H7: All of the Four Flows will be performed by the general-level members. 
 Support was found for H7 within all of the forums. General-level members 
enacted all four of the Four Flows within all four forums. All of the forum moderators 
enacted all of the Four Flows as well, except for the moderator of the Drone Registration 
Forum. The moderator of the Rating System Forum had a stronger organizing influence 
within the forum, posting approximately eight times more organizing messages than the 
general-level members. However, general-level members within this forum were still able 
to enact each of the Four Flows. This finding speaks to the open accessibility to 
organizing within online spaces, demonstrated through the research finding that even 
though the enactment of organizing processes within the four forums results in varying 
outcomes and levels of effectiveness, the online interaction spaces examined in this study 
permitted any member to engage in any of the Four Flows. The open, non-hierarchical 
nature of communication within online forums is a likely contributor to the open access 
to organizing within online spaces. 
Organizing within Online Interaction Spaces 
 The analysis resulted in a large amount of information about how organizing took 
place within the online organizations and online communities sampled from 
RCgroups.com. This section summarizes and discusses how the division of labor, 
coordination of tasks, and the enactment of organizational processes were found to 
manifest within the online forums. 
Division of Labor 
 Work tasks were performed on a voluntary basis by online form members. The 
results of the analysis indicated that the division of labor within online organizations was 
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often guided by the forum moderator, but that members chose which tasks they wanted to 
perform. Members of the online organizations also identified tasks they wanted to 
perform without any help from the moderator, indicating that division of labor within 
online organizations is a behavior that can be performed by any member. Little 
conversation within the online organizations was dedicated to the division of labor. 
Instead, the first post within the forum described the purpose of the forum and then 
members accomplished tasks that they wanted to perform to help further this purpose. 
The division of labor in online organizations is therefore a function of the initial design of 
the interaction space, as well as an informal, voluntary process. 
In the Rating System Forum, the moderator played an important role in the 
division of labor, utilizing self-structuring and activity coordination messages to specify 
exactly how members should contribute to the rating system. Within the Soaring Program 
Forum, however, the moderator took measures to ensure a more democratic process for 
member input and so members self-assigned tasks more frequently than the moderator 
made requests for specific types of help. Forum moderators clearly play an important role 
in the division of labor, but the data suggested that moderators can take different 
approaches to the division of labor and that the chosen approach effects the overall 
structure of the online organization. 
 There was no significant evidence of the division of labor within the online 
communities identified within this study. Members of the online communities primarily 
interacted via social interaction messages, pursuing individual interests instead of group 
goals. 
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Coordination of Tasks 
 The forum moderators within both online organizations played important roles in 
the coordination of tasks, and they each utilized a different coordinating mechanism. The 
moderator in the Rating System Forum positioned himself as the most central figure 
within the forum’s communication network. He accepted members’ ratings contributions, 
but he was the only member with the power to make changes to the ratings list. This 
moderator also directed the flow of conversation, asking members to critique others’ 
ratings and answering members’ questions about the ratings system. This online 
organization therefore utilized direct supervision to coordinate tasks. The Soaring 
Program Forum by contrast utilized mutual adjustment to coordinate the completion of 
tasks. The Soaring Program Forum’s moderator enacted self-structuring and activity 
coordination processes in order to ensure that the design of the glider flying system 
remained in the hands of any member who participated in its development. Coordination 
of tasks in these two online organizations was therefore heavily influenced by the 
moderator’s design of the coordination system, but different coordination mechanisms 
were possible depending on the moderator’s design choices. 
 There was little evidence of the coordination of tasks within online communities. 
A subset of members of the Alberta FPV Forum coordinated in-person flying meetings 
with one another, but coordination of these activities affected only the subset that 
participated in the coordination and did not influence the community as a whole. 
Membership Negotiation 
 Membership negotiation was used by members within the forums to introduce 
themselves to the group, to welcome new members, and to situate their relationship 
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within the form in terms of their expertise and flying achievements. This organizing 
process clearly helped to overcome a lack of face-to-face communication within the 
forums, but it also had specific meaning within the context of RCgroups.com. In a 
traditional community or organization, introducing one’s self by giving a three paragraph 
speech about your accomplishments and expertise in an area would seem socially 
awkward. Within RCgroups.com, however, such information was useful to the other 
members, many of whom navigate to online communities in search of specific RC 
information and flying advice. Forum members who expressed their expertise within 
RCgroups.com were therefore not just establishing their relationship with the forum—
they were also communicating the specific RC hobby areas in which they could offer 
advice and help to other members. Answering member questions and giving advice was a 
very common use of social interaction messages within the forums. Membership 
negotiation online may therefore mediate the relationship between a member and the 
forum as well as the member and other members, or perhaps this is an indicator of a new 
organizing flow, one that connects members to one another as a collective resource for 
information and help within a very specific subject area. 
Self-structuring 
 The most significant effect that self-structuring messages had on the forums was 
the initial establishment of the purpose of each forum. Forums that were determined to 
function as online organizations were established by the forum moderator as existing in 
order to complete a specific task. The Rating System Forum was designated by its 
moderator as a place where members would work together to develop an RC airplane 
ratings list in order to help new RC pilots find the best airplane for their beginner needs. 
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The Soaring Program Forum’s moderator stated that the forum was designed to allow 
members to contribute to the design of the glider flying program. The moderators of the 
Drone Registration Forum and the Alberta FPV Forum designated those interaction 
spaces as places for discussion around specific topics, and although members sometimes 
posted off-topic messages, these forums were designated online communities because 
they facilitated social interaction and little organizing. 
 Self-structuring occurred relatively infrequently within the forums, but when 
utilized within the online organizations, it did, as McPhee and Zaug predicted, have the 
ability to influence the other flows. For example, the moderator in the Rating System 
Forum used self-structuring messages to direct members’ use of activity coordination so 
that the ratings system contributions followed a specific system and format. The 
moderator in the Soaring Program Forum also used self-structuring to alter how members 
contributed to the design of the glider flying program, asking the activity coordination 
messages be sent to an email listserv instead of his personal email. 
General-level members also enacted self-structuring. These members used self-
structuring messages to discuss potential design and policy changes. Self-structuring 
messages were the most potent when enacted by the forum moderator, which suggests 
that some formal authority is required to enact self-structuring that works to make 
changes within a forum. A general-level member in the Drone Registration Forum 
attempted to enforce forum policies by reporting a transgressor, but without formal 
authority to censor or remove the offending member, her self-structuring attempt was 
largely unsuccessful. Self-structuring may simply be a more potent organizing flow 
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within online organizations, or self-structuring messages may require the backing of 
formal authority to initiate changes within a forum. 
Activity Coordination 
 Activity coordination was the workhorse flow within all of the forums, enabling 
members to accomplish activities as various as organizing in-person meetings, 
implementing forum design changes, asking members to perform tasks, and the buying 
and selling of RC equipment. Activity coordination was the most frequently occurring 
organizing flow, but when activity coordination manifested within the two online 
communities it functioned to achieve the goals of subgroups of members or individuals, 
not the goals of the entire community as was the case within the online organizations. 
This at first seemed counterintuitive to the definition of online community—online 
community is conceptualized as a space where members interact around common 
interests, not around the many interests of individual subsets of members. The analysis 
indicated, however, that members of online organizations had much more cohesive group 
goals than did members of online communities. This result is difficult to explain except 
that perhaps because online communities are not guided by one or a few overarching 
organizing goals, social interaction between members surfaces members’ individual goals 
which are then pursued via activity coordination alone or in small subgroups. 
Institutional Positioning 
 Institutional positioning manifested in more various ways within the forums than 
was expected. Institutional positioning is defined by McPhee and Zaug (2000) as 
communication between organizational members and outside entities that positions an 
organization within its environment. Within the forums, however, individual members’ 
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direct communication with outside organizations was invisible unless it was reposted 
within the forum. Reposting messages from outside entities was an institutional 
positioning technique used within a majority of the forums. Members also positioned 
their forum within its larger environment by posting messages directed at outside entities, 
even though those entities would likely never read such messages. This type of 
institutional positioning was more likely to affect a member’s relationship with other 
members. For example, accusing the White House of being uninformed about the needs 
of RC drone flyers is more likely to tell the other forum members something about the 
poster’s personal beliefs than it is to affect the forum’s relationship with the White 
House. This use of institutional positioning may actually be a form of membership 
negotiation, or it could be a type of positioning strategy. Positioning theory describes 
“how people use words (and discourse of all types) to locate themselves and others” 
(Moghaddam & Harré, 2010, p. 2). Messages directed at outside entities who are unlikely 
to ever receive the messages are most likely to have been created as an internal 
positioning strategy. 
 Institutional positioning messages were also utilized during information sharing. 
Members’ habit of giving a quick explanation of an outside entity in terms of how it was 
related to the forum before they posted a link to the entity functioned to contextualize the 
linked information and explain its potential meaning or use value to forum members. 
Institutional positioning messages were also used by members of one of the online 
organizations, the Alberta FPV Forum, to form positive relationships with members of 
another forum dedicated to a similar activity, while simultaneously differentiating the two 
groups. Institutional positioning online therefore has the ability to not just position 
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entities within the same environment, but also to connect and grow positive relationships 
between them. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
DISCUSSION 
 
The goals of this dissertation were to determine how organizing took place within 
the website, RCgroups.com, to use the information learned about organizing in online 
forums to evaluate the conceptualization of online communities, and, if sufficient 
evidence of organizing was found, to develop a definition for online interaction spaces 
that function as organizations. Members of the sampled online forums enacted all of the 
Four Flows during their conversations with one another. The results of the content 
analysis were compared with Mintzberg’s definition of the organization and the Four 
Flows Model in order to evaluate whether the forums’ online organizing behaviors 
closely resembled patterns of organizing found in offline organizations. The results 
indicated that two of the forums of study, the Ratings System Forum and the Soaring 
Program Forum, operated very much like organizations.  
Additionally, the Four Flows Model was adapted theoretically for use in an online 
context by drawing on existing evidence of online organizing found within the research 
literature and by adapting the flows to the nature of communication in online spaces. In 
this chapter, the Four Flows Model will be further adapted in order to reflect information 
learned regarding how each of the Four Flows manifested online. Finally, in this chapter I 
also discuss future directions in research that can be taken to deepen scholars’ 
understanding of organizing online. 
The Four Flows Model was used to identify which messages within the forums 
enabled members to organize with one another in that the messages were used to perform 
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group tasks or the messages affected the interaction space itself. Organizational messages 
were seen as indicators of the enactment of organizational processes within the forums. 
Organizational messages were found to facilitate discussion and the pursuit of small 
group goals within the two forums that fit the common definition of online community. 
Organizational messages were used by members of the two forums that functioned as 
online organizations in order to complete tasks surrounding forum-wide goals as well as 
some small group goals. Organizational processes were so essential to the constitution of 
the online organization forums that, without the ability to enact these organizational 
processes, members would be unable to achieve forum goals. Within the online 
communities, however, organizing messages were frequently unsuccessful at achieving 
individual goals and the results of the analysis indicated that organizational messages did 
not impact the structure of the online communities any differently than social messages. 
All four forums of study are comprised of members of a larger community of interest, the 
RC hobby community. The results of this study have shown that even though members of 
the forums have a larger community membership in common, the ways in which they 
interact and the organizing effect their communications with one another have within 
online interactions spaces can vary dramatically. The differences in how organizational 
messages manifested within the online interaction spaces and how they impacted these 
spaces supports the idea that online communities and online organizations are very 
different types of manifestations of a community of interest, and both are in need of their 
own conceptualization. 
The results of this study were useful for developing an understanding of how 
organizational processes manifested within the four forums sampled for this study. Three 
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questions were reflected upon in order to further explore the significance of these results 
and theorize about the fundamental natures of online communities and online 
organizations. The question, “What are the fundamental differences between online 
communities and online organizations?”, reflected upon the differences in how members 
organized within these online interaction spaces, the impact that members’ messages had 
on the space itself, as well as differences in the overall characteristics of the two types of 
interaction spaces as indicated by the results. I developed definitions of online 
community and online organization in light of the results of the analysis by asking: 
“Based on what was learned about organizing within online spaces, how can online 
communities and online organizations be conceptualized?” Finally, I reflected upon the 
question: “How can online communities and online organizations be situated in 
comparison to other types of online interaction spaces?” I addressed this question in 
order to theorize how online communities and online organizations can be compared to 
other types of online interaction spaces in terms of the relative amount of organizing and 
social interaction within these spaces. 
What are the fundamental differences between online communities and 
organizations? 
 The most fundamental differences between forums designated as online 
communities and online organizations during this study were: 1) the amount of 
organizing messages within the forums, 2) the purpose of the forums, and 3) the effect of 
organizing messages on the constitution of the forum. 
 Forums identified as online communities by this study contained in general 25% 
organizing messages or less, and online organizations contained an average of about 50% 
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organizing messages. This result was interpreted as an indication that the RCgroups.com 
online communities required a certain amount of organizing messages in order to manage 
the group and sustain social interaction, and the online organizations required social 
interaction messages and organizing messages in almost equal measure in order for 
members to work towards organizational goals and engage in social interaction. 
The proportion of organizational to social messages was found to be very 
comparable within each of the online organizations (approximately half organizational 
and half social messages), and the two online communities were found to contain similar 
proportions of organizational to social messages (approximately 75% social and 25% 
organizational messages). These specific proportions of organizational to social messages 
within each of the forum types might not be found in forums situated within other 
websites, however. RCgroups.com is dedicated to a particular genre, the RC hobby, and it 
attracts a very specific audience, RC hobbyists. The members of the RCgroups.com 
forums are likely similar to each other in a variety of ways such as having a common 
interest in the hobby, an understanding of the mechanics of flight or other RC vehicle 
operation skills, and the vast majority of RC enthusiasts are males (approximately 99%) 
from 30-60 years of age (AirAge Media, 2015). Online communities and organizations 
containing members with different backgrounds and sets of interests, like Reddit.com, 
might support very different proportions of social to organizational messages. 
More social interaction messages might be necessary to enact organizing 
processes in forums where members have few shared assumptions and many disparate 
approaches to task completion. Further research is necessary to compare the amount of 
organizing taking place within online communities and online organizations across 
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different types of social interaction websites. It is also possible that the methodology used 
to identify organizational processes within the forums was not ideal for the larger forums. 
For the online communities, the large numbers of posts and the interweaving of multiple 
conversations at once, combined with a methodology focused on messages as the unit of 
data may have made it difficult to identify the coordination of tasks in these interaction 
spaces. Future research should try different methodologies, such as a phenomenological 
approach or grounded theory approach to stay closer to what online community members 
are attempting to accomplish within their forums. This codebook for this study was 
developed using clear examples of organizing as suggested by McPhee and Zaug (2000) 
and existing research of online communities. Organizing in highly social online 
community spaces may be a more nuanced activity, particularly when members have no 
formal authority to enact changes and when members disagree with one another during 
their discussions. 
 As described in the results chapter, the purpose of the online communities and 
online organizations identified in this study were very different. The first few posts of the 
online communities designated these spaces as places for discussion around a specific 
topic. The initial posts within the online organizations designated a specific organizing 
purpose as well as a discussion purpose. It is notable that the purposes laid out in the 
beginning of these forums were not ignored or significantly altered by the members, 
considering how much freedom members had to enact organizing processes and create 
their own tasks and goals. Members may have joined these forums because they 
supported the described purpose of the forums, or the actions of the forum moderators 
may have influenced general-level members’ behaviors. For example, the moderator who 
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created the Drone Registration Forum, an online community, began the forum by simply 
asking what members’ thoughts were regarding the new RC drone regulations. This 
moderator participated in the forum by discussing the issue with the other members but 
did nothing to moderate members’ interactions or intervene in member disputes. By 
refraining from using his or her formal authority to mediate disputes or facilitate group 
activities, the moderator’s actions may have been a signal to general-level members that 
the forum was not designed for moderated discussions. By contrast, the moderator of the 
Rating System Forum created the forum with the goal of updating an RC airplane rating 
system, and this moderator participated heavily in the coordination of tasks and in the 
enactment of organizing processes. The moderator responded to members’ contributions, 
making it clear that enacting organizing processes in order to meet the group goal was a 
favored activity within the forum. The moderator’s role and the purpose of the 
organization were clearly linked for the RCgroups.com data, and this pattern is likely true 
within any forum where the creator of the forum is automatically designated the forum 
moderator and given formal authority. 
In the context of this dataset, whether a forum had a clear organizing or social 
purpose was very much related to the types of goals members pursued. Members of the 
online organizations worked together to accomplish forum-wide organizing goals, and 
these work activities were participated in by the majority of members. Members of online 
communities, by contrast, developed individual or small group goals, like sending emails 
to drone regulators in the Drone Registration Forum or organizing in-person meetings in 
the Alberta FPV Forum. The lack of a forum-wide goal may have enabled members to 
pursue their individual goals within these interaction spaces. 
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To summarize the discussion so far, within the RCgroups.com context, forums 
with an equivalent ratio of organizing and social messages that established a forum-wide 
goal and contained a moderator who facilitated organizing within the forum were much 
more likely to be online organizations. Forums with a discussion purpose, which 
contained less than 25% organizing messages, and which contained a moderator who 
participated in discussion but did not encourage organizing behaviors was more likely to 
be an online community. 
Another significant difference between the online organizations and online 
communities identified by this study was the fact that organizing messages transmitted 
within the online organizations affected subsequent interactions within the forum, serving 
to constitute the interaction space. Online organization members’ use of organizing 
messages impacted the communication structure and operation of the forum as members 
coordinated with one another to complete work tasks, implement design changes, and 
alter work routines. Organizing messages transmitted within the online communities were 
useful for performing some basic group management functions like bringing members 
into the group, sharing information, and coordinating meetings, but these organizing 
messages did not appear to affect other members’ subsequent interactions, nor did they 
have an effect on the social structure of the interaction space itself. 
The influence of organizing messages on each of these types of interaction spaces 
may be related to the amount of organizing messages or to the total number of forum 
posts. For example, organizing messages accounted for nearly half of all messages within 
the online organizations. The sheer number of organizing messages may be the reason 
they had an important influence on the resulting structure of the communication network. 
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By contrast, organizing messages occurred at a much lower proportion within the online 
communities and closely followed more prevalent patterns of social interaction messages 
within the communication networks. Additionally, the two smaller forums contained the 
higher ratio of organizing to social messages, and the two larger forums contained a 
much lower ratio of organizing to social messages. Organizing may only be effective 
within online interaction spaces where fewer messages are being posted. The presence of 
many social conversations might make organizing ineffective or the coordination of 
organizing goals less tenable. It is impossible to determine from the results of this study 
whether the purpose and size of the forums resulted in a particular forum structure, or 
whether the relative amount of organizing messages or the moderator’s role exerted the 
most influence on the structure of the forums. The results of the study only indicate that 
these aspects of online interaction spaces are related to whether a forum functions more 
like a community or an organization. Further research such as studies of influential 
moments within an online interaction space over time, or studies that sample forums so 
that many combinations of these three factors are represented are needed to tease apart 
the influence of each of these factors on the online interaction space. 
Based on what was learned about organizing within online spaces, how can online 
communities and online organizations be conceptualized? 
 The most popular definition of online communities was introduced in Chapter 
One as online interaction spaces supported by computer systems where people interact 
socially around a shared purpose while being guided by policies that govern the space 
(Escobar et al., 2014). This definition holds true for all four of the RCgroups.com online 
communities and online organizations, demonstrating how the current conceptualization 
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is too broad to make distinctions between online interaction spaces where members 
perform many organizing behaviors and those where members primarily interact socially. 
Comparison of Mintzberg’s definition of the organization (1979) and the Four Flows 
Model (2000) to the evidence of organizing found within each of the sampled forums 
enabled me to determine that two of these forums, previously labeled online communities 
by the common definition of online community, actually functioned as organizations. 
Comparisons can now be made between the two types of online interaction spaces in 
order to make sense of how online communities and online organizations within 
RCgroups.com differ. Comparisons between these two types of interaction spaces were 
conducted in order to develop a definition for online community and online organization 
that allows scholars to distinguish between these two types of online interaction spaces. 
Two key differences between online communities and online organizations 
identified by the data analysis can be used to develop these definitions. First, the shared 
purpose of the members of the RCgroups.com online communities was found to be 
discussion, while the shared purpose of members of the online organizations was the 
accomplishment of a group task in addition to group discussion. Secondly, members of 
the online communities interacted primarily through social interaction messages, and 
members of online organizations interacted through almost equally via social and 
organizing messages. Within the RCgroups.com context, it is therefore possible to 
identify which forums are online communities and which are online organizations by 
determining what type of purpose the forum has, and examining members’ interactions to 
evaluate whether the purpose of the forum is confirmed through members’ interactions.  
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 The following definitions are offered for online community and online 
organization to account for the differences between these spaces as identified by this 
study. Online communities are defined as: online interaction spaces where members of a 
community of common interest interact socially to discuss topics of common interest. 
Online organizations are defined as: online interaction spaces where members of a 
community of common interest interact socially to coordinate and complete tasks in order 
to achieve a common goal. The problem with the earlier conceptualization of online 
community was that its “shared purpose” tenet encompassed both the online interaction 
spaces wherein members primarily interact socially with others, and online interaction 
spaces wherein members primarily to perform a specific activity in order to help 
accomplish a group goal that has some meaning for them. The term “online interaction 
space” was used within both definitions to specify that both online communities and 
online organizations are types of social interaction spaces, and therefore both are 
supported by computer systems and members’ interactions are guided by policies, as 
Escobar et al. (2014) stated in their definition. So, while online communities and online 
organizations have different purposes that are associated with different types and 
amounts of member behaviors, what they have in common is that they both support 
interaction within online spaces. 
The purpose of an online interaction space and the types of interactions it supports 
may be of little consequence to scholars who study factors common to both online 
communities and online organizations, such as how members of online interaction spaces 
join the community, build a sense of community, or how members communicate about 
particular topics. The ability to differentiate between online communities and online 
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organizations is very important, however, for scholars interested in understanding 
organizational concepts like online role-taking, collective leadership, virtual 
collaborations, and online social movements. The results of this study suggest that 
looking for such phenomena within online communities could be fruitless. It is also 
important for scholars to understand that the evidence of organizing phenomena they do 
find within online communities has very different functions and meanings than it has 
when found within an online organization. Organizational processes were found to result 
in task completion and design changes within online organizations, and to manifest as 
management and mediation attempts within the study’s online communities. Knowledge 
of the type of interaction space from which data was sampled could also alter the 
meanings associated with specific member behaviors. For instance, organizing messages 
within online organizations should be evaluated not just in terms of what tasks they 
accomplished but also in terms of how they affect the constitution of the communication 
network generated through members’ interactions. The results of this study indicated that 
the communicative constitution of online communities by organizational messages is less 
likely. 
This study collected data from a six-month period within each forum, and 
although the members of the forums identified as online communities consistently 
conducted little organizing with one another, it is very possible that members might begin 
to organize with one another if faced with a unifying problem or if the purpose of the 
forum shifted to a large group goal. Or, members of the online communities might begin 
a new discussion thread in order to organize around specific goals, attracting members of 
the previous online community and perhaps also drawing more members from the larger 
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community of common interest. The two forums that contained frequent evidence of 
organizing may have had their origins in online communities hosted by RCgroups.com or 
another website. Just as understanding of the context of the conversations in which 
organizing was taking place was essential for interpreting individual organizing 
messages, an understanding of the larger ecology of online interaction spaces wherein 
members of a broader community of common interest meet to interact is necessary for 
understanding why organizing takes place within some online interaction spaces and not 
others. Future studies of organizing online should look into the historical context that can 
explain the creation of the forum, what attracted members to the interaction space, and 
what as yet unknown factors support organizing within these spaces. 
There are also limitations to the organizational message classification system 
developed for this study. As mentioned earlier, RCgroups.com’s forums are comprised of 
members with very specific interests in common, and so organizing may be easier within 
these forums than in interaction spaces situated within other websites. Many more online 
interaction spaces need to be evaluated using the nine research questions developed in 
this dissertation in order to test the usefulness of the ratio of social to organizing 
messages within online communities and online organizations. The fact remains that the 
online community forum members did post organizing messages, and the online 
organization forum members posted almost as many social as organizational messages. It 
may be impossible to develop a standard benchmark for the amount of organizing and the 
strength of an organizing purpose for an online interaction space to qualify as an online 
organization. Instead, the presence of both organizing and social interaction within both 
types of online interaction spaces may mean that online communities are new social 
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forms that are neither true communities or organizations. These spaces may exist on a 
continuum that allows for large variation in the amount of organizing taking place, and 
yet also allows for comparison among the interaction spaces based on their location on 
the continuum. It is difficult to imagine what a “pure” online community or online 
organization would look like and how members would interact within them, because even 
the smallest groups require some organization and even the most goal-focused 
organizations certainly support some non-organizing social interaction. It is also likely 
that how a community of common interest manifests within an online interaction space 
and its place on such a continuum change over time. The idea that an online interaction 
space can function as an organization at some points and time and degrade to a non-
organizational form at other times is consistent with the CCO approach. As members of 
online interaction spaces communicate with one another their interactions are guided by 
the social reality generated by previous interactions, and the current interactions of 
members likewise influence future interactions. An online interaction space that 
functioned as an online organization early on could shift to an online community if 
members ceased organizing with one another. Similarly, an online community could over 
time begin to constitute itself as an organization if its members identified shared group 
goals and began collaborating to achieve these goals. Clearly, much work remains to be 
done to gain perspective on the different forms that online organizations and online 
communities may take and how these interaction spaces may change over time. 
There are additional factors that could cause a future research study to find 
different analysis results even when utilizing the same methodology. If a longer 
interaction time period had been sampled from the four forums, shifts in the forum goals 
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may have been found to occur over time. There will also likely be many cases where it is 
unclear whether a forum’s members have a shared goal and whether certain messages are 
organizing message. The moderators of the online organizations in this study had clear 
visions of their goals and communicated clearly about what tasks needed to be completed 
to accomplish these goals. It is easy to imagine that forum moderators of other online 
interaction spaces may vary in their ability to specify the group goal. Some moderators 
may leave goal formation up to general-level members, or give them the freedom to 
decide how a goal should be accomplished. There are many scenarios where the presence 
of a group goal and large proportion of organizing messages will not be useful indicators 
for the existence of online organizations. This study only claims to provide a starting 
point for future investigations of organizing in online spaces. The online community and 
online organization characteristics found by this study should be tested across various 
types of online interaction spaces and websites to test for their transferability to the 
multitude of forms that online interactions spaces can take. 
How can online communities and online organizations be situated in comparison to 
other types of online interaction spaces? 
 The development of a way to distinguish between online communities and online 
organizations is not a complete solution to the problems generated by the previous 
conceptualization of online community that were discussed in Chapter One. One of the 
problems most frequently discussed by scholars, the inability to compare more than one 
online interaction space at a time, is not entirely resolved by the development of the 
online organization concept. There are other types of online interaction spaces that 
support interaction but which do not entirely fit the definitions of online community or 
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online organization offered by this study. Many blogs, online newspapers, and 
commercial websites contain comment features that enable visitors to communicate with 
one another by leaving comments and responding to one another’s comments. People 
posting in these areas could potentially enact organizing processes, although 
communication through a commenting system is likely a barrier to these spaces operating 
as online organizations. Commenting systems are less likely to support continual 
interaction between members, and so these online interaction spaces are also unlikely to 
function as online communities. 
Another type of social entity that exists within online interaction spaces that 
cannot be considered an online community or an online organization is a networked 
virtual organization. Networked virtual organizations are very much like traditionally 
offline organizations except that they operate by using information technology to enable 
their employees to communicate with one another in order to accomplish work tasks. One 
would expect even more organizing messages to be posted within networked virtual 
organization online interaction spaces since the purpose of these spaces is to support 
interaction so members can perform assigned work tasks. However, scholars have found 
evidence that these organizations support a high degree of informal communication in 
order to overcome “a lack of formal rules, procedures, clear reporting relationships, and 
norms” (Ahuja & Carley, 1998, p. 3). Networked virtual organizations can also have a 
hierarchical structure (Ahuja & Carley, 1998), a characteristic that could be used to 
distinguish them from online organizations if both types of interaction spaces were found 
to contain a similar ratio of organizing to social messages. Networked virtual 
organizations are a good example of the need to develop new ways of comparing online 
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interaction spaces that, while they are fundamentally different in terms of their purpose 
and the behaviors of the members within them, they also share many other 
characteristics. The website and platform within which an online interaction space is 
situated could be a good indicator of whether it is an online community or online 
organization, or something else. Website owners control the design of the technological 
platforms that support online interaction spaces, implementing designs in order to foster 
or prohibit members’ ability to affect the design and operation of the interaction space. 
As more businesses conduct their work online and as more websites provide open 
interaction spaces for visitors and potential customers, the lines between each of these 
interaction spaces will likely become more difficult to distinguish. 
 Part of the task of defining online community and online organization is therefore 
to situate these interaction spaces in comparison to other types of interaction spaces 
existing online. A proposed model for relating these space to one another is provided in 
Figure 29. This model situates online interaction spaces according to the relative 
proportion of social interaction messages and organizing messages they contain. The 
results of the analysis indicated that online organization have roughly equal numbers of 
organizing and social messages, and so the model places online organizations in the 
upper right quadrant of the model. Online communities, by contrast, contained a large 
majority of social interaction messages and a minority of organizing messages, and so 
they were placed in the upper left quadrant. Virtual organizations were placed in the 
lower right quadrant of the model because they likely support little social interaction and 
more organizing than online organizations. Websites that support only a little social 
interaction but have the potential to support either social or organizational messages were 
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Figure 29. Online interaction space model of members’ social and organizing 
communication. Purple band indicates online interaction spaces with a discussion 
purpose, the blue band indicates spaces with an organizing purpose, the red band 
indicates spaces where interaction is primarily regulated by website owners, the yellow 
band indicates forums where interaction is primarily unregulated by website owners. 
 
placed in the lower left quadrant. Informational websites like blogs and newspapers, or 
commercial websites like Amazon.com would likely contain few social interactions 
compared to much larger static text archives. 
 The arrangement of these four types of online interaction spaces according to the 
proportion of organizational and social messages they contain makes it possible to 
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position them according to other characteristics they likely have in common. In Figure 29 
a purple band was put across the online community and informational or commercial 
website quadrants to signify that they likely share the same purpose, social discussion. A 
blue band across the online organization quadrant and networked virtual organization 
quadrant signifies their common organizing purpose. A yellow band was placed across 
the online community and online organization quadrant to signify that these two types of 
online interaction spaces are usually not highly regulated by the website owner, and so 
members of these spaces can post messages freely. The red band signifies that, by 
contrast, the forums that support interaction within informational or commercial websites 
and networked virtual organizations are much more likely to be regulated by the website 
owner or, in the case of the networked virtual organization, the organization’s managers. 
The model represents the commonalities between these four types of online interactions 
spaces theorized to exist due to evidence discovered in this study and information about 
the general characteristics of the networked virtual organizations and informational or 
commercial websites. Research investigations of the nature of these spaces, and of the 
organizing within these interactions spaces are necessary to test this model. There are 
likely many more factors that the different types of online interaction spaces have in 
common or in opposition to one another. 
 Discovering more about the fundamental characteristics of these online 
interaction spaces and relating this information to the types of interactions that occur 
within them would aid scholars in explaining and contextualizing the social behaviors 
they observe online. To give a hypothetical example, if evidence of online leadership is 
found within only a few of a sampled set of social interaction websites, a researcher 
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might conclude that online leadership is a relatively rare role within online spaces. By 
categorizing each of the sampled websites using the online interaction space model, the 
researcher might find that online organizations and virtual organizations are they types of 
online interaction spaces that support online leadership. Online leadership might be much 
more common within these two types of spaces, and the type of interaction space might 
account for variation in the way the social phenomenon manifests. 
 This is only an initial theoretical model and more work remains to be done to 
determine whether all online interaction spaces can be categorized by the model, whether 
the ratio of social to organizational messages is accurate, and whether there is any use 
value to situating online interaction spaces in this manner. Theoretical models are very 
much needed to help map out uncharted territory regarding the many behaviors people 
perform online, such as how forum members communicate, interact, accomplish group 
activities, enforce policies, develop group identities, and organize themselves. Online 
research investigates these phenomena but there are few theoretical models that attempt 
to explain an online phenomena of interest within the context of other online interaction 
spaces. A communicative approach to online research and theorization has potential 
because it brings to the table an understanding of how the most fundamental unit of 
online interaction, textual messages, can result in larger online social patterns like groups, 
organizations, and societies.  
The Four Flows Model Adapted to Online Interaction Spaces 
 In addition to new definitions of online community and online organization, as 
well as the online interaction space model, a third contribution to online research was 
offered by this study in the form of the Four Flows Model adapted for use in online 
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interaction spaces. After interpretation of the results it was possible to adapt the model to 
include empirical data of how the Four Flows manifested online. This information was 
added to the adaptations made based on evidence of organizing within existing online 
research. The fully adapted Four Flows Model is provided in Table 5.  
 The previous adaptations made to the membership negotiation flow were found to 
be accurate within the RCgroups.com dataset. The only adaptations for which no direct 
evidence was found within the case study was members’ perceptions regarding 
relationship forming and feelings of cohesion. These two items were not measured within 
the data, but the case studies offered some evidence to support the inclusion of these 
adaptations in the updated model. For example, members of the Alberta FPV Forum 
introduced themselves by stating the airplanes they flew and their geographic locations. 
Members organized in-person flight meetings with members close enough to travel to the 
same location, and so membership negotiation messages were sometimes the first step in 
forming relationships between members. Additionally, members of the Soaring Program 
Forum used membership negotiation messages to introduce their real names, which is a 
likely contributor to any feelings of cohesion the group had. One addition was made to 
the model due to the observation that the forum members created membership negotiation 
messages in order to establish their expertise and credibility within the forums. Members 
listed the airplanes they flew, told stories about difficult flights they accomplished, or 
introduced themselves as new participants to the hobby with little experience. The use of 
membership negotiation messages to express members’ credibility may occur within 
offline organizations as well. However, members frequently gave such expansive 
accounts of their skills and listed in detail the airplanes they flew that it is difficult to 
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imagine such messages taking place during offline conversations between community or 
organization members. Frequent use of membership negotiation messages to establish a 
member’s expertise is likely a manifestation of membership negotiation that is specific to 
online interaction spaces, and so it was added as an adaptation to the model. 
 All of the proposed adaptations to the self-structuring flow were supported by the 
case study data. One addition was made to the model, which is that self-structuring online 
is more effective, especially in terms of enforcing forum policies and implementing 
design changes, when performed by members with formal authority like the forum 
moderator. This was found to be the case within all of the forums. The Ratings System 
Forum and the Soaring Program Forum, identified as functioning as online organizations, 
were led by moderators with the authority to make structural changes to the forum. These 
moderators effectively enacted self-structuring, thereby influencing how general-level 
members enacted activity coordination to complete tasks and reinforcing the purpose of 
the forums. General-level members of the Drone Regulation Forum and the Alberta FPV 
Forum, the online communities, attempted to enact self-structuring but had little success 
in moderating conversation or reorienting members to the forum’s purpose, likely due to 
the fact that they had no authority to enforce deviations from desired behavior. Therefore, 
in online contexts, self-structuring can be enacted by any member of the forum, but self-
structuring efforts are much more likely to be successful when they are enacted by a 
member with authority to change or enforce forum policies. 
 Both previous adaptations of activity coordination were found to be accurate 
reflections of behavior within the forums, but the Soaring Program Forum suggested one 
addition to the adaptation of the activity coordination flow. Messages posted by the 
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moderator of the Soaring Program Forum evinced that general-level members frequently 
sent emails to the moderator in order to discuss their opinions about design changes to the 
flying program. The other forums contained occasional indications that members 
communicated via email to arrange in-person meetings as well. This evidence suggests 
that some activity coordination took place outside of the interaction spaces via email. The 
model was updated to reflect the possibility that activity coordination occurred both 
inside and outside of a forum’s textual interaction space.  
 Several updates to the institutional positioning flow were necessary due to the 
unexpected ways in which institutional positioning manifested within the forums. 
Institutional positioning messages were sometimes written as if sent directly to an outside 
entity, like the FAA or AMA, but there was no evidence that these outside entities would 
ever receive messages posted within the forums. So, institutional positioning messages 
were sometimes directed at but not received by outside entities. The same messages 
appeared to simultaneously accomplish the self-positioning of the message posters. For 
example, members who directed messages at outside entities that strongly critiqued the 
entities’ involvement in RC drone regulations made a statement about their own 
ideologies. Critiquing the position of outside entities thereby positioned these members’ 
individual relationships with the forum as well as the forum’s relationship with the 
outside entities. Institutional positioning enacted in this manner may have had a slight 
membership negotiation effect, which is a phenomena needing more investigation in 
order to interpret further. Additionally, institutional positioning was used by the Alberta 
FPV Forum to develop positive relationships with an outside entity. The Alberta FPV 
Forum’s members reposted messages of support sent by another glider flying program 
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and posted messages thanking the external program for its support. Comparisons were 
made between the two programs to argue for the value of both programs even though 
their flying requirements were very similar. The positioning enacted by the Alberta FPV 
Forum’s members was not unusual according to McPhee and Zaug’s original model, but 
utilization of institutional positioning messages to create goodwill and forge positive 
relationships between members is a new use of this process, and so the adaptation was 
added to the model. 
 Finally, one additional adaptation was made to the model’s explanation of how all 
the Four Flows manifest within online interaction spaces. The public nature of 
communication within the forums did, as expected, appear to open participation in all of 
the Four Flows to all members. The results of the analysis also indicated that the Four 
Flows can be coordinated via different coordinating mechanisms. No evidence was found 
to indicate that members of the online communities worked to coordinate enactment of 
the Four Flows, but the moderators of the online organizations utilized direct supervision 
and mutual adjustment to coordinate the accomplishment of work tasks. Although 
McPhee and Zaug (2000) theorized that problems that arise due to one flow may find a 
solution in another flow, the Four Flows Model does not make any claims about how the 
flows are coordinated or what roles members take when coordinating organizational 
tasks. This adaptation is therefore one step towards identifying and understanding 
patterns of flows that can exist beyond the interaction of flows already detailed by the 
model. Other research studies that utilized the Four Flows Model as a theoretical 
framework for identifying organizational phenomena essential to organizations have 
identified the influence that outside entities can have on the organizational processes that 
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constitute an organization’s flows (Bean & Buikema, 2015) as well as the use of 
organizing messages by organizational leaders (Girginova, 2013). Another manuscript 
detailed a case study where the constitution of an organization was altered through the 
reduction of the flow of abusive messages, changing one workplace from an abusive 
organization to a non-abusive one (Lutgen-Sandvik & Virginia McDermott, 2008). 
However, this is the first research study to identify meta-coordination of the flows 
through specific coordinating mechanisms. This implication suggests that a productive 
step towards developing the Four Flows Model would be to study the coordination of the 
flows and how coordination of the flows influences the constitution of an organization. 
 Another significant finding relevant to the Four Flows Model pertained to the 
timing and relative importance of the flows within the forums that functioned and were 
constituted as online organizations. The forums all began with self-structuring messages 
that setup the forums’ purposes and, in the case of the online organizations, described 
how members could contribute to the forum goal. Throughout the remainder of the forum 
data self-structuring messages occurred intermittently, drawn upon when a member 
determined a self-structuring activity was necessary. Self-structuring therefore had a 
strong initial presence, and occurred afterward on an as-needed basis. Activity 
coordination by contrast occurred in episodes of multiple messages at a time as members 
made contributions to complete work tasks. Institutional positioning and membership 
negotiation occurred as one or two messages at a time throughout the forums. Members 
positioned the forum within its environment to make a point during social interaction or 
to aid in activity coordination. Membership negotiation could occur at any time during 
the forum because new members joined the forums at will and were often welcomed by 
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existing members. So, although the specific sequences of the flows within the forums 
were unique, there were some commonalities in the timing and importance of the flows 
across the forums. The Fours Flows Model can therefore also be developed through 
investigations of the timing and sequence of the flows within specific organizational 
contexts. 
 The Four Flows Model was found to be a very useful theoretical framework for 
gaining an understanding of how organizing manifests in online interaction spaces. All 
forum messages fell under one of the Four Flows categories or under the social 
interaction category, and so this model did appear to offer a comprehensive account of 
the organizational processes required to accomplished work tasks around a shared goal 
within the RCgroups.com forums. However, in order to categorize messages using the 
model it was necessary to develop a codebook containing very specific examples of the 
typical conversations and behaviors that would be categorized under each flow. McPhee 
and Zaug (2000) defined each of the flows in very general terms and provided some 
indicators of the flows. The indicators were not very applicable in a non-traditional 
organizing context, hence the need for an adaptation of the model. The model will likely 
need to be adapted to any other non-traditional organizational contexts and forms to 
which it is applied such as networked organizations and virtual organizations. 
An additional consideration for scholars interested in utilizing the Four Flows 
Model to identify organizational processes is that identification of the processes is not an 
end result. Further qualitative interpretation is necessary for understanding how the 
processes manifest within the context of the research, and additional analyses such as 
network analysis are necessary in order to gain an understanding of how the Four Flows 
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affect the overall structure and constitution of the interaction space. The Four Flows 
model is therefore very useful for the first stage of analysis of organizing online, and is a 
useful theoretical framework for interpreting results. The researcher must find other ways 
of interpreting the effect organizing messages have on the interaction space, however. 
Different approaches must also be used to relate any other factors of interest such as 
member roles and the sequencing of processes to the enactment of the Four Flows. 
Future Research 
 This study investigated organizational processes within four forums contained 
within the same website. Future research should be conducted that repeats this method on 
data collected from different types of online interaction space and different websites in 
order to evaluate the transferability of this study’s findings to other online contexts. The 
dataset consisted of two large (over 1,500 posts) and two small (under 200 posts) forums. 
The forum size corresponded with type of interaction space—the two smaller forums 
were found to function as online organizations and the two larger forums were found to 
be online communities. The amount of organizing messages was found to be a defining 
feature for each type of online interaction space, but the proportion of organizing to 
social messages may have been an outcome of the forum size and not the other way 
around. Future research should therefore sample forums of a wider range of sizes to 
determine whether small forums always support more organizing processes or if 
organizing can be supported at any size of membership. 
 Another limitation of this study was that while useful information was learned 
about organizing within the forums during a single time period, the method did not look 
at how organizing occurred over time within the forums. Future research could study 
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organizing over time by dividing the data into meaningful units of time and analyzing 
each unit independently to learn about patterns or changes in the enactment of organizing 
over time, or further research could sample forum interactions from much larger time 
periods of interaction. Taking time into consideration would also enable more direct 
measurement of the organizational processes themselves, which was another limitation of 
this study. 
 One of the challenges of analyzing the forums’ communication networks was 
balancing the need to reduce over-identification of organizing through the creation of the 
EVRY node with the impact that a bimodal network has on network metrics. I chose not 
to remove the EVRY node for some analyses and include it in others because doing so 
would mean the loss of many member posts from the analysis, and would hinder 
interpretation of the results of multiple network analyses at once. All communication 
networks generated through group interactions where members communicate with the 
group at large face this network analysis limitation. Future research should investigate 
what new metrics could be developed to simultaneously account for messages exchanged 
directly between members and messages that have the potential to be received by any 
member of the group. Additionally, the results of this study found that messages directed 
at outside entities is a common occurrence via the institutional positioning flow. One 
question that scholars who utilize network analysis need to address is how to account for 
communication directed at real people and organizations who are not present to receive 
the messages. This study treated these messages as being directed to the forum at large, 
but it would be meaningful to be able to analyze how these references to eternal entities 
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affect the overall network structure of communication networks where this 
communication strategy is prevalent. 
The information gained through this study can be useful to managers of online 
communities because there is a pervasive assumption within the online research literature 
that a successful online community is one with a large membership and frequent social 
interaction. The smaller forums that were found to function as online organizations were 
actually very successful at achieving their goals, and there were no personal attacks or 
breaches of forum policy within them. These results suggest that scholars may need to 
focus more on what behaviors and outcomes lead to the accomplishment of members’ 
goals within online interaction spaces instead of using membership and participation as 
benchmarks of success. 
The results of this study supported the idea that communities of common interest 
can manifest within online interaction spaces as organizations, and so a natural next step 
in this line of research would be to investigate other offline organizational phenomena in 
online organization contexts. This study’s dataset indicated that organizational change, 
organizational evolution, and organizational environments are particularly promising for 
online organizations. The forums that functioned as online organizations in this study 
certainly experienced changes in how they operated over time. The forum members were 
very aware of the other entities within their environment. Additionally, online forums’ 
textual archives are an excellent record of membership and interaction over time, and 
could be used by scholars to compare how different online communities and 
organizations evolve over time. In conclusion, although further research is necessary to 
evaluate the transferability of the contributions of this study to other websites and online 
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interaction spaces, one clear implication is that organizing is indeed taking place within 
some online interaction spaces, making them more than just online communities. 
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APPENDIX B: 
DATA COLLECTION RULES 
 
1. When starting a new data collection on a forum, start with the earliest post and work 
backwards in time. 
 
2. For each post, record the exact user name of who posted the message (Sender), the 
exact user name of whom the post is directed at (Receiver), as well as the Date Joined 
and Number of Posts for both Sender and Receiver. Also record each person’s Role 
(R=regular membership, P=plus membership, A=admin), the Date of the Post 
(MM/DD/YY), and the Time of the Post in military time format. If there are multiple 
threads within one forum, also record the thread name. 
 
3. Number of Posts will change over time as members make more posts, but only use the 
Number of Posts you first record for each member. For example, if RC_dude1 made a 
total of 200 posts by the day you first started data collection, but you see he has made 210 
posts 3 days later when you collect another of his posts, enter the original number of 200.  
 
4. There can be more than one message Receiver per post. If there is more than one 
receiver, mark the column “2+ Receivers” with a 1. Create a new row below the current 
one. Put the same poster as Sender, the second receiver as Receiver, and record the same 
Message. If there is a 3rd intended receiver of the original post, add another row and use 
the same method.  
 
5. Don’t include quoted material in the “Message” cell unless it is completely integrated 
into the post and removing it would destroy the post’s meaning. A quote is usually at the 
beginning of a post, and in this case it should not be copied and pasted into the Message 
cell. 
 
6. When determining whom the Receiver is for a post, you must take the context, or 
larger conversation, into account. First check for more obvious indicators like a direct 
quote or a reference to a member’s user name, but always also read through the past 10-
20 posts to see if the post continues a recent conversation or responds to a previous post.  
 
7. If the Sender is directing a message to the forum in general, or does not specify a 
receiver and no receiver is indicated by the conversation context, the receiver is 
everyone. Record this as “Everyone” in the Receiver cell. Leave “Date Joined” and 
“Number of Posts” blank in this case.  
 
Here are indicators that Everyone is the message receiver: 
 
• Speaker uses the phrase “anybody.” 
• A Speaker is usually talking to Everyone when he or she starts a new forum. 
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• A Speaker is usually talking to Everyone if he or she asks a question unrelated to 
the current conversation. 
• If a Speaker is making a general correction for the public good, the Receiver is 
Everyone (I just bought this product, here is what I think). 
• When a Speaker post interjects a new topic into a running conversation, it is likely 
directed at Everyone. 
• When there is a large gap in time from the last post, and then a new post is made, 
it is usually a new conversation directed at Everyone. 
• A series of pictures (especially showing off a new RC build) may be an indicator 
of a new conversation directed at everyone. 
• In all of the above cases, the context must still be taken into consideration, and 
there could be more than one Receiver. 
 
Advice: 
 
A Sender might use a previous post to inform another member. In this case the Receiver 
is the new person, not the creator of the previous post. 
 
If a Sender makes a correction to the original topic with the purpose of correcting or 
changing something, the Receiver is the thread creator (Example: This was rated a 2 in 
the original post, but here is my rating). 
 
If a Sender is making a suggestion, correction, or asking a question of the original post, 
the Receiver is the thread creator. 
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APPENDIX C: 
ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES CODEBOOK 
Organizing	Code	(1-7)	1-	Membership	Negotiation	2-	Self-structuring	3-	Activity	Coordination	4-	Institutional	Positioning	5	–	Other	type	of	Organizing	6	–	Non-organizing	Social	Interaction	7	–	Other/Not	Sure		
Coding	Rules:		 1. Choose	just	one	code	per	post.	If	there	is	more	than	one	type	of	organizing	going	on,	chose	the	code	for	which	there	is	the	most	text	evidence.		2. The	exception	to	this	is	that	if	there	is	social	interaction	AND	organizing,	we	only	care	about	the	organizing.	When	a	post	gets	coded	as	social	interaction,	that	means	NO	organizing	was	happening.		 	------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	
1:	Membership	Negotiation:	Any	talk	related	to	the	member’s	relationship	to	the	forum.		 - Members	introducing	themselves.	This	includes	talking	about	their	background	experience	and	expertise,	but	ONLY	during	the	introduction.	If	they	talk	about	experience	later	in	the	post,	it’s	not	related	to	their	membership.	This	is	a	good	example	because	it’s	the	first	time	the	member	introduces	himself:	
looking	I	guess---I'm	a	newbie	with	sim	experience.	I	have	a	tower	p-51,	and	on	
my	2nd	flight	ever(right	after	the	hawksky	flew)…	
	
-		 Talk	about	what	the	forum	means	to	them,	things	they	like	or	don’t	like	about	the	forum,	how	it’s	personally	influenced	or	affected	them.	This 
program is great for me, there is no way i can travel to any contests…		- Talk	about	a	forum	role	or	job.	Example:	Cheers	for	all	the	replies	guys,	and	
yeah	I	realize	this	is	going	to	be	a	more	or	less	permanent	position.	I	can't	
guarantee	that	I'll	always	update	every	day	or	even	every	week,	but	I'll	do	my	
best	to	keep	up	with	what	people	are	rating.	
	 Another	example:	this	[forum	job]	is	going	to	be	a	thankless	job	for	many	years..	
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- Talk	about	joining,	following	the	forum/list/thread	or	recruiting	new	
members.	Example:	good	list.	I’ll	have	to	subscribe	to	this…	
	- Talk	about	what	it’s	like	to	be	a	member	of	the	forum,	or	what	forum	
members	do.	
	 - Expressions	of	loyalty	to	the	form.	
	 - Discussion	about	membership	to	subgroups	within	the	forum.	
	 - Anything	related	to	forum	membership,	includes	membership	to	the	
forum	program,	membership	status,	rank.	
	 - Anyone	recognizing	someone’s	membership.	
	
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	
2:	Self-structuring:	Any	talk	related	to	the	forum	policies,	activities	that	change	the	structure	of	the	forum,	making	forum	decisions,	designing/redesigning	the	forum,	official	orders,	forum	procedures.	This	is	also	restricted	to	talk	about	the	FORUM	itself,	not	the	activities	members	are	doing	within	the	forum.		IT’S	ABOUT	THE	FORUM	ITSELF,	NOT	THE	ACTIVITIES	GOING	ON.		 - The	first	post(s)	that	explain	why	the	forum	was	created,	how	it	should	
be	used,	its	purpose,	etc.	Example:	The	reason	for	a	second	'rating	system'	
thread	is	because	the	old	one	hasn’t	been	updated	in	over	a	year	by	the	previous	
owner.	I	suggested	a	new	one	in	the	original	thread	and	got	support	for	it	so	
I'm	starting	a	new	one,	carrying	over	all	rated	planes…	
	- Any	mention	of	adding	a	thread,	post,	comment,	etc.	ANYWHERE	on	
RCGroups.com.	Example:	I	have	an	idea	for	a	new	thread	that	spans	all	RC	...	
	 - Any	talk	about	policies,	rules,	enforcing	rules,	removing	posts,	
reporting	people	who	are	being	rude	of	breaking	forum	policies	
	 - Talk	about	how	the	forum	should	be	changed.	
	 - Conversations	that	clarify	the	community’s	purpose	or	goals.	
	 - Talk	about	positions	or	roles	that	have	power	or	authority.	
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	
3:	Activity	Coordination:	Any	talk	related	to	the	activities	that	members	are	collaborating	to	do	within	the	forum.	It’s	important	to	identify	the	activity	or	activities	members	are	working	on.	The	first	few	posts	often	give	a	good	clue.	Once	you’ve	identified	the	activities	(new	ones	can	come	up	over	time),	it’s	easier	to	see	when	members	are	talking	in	order	to	coordinate	a	group	activity.	Also,	some	conversations	start	as	self-structuring	(talk	about	need	for/development	of	policies,	design	changes,	etc.),	but	when	the	changes	are	being	IMPLEMENTED	they	become	activity	coordination.	IS	THE	MEMBER	DOING	SOMETHING	with	other	members,	OR	DID	THE	MEMBER	DO	SOMETHING	on	their	own	that	works	towards	the	group	goal?	But	not	just	an	info	update	where	there’s	no	reporting	of	what	they	did.	Look	at	verbs,	are	the	DOING	something?	If	the	group	of	members	coordinating	the	changes	frequently,	that’s	ok.		
NOT	SURE?	ASK:	Are	they	addressing/solving	a	problem?	Are	they	
coordinating	anything?	
	 - Posts	that	coordinate	the	forum	activities.	Example:	I'd	rate	the	T-28UM	as	
a	7.	It's	not	a	plane	for	absolute	beginners.	(NOTE:	If	the	activity	already	
happened	and	no	new	planning	is	going	on,	it’s	social	interaction,	not	activity	
coordination.)	
	- Any	time	someone	is	making	a	suggestion	about	how	to	do	one	of	the	
activities,	what	they	would	change,	etc.	
	Another	example:	Here	is	a	link	to	a	petition	against	the	drone	registration.	
	- Talk	about	solving	organizational	problems.	Example:	My	post	was	
deleted	–	has	anyone	else	had	that	problem?	- Making	requests	for	people	to	do	an	activity,	show	up	to	an	event,	
request	participation	of	some	kind.	
	- Planning	an	event	or	activity	with	other	forum	members.	Example:	We	
should	meet	up	in	June	for	a	race.	
	 - Implementation	of	policies,	design,	or	forum	changes;	forum	
moderation.	Example:	OK	everyone.	On	Monday	your	account	will	look	a	little	
different	when	the	update	goes	through.	
	 - Implementing	order,	mediating	disputes,	disciplining	members.	Example:	RCrun’s	posts	have	been	removed	from	this	thread.		
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	
4:	Institutional	Positioning:	Any	communication	about	or	with	other	groups	or	organizations	that	POSITIONS	or	COMPARES	AND	CONTRASTS	the	two	groups.	ARE	THEY	OBVIOUSLY	COMPARING	SOMETHING	ABOUT	THE	FORUM	
TO	AN	OUTSIDE	GROUP/FORUM?	1.	Direct	communication	with	outside	group,	
2.	Talking	to	them	through	the	forum,	or	3.	Comparison	of	forum	and	other	
group.	Hyperlinks	to	outside	websites	can	be	indicators	of	this	flow.		 - Communication	directed	at	outside	entities.	Example:	RCKing.com,	when	
am	I	going	to	see	a	refund?	
	- Direct	communication	with	or	from	an	outside	group.	Example:	Yes,	
thanks	for	the	list.	As	a	small	company	we	cannot	always	fly	everyones	plane,	but	
you	list	will	give	us	an	unbiased	opinion	of	our	planes	and	others.	Thanks	again!	
Diane		www.lazertoyz.com	
	 - Defining	the	community’s	position	within	the	environment.	
	- Reference	to	any	outside	group	or	entity	that	talks	about	what	they	are	
like	or	are	doing	in	contrast	to	the	forum	you’re	looking	at.	Example:	
Have	you	seen	the	Back	Yard	Outdoor	Bipe	thread?	Its	a	build	thread	with	plans	
for	a	32.5"	Pitts	Special.	
	 - Commercializing	items	generated	within	the	community	for	sale	
outside	the	community.	
	- Rebroadcasting	of	messages	from	external	entity	within	the	forum.	
 
